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I N  T R ODU C T I ON 

For a number of years now, we have received requests from all around the world 
for detailed information on "how to run worms. f! While we have done our best to respond 
1.0 such inquiries in as great and specific detail as possible, it has not always been pract
ieable to answer each l'etier personally. Usually we have suggested that anyone interested 
ill performing planarian research go dig the facts out for himself, a laborious task at best, 
but necessary since to date no one has assembled a manual that would gather together in 
one place all of the odds and ends of information, the lIrags and tatters" of methodology 
11l1d procedure, that someone coming to the field for the first time would need to know. 
'J11is MANUAL OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTATION ON THE PLANARIAN is our 
own small attempt to meet what appears to be a continuing need. Tne MANUAL is addres
sed to the complete novice, for the majority of people who write to us for detailed infor
mation are high school students who have had but limited experience vvith animal experi
mentation of any kind. Thus the sophisticated experimenter may find that much of what 
is herein contained is superfluous for his purposes and perhaps too didactic for his tastes. 
The experienced investigator who has never handled planarians before would, however, be 
well advised to give this MANUAL as close a reading as possible--planarians are not mere
ly miniature rats or cats, and the scientist who treats worms as if they were no more than 
"just another experimental animal" is in for some difficult times. 

This MANUAL has seven main sections: The first is an article describing very brief
ly the history and importance of planarian research. The second section has to do vvith the 
acquisition, housing and care of various species of planarians, including a brief account of 
the animaPs sensory capabilities. The third section is a detailed account of the methods 
and procedures for studying planarian behavior that seem to have been successful in the 
past and includes a brief reminder to all investigators of the sorts of data that should be 
included in any write-up of planarian research that one hopes to publish. The fourth sect
ion, written by Dr. Stuart J. Coward of the Department of Biology at the State University 
of New York at Buffalo, is an outline of procedures for performing planarian grafts. In 
the fifth section, Gary Davis presents a detailed account of the methodology developed by 
him and Dr. Bernard Agranoff (at the Mental Health Research Institute, The University of 
Michigan) for extracting RNA from whole ·planarians. In section six, Dr. Paul Shinkman 
and Leroy Vernon (of the Planaria Research Group, Mental Health Research Institute, 
The University of Michigan) describe the technique they developed for injecting micro 
quantities of RNA into intact planarians. The seventh and final section is a selected an
notated bibliography of scientific articles having to do with planarians, taken from vari-
ous past issues of the WORM RUNNER'S DIGEST and put together by Dr. Margaret Clay 
and Miss Ursula Mosler (of the Planaria Research Group). This bibliography includes, 
to the best of our knowledge, all pertinent and important references to planarian research 
except those that have been published in the DIGEST itself. Digest articles are listed 
chronologically immediately following the bibliography. The serious '\vorm runnerll will 
surely wish to obtain a complete file of the back issues of this now notorious journaL 

Experiments on planarians may often seem deceptively llsimple-minded'! to the 
casual observer. Let said casual observer beware: planarians are among the most 
obstinate, ornery, difficult animals to work with that one could imagine. They can also 
be highly rewarding as experimental subjects. But anyone who believes that he can 
"throw together a quick and dirty worm study over the weekend" is likely to be shocked 
to learn that this type of scientific approach is even less likely to yield valid results 
\vith planarians than with other animals. The most salient virtue that a worm runner 
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can possess is patience. 

In the past five years, several thousand high school students throughout the United 
States have used planarians in their science fair projects; it is likely that several thou 
sand students will do likewise in the coming five to ten years. Many high school students 
in the past have written us requesting that we send them apparatus, worms, free copies 
of the DIGEST, etc. This is to inform all and sundry students (of any age or status) that 
we cannot supply anyone with worms, free apparatus, nor even (in the majority of 
cases) with free personal advice. A good share of becoming a scientist is learning how 
to solve onels own problems, with frequent recourse to the scientific literature. We 
have listed elsewhere in this manual information on the procuring of planarians and on 
the construction of experimental apparatus --this, then, is the limit of our responsibility. 
Were we to answer each inquiry individually, we would end up spending more time \vrit-

letters than in doing research ourselves. And planarian research does take time-
a good experiment \1;rill require at least four to six months of hard effort. Nor can you 
expect us to sit down and tell you in detail what sort of research has already been done 
in the past and help you design a new and exciting line of investigation that will assuredly 
win you a prize. You must expect to read the literature yourself and design your project 
yourself, for otherwise the whole experience would have little real significance you. 
We do hope that you will let us know what sort of work you have done and what your re
sults were, but we regretfully annOlUlce that we cannot usually give you much assistance 
beyond that contained in this MANUAL. 

I We have done our best to make the information in this MANUAL as correct and as 
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up-to-date as possible, but we do not pretend to be omniscient even where planarians are 
concerned. The field of flatworm research is in constant flux, and as new studies are I 
published and as new techniques are devised, some of the information contained herein 
may become obsolete or may even be proved to be incorrect. The ways of worm running 
are subject to change without prior notice J It will be up to the reader to check all refer 
ences that appear after the MANUAL has been printed and to revise his procedures and 
conclusions accordingly. 

One final note: Anyone who has had experience training other animals (such as rats) 
will find that the training of planarians is several orders of magnitude more boring than 
is the handling of rats or other higher animals. The confirmed rat runner may find such 
a statement hard to believe, but a few hours spent with planarians will surely convince 
him of its truth. Nonetheless, when all is said and done, planarians are rather wonder
ful and challenging beasts whose rather special biological and psychological talents and 
properties can make them fascinating subjects for scientific investigation. The worms 
will provide the fascination--it is up to you to provide the science. 

May 1 ,  1 965 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

James V. McConnell 
Professor of Psychology 
Mental Health Research Institute 
The University of Michigan 
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S e c t i o n  I 

THE MODERN SEARCH FOR THE ENGRAM* 

James V. McConnell , Ph. D.  

. Man can learn more, and remember better , than any other animal--indeed his pro-
; . digious memory is one of the chief attributes that s ets man apart from the rest of the 

unlmal kingdom . That a ninety-year -old man may recall the halcyon days of his youth 
with surprising clarity is  a commonplace occurrence; yet, when one stops to think of it, 
how can this miracle be accomplished? How can a fragment of conversation heard 40, 
()Q or even 80 years ago still be remembered word for word after such a length of time? 
What kind of recording does the brain make that allows it to play back those dead voices 
years afterwards ? Of what are our memories made, and where and how are they stored 
Inside our bodies? Indeed, does it  make sense to  speak of  "memory storagelf at  all as  if  
u memory were a physical quantity of some kind that could be stashed away in a cupboard 
or a refrigerator? The search for answers to these questions i s  one of the most challeng
ing and fas cinating undertakings in the biosciences today. But to understand the viewpoint 
that modern p sych ologists and biochemists take towards memory research, we must first 
place the subj e ct in its proper historical perspective .  

The early Greek philosophers believed that man was born with a mind like a blank 
w.blet and that the fingers of experience "wrote" on the tablet much as a secretary copies 
down dictation in her notebook. When we llremembered , II then, we merely searched 
through the mind! s library of old notebooks until we found what it was we were hunting for. 
And indeed, when we are attempting to recall an old friend! s name, or a lost fragment of 
poetry learned year s  ago, it does seem as if our minds flip through a catalog of past events. 
But such a viewpoint towards remembering i s  a limited one at best. To begin with, some 
memories are automatic--we don' t have to "search" for them at all, for the external en-
vi ronment triggers off the proper bit of recall almost mechanically . In the second place , 
much of our remembering takes place at a totally unconscious level--we don't have to tell 
our hands and feet to press on the clutch and shift the gears in our automobiles ; our feet 
Ilnd hands make the proper m otions without our consciously directing them , almost as if 
IIthey had a mind of their own. fI The mentalistic "notebook" i dea of m emory, a viewpoint 
that science e spoused for almost 20 centuries, was finally abandoned because it taught us 
precious little about memorial processes that comm on sense hadn't told us anyhow. 

The real revolution in the study of memory began in Germany in the middle of the 
19th Century with the work of Hermann Ebbinghaus, who performed the first really scient
Ific experiments on how men learned. Ebbinghaus' m onumental handbook, Ueber das 
Gaedechnis, i s  still considered a classic by m odern psychologists. But Ebbinghaus was 
Interested in the external conditions that m ade remembering easy or difficult; his theoret
Ical explanations of why men remembered as they did were tinged with mentalism. He 
did not try to look inside the human body to see what sorts of changes took place inside 
whenever someone learned. 

The behaviorist revolution, whi ch began in America with the work of John B. Watson, 
was the next step forward .  Watson s aw very clearly that man often tends to attribute to 
himself almost magical mentalistic properties which he denies exist in animals. Desiring 
to get rid of magic and substitute s cience in its place, Watson espoused the study of animal 
behavior s ince one could be much more objective about the way a white rat learned a maz e 
than, say, about the way a pretty girl learns a popular song. But Watson' s way of tossing 
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out the magic of mentalis m was to deny that anything of importance took place ins ide the 
body when a person learned. In Wats on's theory , all animals became "empty organisms. 
If one but knew all of an animal's past behavior , and if one knew the pres ent stimulus 
di tions the animal faced, one should be' able to predict the animal's behavior completely. 
Watson then looked for correlations between stimuli and responses without ever taking 
account the organism that sensed the s timuli and made the responses. The purely behav-. 
ioristic viewpoint was a p owerful one for, under the guidance of such brilliant theorists 
as B. F. Skinner at Harvard , we learned a great deal about how to control the b ehavior of 
organisms in many rather c omplicated s ituations. But the behaviorists ' stimulus 
correlations have but limited generality, they predict very poorly what animals will do 
when faced with new stimuli, and the correlations tell us nothing at all about why memory 
takes place ,  why some animals are better at remembering than others, why we forget 
when we're shocked, or a dozen other things . 

Learning and remembering are such �atural things to most of us that p erhaps it is 
difficult for us to realize that thes e proces s es must have a phys ical representation ins ide 
our bodies . We s ee ours elves, like b ehav iorists, from the outside in. We do not s ense 
the flow of blood through our veins , the mov ement of fluid in our spinal cord , nor the 
pulsation of electrical energy coursing through our nervous systems. Yet these proces
ses exist--if ever they stopped, we would die almost at once. Life is a physiological 
process, and memory is a part of life. When we learn, there must be s ome actual, ident-'; 
ifiable alteration in some part of our body; otherwise, we could not , at some later date, 
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reconstruct with mere nervou s energy that environmental condition we had experienced 
in the past. 

At about the same time that the b ehav iorist revolution was beginning in America, 
when John B. Watson was telling his s tudents that "mind didn't exist," the noted Rus sian 
physiologist ,  Ivan Pavlov, was telling his s tudents that "mind" m ust be trans lated into 
neurological terms to mak e  s ense. F or Pavlov, the cerebral cortex ,  that massive enve
lope of nerve c ells covering the entire brain , was the seat of learning. Pav lov thought 
that learning was a p roces s, a rechanneling of the flow of nervous excitation from an old 
pathway into a new. What the stru ctural changes were in the nervou s  system that caused 
the change of pathways was s om ething neither Pavlov nor the neurophysiologists who fol
lowed him were able to determ ine. PhYSiological psychologists have, for half a century 
now, attempted to determine just exactly what the neurological chan� s are that take place 
within an organism when it learns; but for all their delicate and sen s itive electronic gear, 
their surgical insults and their probing m icroelectrodes, they have failed almost complete 
ly. It is this failure of the phYSiologists to specify precisely wh ere or how m emory stor
age takes p lace, coupled with our recently-gained knowledge of the b iochemis try of the 
cell , that has led many of today's s cientists to s earch for the fllocu s of mem o ry!! at a 
chemical rather than a purely phys iological level. 

It was in 1904 that a s cientist named Richard S emon made a radical assumption. 
Suppose, h e  said, that each s timulus that an organism experiences leaves a discrete 
material trace of s om e  kind wi thin the organis m T s nervous system. Semon w ent further-
this material trace, which he called an "engram II, he saw as being p erhaps a chemical 
rather than a phYSiological entity. Each unique stimulus encountered by an organism, 
each thing that it learned, was to leave its own particular trace, its own uniqu e  engram. 
Many years later , the great American p sychologist , K. S. Las hley, devoted an enormous 
amount of research time to what he called lithe s earch for the engram. !I If the engram 
was unique, special, particular, then one ought to be able to localize the engram for a 
particular b it of learning in a spec ific place within the n ervous system . Lashley taught 
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rats and other animals to solve various problems, then cut out huge portions of the ani 
mals' brains hoping to remove the engram along with the ablated tissue. Lashley never 
located the engram, for his animals showed only ffrelativeff forgetting. If he removed 
50% of their cortex, they forgot about half the problem; if he removed but 25% of the cor
tex, they remembered approximately 75% of-what they had learned. These results led 
Lashley to conclude that a single memory·'iVas represented in the brain by a diffuse pro
cess of some kind rat_her than being stpfed in one discrete locus. What Lashley never 
realized, of course, was that an anirrial that learns even a 'fsimple!! problem actually 
learns thousands and thousands oCthings about the environment in which the experimenter 
puts it. A rat in a simple maze Jearns not only that it must turn right if it is to get to 
food, but learns also that the maze is of a certain color, certain texture, of a certain 
height, smell, width and length, that the food is of a certain type and certain quantity, 
and a thousand other things.! The rat must learn to "trust" the experimenter (that is, to 
become habituated to the experimental situation) or it will not eat, will not learn. All of 
these thousands of individual micro-memories go to make up a single fllearning experi
ence. II Some of the memories are visual, some auditory, some kinesthetic, some olfact
ory; obviously the engrams would be widely scattered in various parts of the brain, and 
if one removed portions of the cortex at random, one would expect to obtain the results 
that Lashley did. And Lashley was searching for a neurophysiological rather than a 
biochemical locus of learning; apparently it never occurred to him that the engram might 
possibly be stored molecularly, as a complete entity, within a single cell. 

Let us assume for the moment that each time an organism learns, a complicated 
biochemical change of some kind takes place within at least one nerve cell in the organ
ism's brain. What chemicals might be involved, what chemicals might act as storage 
mechanisms? In the late 1940s, Ward Halstead, a psychologist at the University of 
Chicago, theorized that the engram might exist as a molecular change wi thin a single 
cell. It was not until almost a decade later, however, that the Swedish biologist Holger 
Hyden undertook a series of experiments that first implicated ribonucleic acid (RNA) as 
being the "memory molecule. IT The genes found in every cell are composed of a compli
cated molecule known as DNA, which acts as the Commander-in-Chief of all physiological 
processes in the cell. DNA directs the internal life of the cell by manufacturing RNA, a 
closely related molecule, which passes from the nucleus into the cytoplasm of the cell 
where it directs the synthesis of proteins (among other things). DNA contains the ITgene
tic code." When the sperm and egg from a pair of white rats unite, the resulting embryo 
develops into a baby rat rather than into a baby elephant because the DNA in the rat sperm 
and egg contains a different Hcoden than the DNA found in elephant sperm and eggs. 

From one point of view, then, we may say that DNA stores an organism's "ancestral 
memories" in coded form; that is, DNA "remembers" what an organism1s progenitors 
were like. Professor Hyden theorized that RNA might encode or "romember'l an organ
ism's own personal memories, that RNA might well be the "tablet" on which the fingers 
of experience wrote (by changing the chemical "code II carried by the RNA molecule). To 
Lest his theory, Hyden performed experiments with rats and rabbits. First, Hyden dev 
eloped a beautiful technique for taking large single cells from the nervous system, cut
ling them open individually by hand with an incredibly tiny scapel and scraping out the 
protoplams inside each celL With microanalytic techniques, he was then able to measure 
rather subtle changes in the RNA found in these cells. �Then he took two groups of rats to 
work with. The first group was trained to balance on a taut wire in order to reach food; 
Lhe second group was given passive exercise but did not learn the balanCing trick. Hyden 
found that the gross amount of RNA increased markedly in cells taken from both groups 
of animals, but qualitative changes in the RNA (that is, apparent changes in the "code" 
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itself) took place only in the nuclear RNA taken from the trained animals. Hyden later 
covered that the gross amount of RNA in).he human bJ;'ain increased from birth until age 
remained at a relatively constant, higMevel until age 60, then rapidly began to decline. 
These findings led Hyden to speculate that memories were stored by means of physical 
changes in the RN�_�2!��JJ1�i��f..._llyde-n' s theory, which has actually never been 
or disproved, has· sparked m.!lch of the recent but growing interest in the biochemistry of 
memory �d has prompted dozens of other scientists to undertake related experiments on 
a wide variety of organisms ranging from the flatworm up to the human. 

The Planarian as an Experimental Animal 

. Anyone at all familiar with the plaiiirian, or common freshwater flatworm, might 
well wonder why a psychologist would pick this animal to experiment with. Seldom grow....; 
ing to more than an inch in length, it is a fragile creature that inhabits streams, ponds, 
bikes and rivers throughout the world. The planar ian is often difficult to maintain for 
periods of time in a laboratory situ�tion and its nervous system is exceedingly 
so primitive indeed that its ability to learn even the Simplest of tasks might be questioned 
on purely theoretical grounds. Yet the flatworm does have a rudimentary brain, its 
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ior is much more complicated than one might imagine at first glance, and the planarian 
sesses certain other rather special characteristics that make it a most useful tool in the 
search for the biochemical correlates of memory. 

The first time that I personally encountered a flatworm was in 1953, when I was a 
graduate student working towards my doctorate in experimental psychology at the 
of Texas. At that time, psychologists in general were just becoming aware of the neuro
physiologlcal.1earning theories of D. O. Hebb, the Canadian psychologist, and of Sir John 
Eccles, the NobelPrize winning physiologist from Australia. These two scientists had 
speculated that learning was a matter of a physiological change at the synapse--that is, 
whenever an organism learned, some structural alteration must take place in its nervous 
system, probably at the junction point between two nerve cells which is called a synapse. 
Obviously, if Hebb and Eccles were correct, an organism would have to possess synapses 
in order to learn. Robert Thompson, then a fellow graduate student at Texas and now a 

'Professor of Psychology at Louisiana State University, suggested to me that since the 
worm is the lowest animal on the phyletic tree that possesses the type of synapse Hebb and 
Eccles had in mind, we might test their physiological learning theories by attempting to 
train a planarian. And so, working together, we set out to do just that. 

The first scientist to attempt to train planarians was probably the Dutch biologist 
P. Van Oye who reported in 1920 that he was able to teach these animals by means of a 
rather unusual training technique to crawl down a thin metal wire to get to food. (Van Oye' 
paper was published in Dutch, however, and we did not discover it until many years after 
we had begun our own studies. ) In 1929, the American psychologist H. B. Hovey trained a 
marine flatworm (Leptoplana) to reverse its normal response to light by punishing it every 
time it moved when a light came on. And in the 1930s, two German scientists , F. Dilk 
and H. Soest, attempted a crude form of classical conditiOning With planarians. None of 
these latter-named studies satisfied Thompson and me ,however, for they all lacked 
control groups needed to convince us that learning had actually taken place. Therefore we 
set up our own experiment, complete with what we believed to be the necessary controls. 

A modified version of our first training apparatus appears elsewhere in this manual. 
It consisted of a foot-long, half-inch-wide plastic tube that could be filled with water. 
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Electrodes m ounted at each end of the tube allowed us to pass an electric current through 
the water .  A pair of lamps suspended above the trough provided the light which served as 
the conditioning stimulus.  "When a planarian was crawling smoothly along the trough and 
we turned on the electric current , the animal would always give a vigorous contra,ction of 
Its entire b ody . We trained the animals by pairing the light "With the shock. First we turn
od on the light for 2 seconds; then we turned on the shock for an additional second ,  then 
we turned off both the light and the shock. At the beginning of training , the worms respond
ed to the light (before the shock came on) no more than 25% of the time. After we had 
paired the light and the shock for 15 0 trials (all given in a period of 2 hours or so) , the 
worms responded to the light 50% of the time , j ust as if they had now learned tha.t the light 
was a signal that shock was coming. A group of animals given 150 trials of light without 
shock showed the - expected phenomenon of habituation --that is , they responded less and less 
often to the light during training. Another group of worms , given 150 "shock-onlyll trials 
also showed a decreased sensitivity to occasional test trials of light (which was never pair
ed ",'ith the shock). Since the increased responsivity in our experimental animals was quite 
statistically significant , and since our various control groups showed us that this increase 
was not due to sensitization , we were convinced that we had shown clear-cut classical con
ditioning in planarians . The article describing our research was published in the Journal 
5lf Comparative and Physiological Psychology in 1955 . In 1956 , when I became an Instruct
or at .The University of Michigan , I set up my own laboratory here and continued the plan 
arian research. 

To most people , I suppose , the flatworm is famous not because it is the lowest ani 
mal "With a rudimentary brain and a true synaptic type of nervous system , but rather be-
cause it p osse sses enormous powers of regeneration . The species of planarian we most 
often use in our experiments is Dugesia dorotocephala. If one cuts this animal in half 
transversely , the animal does not die;  rather ,  the head grows a new tail and the tail grows 
n new head ,  and each regenerated piece "Will eventually become as large as the original 
organism . Indeed , under the best of conditions , one may cut this anim al into as many as 
50 pieces and each section will r egenerate into an intact , fully-functioning organism. 

It had occurred to Tho:mpson and me that it might be interesting to train a planarian , 
then cut it in half and test the regenerated sections to see whi ch portion (if any) would re
tain the m emory of the training; Thompson and I never got to this study at Texas , however. 
But once my laboratory was set up at Michigan , two of my s tudents (Allan Jacobson and 
Daniel Kimble) and I undertook that very study . 

Giving p lanarians 150 trials all in a period of 2 hours is  not a very effective way of 
training them; flatworm s , like humans and rats , will usually learn much better if the trials 
are stretched out over a period of several days . By spacing the trials , we were able to 
get each of our worms to respond to the onset of the light at least 92% of the time. "When 
each animal reached this criterion , we cut it in half and allowed it to regenerate for a per
Iod of a month. Then we retrained  each regenerated h alf to the same 92% response level 
to determine if it learned faster the second time than the first (this s o-called "method of 
savings!! was one of the pioneering methodological contributions o f  Hermann Ebbinghaus) .  
We had expected the heads to remember at least s om e  part of  what they had been taught-
after all , the head s ection retained the brain and m ost of the nervous  system of the origi 
nal animal. Our expe ctation was confirmed--the head regenerates remembered just as 
well as did planarians that were trained  but not cut in half. But what of the tails? They 
had to regrow an entire new brain and replace most of their vital organs during the monthTs 
regeneration. How could one expect a regenerated tail to remember anything at all? The 
answer i s , of course ,  that one c ould not expect the tails to remember at all--but they did .  
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In fact , many of the tails showed almost perfect retention of the original training! It 
seemed as if their new brains were created with the old "learning" already "wired in" 
much the same way that an innate behavior pattern ("instinct") is "wired in" from birth. 
Furthermore , we soon found that if we cut the trained worm in thirds, or even fourths, 
each regenerated piece would show significant retention of the memory . 

Our "retention following regeneration" results , published in the Journal of Compar 
ative and Physiological Psychology in 1959, were at first  considered somewhat unbelievable •. 

Since then , however , the study has been replicated in dozens of different laboratories  all 
around the world. The results are apparently valid--but the nagging question remains, 
could the tail remember anything at all? 

As I thought about this question back in 1958,  it occurred to me that the "engram" 
must be stored throughout the planarian's body , not just in the animal's brain, and that 
the storage mechanism probably was chemical in nature. Indeed, it seemed obvious that 
the same engram was probably duplicated hundreds of times throughout the animal's body , 
b eing stored within hundreds of individual cells .  But what was the chemical (or chemicals) 
involved in memory formation? It was at this time that I became a ware of Hyden's RNA 
theory of memory. Now , the cell that I thought was probably involved in memory storage 
in the planarian was the neoblast--a primitive , undifferentiated cell that can migrate any
vvl:ere in the animal's body and which has the property of being able to develop into any 
other type of cell whatsoever.  According to such noted scientists as Prof. Etienne Wolfe 
of the College du France and Prof. H. V. Br6ndsted of the University of Copenhagen, the 
neoblast is  the cell which is  primarily responsible for the planarian' s powers of regener 
ation .  When the animal is cut in half , the neoblasts migrate to the site of the wound and 
form a bud or blastema from which the missing parts of the animal are regenerated . The 
neoblast is  als o  very rich in RNA , a fact which seemed to support my hypothesis that this 
primitive cell might act as the site of the engram in planarians . 

The first  experimental test  of the RNA theory of memory with planarians was , how
ever, performed by Prof. E. Roy John and his student. William C orning, at the University 
of Rochester. John and Corning reasoned that if they would somehow destroy or alter the 
RNA in a trained planarian's cells , they would also destroy or alter the memory itself. 
Therefore, in 196 0. they trained flatworms using the light! shock conditioning technique 
we had developed and, once the animals had reached criterion, cut them in half. Some of 
the animals were allowed to regenerate in the usual pond water; others were forced to re
generate in a weak s olution of ribonuclease (an enzyme which hydrolyzes or breaks up 
As they reported in Science in 1 9 6 1 , both heads and tails which regenerated in pond water 
showed the usual retention , as did the heads which regenerated in ribonuclease . The tails 
which regenerated in the ribonuclease, however , showed almost complete forgetting of 
the original training , much as  if the enzyme had s omehow erased the blackboard on which 
the memory was written. A recent study by Fried and Horowitz at UCLA indicates that 
much the same result obtains when one injects ribonuclease directl}' into the body cavity 
of trained planarians. Ribonuclease i s  a very powerful destructuve agent , however , and 
there is still some question whether these studies show that the ribonuclease affected 
specifically the memory storage or whether the "forgetting" was due to a m ore general , 
debilitating effect on the animals f health. 

lNhile Corning and John were working with ribonuclease , we attacked the RNA hypothe
sis from rather a different direction . It had been known for a great many years that planar
ians lacked any "immune" reaction , and that one could often graft a small p ortion of one 
animal's body onto the body of another planarian. This n on-specificity of planarian tis sue 
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tiuggested that we might be able to transfer engrams from one animal to another if we 
could somehow get chemicals from a trained animal into the body of an untrained planarian. 
Ol.1r first attempts at grafting large portions of one animal onto another were not particul
nrly successful, however, and so we turned to what was a Simpler but perhaps a more 
'�pectacular type of tissue transfer, that of "cannibalistic ingestion. II 

Many species of planarians, when hungry, cannibalize quite readily. The species 
we have used most often, Dugesia dorotocephala, is a particularly voracious cannibal. 
Beginning in 1960, my students and I conducted a series of experiments involving what 
we now call "the cannibalistic transfer of training" in planarians. First we trained some 
"victimll worms to criterion (using the now-standard light/shock conditioning technique). 
We then fed the trained victims to starved, untrained cannibals. At the same time, a set 
of untrained ftvictimll worms was fed to a different group of cannibals. Both sets of can
nibals were then given light/shock training. The results were clear-cut: the cannibals 
that had ingested "trained I I  victims were, on the very first day of training, significantly 
l3uperior to the cannibals that had eaten untrained animals. 

We repeated the cannibalism study four times over, employing each time a Ilblindll 
\.esting technique (in which the person actually doing the training does not know the prior 
histories of any of the animals he trains). Each time, as Barbara Humphries, Reeva 
.Jacobson Kimble and I reported in the Worm Runner's Digest in 1961 and in the Journal 
of Neuropsychiatry in 1962, the results were essentially the same. By early 1965, some 
type of cannibalistic transfer in planarians had been reported by at least 10 other univer
sity laboratories (and by hundreds of American high school students working on what we 
call IlScience Fair" projects). 

Although we now jokingly refer to these studies as confirming what we call our lIMau 
Mau II hypothesis, and although they have been widely replicated, one ob,\�ously should not 
I{eneralize these results to the human level too readily. To begin with, llfle planarian has 
u very simple digestive system; it lacks a true stomach and does not secrete the massive 
urray of acids and enzymes necessary for digestion in higher organisms. RNA would 
surely stand little chance of being absorbed in an unaltered form in higher organisms. 
And, in the second place, we still do not know just what it is that actually gets transferred 
via ingestion, whether the cannibal acquires a specific memory or perhaps just a general 
response tendency, or perhaps both. However, there is a growing body of evidence sug
gesting that, at least under certain conditions, it is a particular and specific engram that 
gets passed from one animal to another. 

No matter what it is that gets transferred by ingestion, however, we are still left 
with the problem of finding what the transfer ·mecharusm itself is. If RNA were really 
Involved, we obviously should be able to achieve the transfer if we trained some planar
inns, then extracted the RNA from these animals and injected it into untrained planarians. 
We began work on this problem in 1962 and, with the support of grants from the U .  S. 
Atomic Energy Commission and the National Institute of Mental Health, are still continuing 
our studies today. 

Our first experiment was a most crude undertaking. Prior to our work, there had 
been little need to extract RNA from living tissue for any purpose other than analysis. 
The extraction techniques usually employed then tended to degrade the RNA rather badly 
nnd typically gave quite small yields. We needed to get as much RNA as possible from 
.,9.ch animal and wanted it to be broken up as little as possible by the extraction process. 
We soon found that, employing the crude techniques at our command, we needed the tissue 
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from several hundred trained planarians in order to extract sufficient RNA to inject into 
1 0  untrained animals! Since it takes from 1 0  to 2 0  hours (spread out over several days) 
to train one worm, and since we needed at least 500 animals in each of several groups in 
order to perform the experiment, it became clear to us that we could not give the "'UJ'�Ul"-.1.'" 

individual, personalized training. Rather, we were forced to put 1 0 0  or more p lanarians 
in the training apparatus at the same time with the hope that after the lIgroup" had been 
given several hundred trials, most of the animals would have learned something. Of 
course  we had no way of telling just how much any of the animals had learned. 

In our first experiment, we had some 500 experimental planarians given the usual 
light/shock training (in a group), plus 5 0 0  animals in each of several control groups .  
After training was complete, we extracted the RNA from each group and injected it into 
untrained planarians and then tested the injectees in our usual ffblindfl fashion. The ani
mals injected 'With RNA from the trained planarians were Significantly better than any of 
the animals injected with "controP' RNA. A repetition of the study with a different set 
of control groups yielded essentially the same results . In both cases, however, the dif

(while statistically significant) were not as great as was the case in the cannibal
ism studies. Perhaps the surprising fact is that, considering the crudenes s  of our meth ... 
ods, we got any Significant results at all! We have spent the past two years or more at
tempting to improve both our extraction methods (our first RNA was badly contaminated 
with polysaccharides and other cellular materials) and our means of training large num
bers of animals at a given time . At the moment, it seems possible that we will be able 
to undertake an adequate replication of this work by the summer of 1965 .  Meanwhile , 
I am pleased to report that Fried and Horowitz, working in the Department of Psychology 
at the University of California, Los Angeles, were apparently able to confirm our findings 
this past year using an entirely different extraction technique than the one we have been 
developing. 

In addition to the studies mentioned above, there are several other experiments 
which seem to link RNA 'With memory formation. Two other groups of scientists working 
here at the Mental Health Research Institute at Michigan have reported data which are� 
pertinent to this problem. Prof. Ralph Gerard and his associates found that injections 
of 8-azaguanine (which inhibits RNA synthesis) increased the time required for IIfixation 
of experience" in rats and that injections of malononitrile (which stimulates RNA synthesis1 
did just the opposite, while Agranoff and Klinger recently reported that puromycin (which . 
interferes 'With the synthesis of RNA in brain cells) injected intracranially into goldfish 
produces impairment of memory for a shock-avoidance response in these animals .  Flex
ner and Flexner, at the University of Pennsylvania, had earlier observed that puromycin 
had much the same effect on avoidance learning in mice as Agranoff and Klinger report 
in goldfish. And Dingman and Sporn, at the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, 
Maryland, report that when they injected 8-azaquanine into the brains of rats being train
ed in a maze , the injectees made twice as many mistakes as did control animals . 

The fact that substances which facilitate or inhibit production of RNA in vivo also 
speed up or retard learning does not, however, mean that RNA is the 11m emory molecule, II 

since these effects might well have been due to an interference with protein synthesis or 
some other cellular function. Howev er , Cook , Davidson, Davis, -Green and Fellows have 
reported that when they gave brain injections of yeast RNA to rats , the animals learned 
an avoidance habit significantly faster than did control animals. Pickett, Jennings , and 
Wells, at Occidental College in Los Angeles , have recently reported much the same thing 
for planarians trained in m azes .  And Cameron and his colleagues at McGill University in 
Montreal have found that administration of yeast RNA to aging patients sometimes retards 
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or even reverses the m e mory deterioration which often plagues the elderly .  Improvement 
is most marked in arteriosclerotic patients, less so in presenile or senile patients . Mon 
tanari, Cutolo and Mazzoni in Italy have reported similar results using a mixture of nucleo
tides rather than RNA. (Unfortunately, most RNA now available commercially tends to in 
duce fever in human subjects ; until a sure method for removing the pyrogens from yeast 
Ri\lA is dis covered , Cameron!s findings will probably have more theoretical than practical 
significance. ) 

At the moment , it seems safe to conclude that RNA is intimately involved in the stor
age of memories , but it is obviously far too soon to conclude that RNA is indeed the "mem
ory molecule" itself. As Dingman and Sporn have pointed out ,  it is likely RNA is but one 
small part of a complicated chain of cellular processes that , taken all together ,  functions 
to store our "remembrance of things past. f! It is my own opinion that RNA may play two 
distinct and somewhat different roles in memory formation . First ,  since Hyden ' s  exper 
iments indicate that RNA is quite sensitive to changes in the n euron ' s  external environment , 
it may be that incoming sensory signals (that is , an organism ' s  experiences)  are ncoded" 
first of all by physico-chemical changes in RNA molecules. The altered RNA wculd then 
produce different types of proteins than before the message was encoded and the neuron 
would function differently than before.  But second , the "transfer"  studies on p lanarians 
suggest that RNA may occasionally serve to transport coded information from one part of 
the body to another. Quite recently , Bonavita and his colleagues have  reported that mono
nucleotides can probably pass through the blood-brain barrier in mammals . If RNA can 
enter into and exit from the blood stream in the same fashion , it is quite possib le that 
Nature u ses RNA as her means of transferring engrams from one point in the nervous 
system to another , even from one side of the b rain to the other. If an engram formed in 
one part of the brain could be spread via RNA to distant parts of the nervous system , it 
is no wonder at all that Lashley was unable to find the "locus!! of the engram even by extir 
pating very large portions of the cortex. 

Let me conclude by pushing my speculations to perhaps an inCl."edible limit. If 
"codedfl RNA is indeed Nature ' s  "transfer agent , II and if we can discover what that code 
is, we may eventually be ab le to implant some types of k nowledge directly into a human 
iJrain by inj ection of suitable "memory m olecules . " Whether or not the day of "instant 
learning" ever dawns remains to be s een . But it is  certain that the vistas opened by re 
search on the biochemistry of memory will be fas cinating ones for all of us to e xplore . 

*Reprinted from "n+m fl (published by C. F. Boehringer & Soehne GmbH of Mannheim). 
in press. 



S e c t i o n  II  

ON THE PROCURING AND THE CARE OF PLANARIANS 

James V. McConnell 

Introduction 

Thi s  Manual will concern itself chiefly with the behavior of planarians , hence little 
reference will be made to the extensive literature on the zoology of these animals . The 
scientist who expects to perform meaningful psychological studies on planarians, however� 
will do well to familiarize himself with what goes on inside these animals.  No better 
s ource for such information can be found than the works of Hyman (see the annotated bib
liography at the end of this Manual for complete references). In brief , planarians belong 
to the phylum Platyhelminthes, the order Turbellaria , and the family of triclads . Mem
bers of this phylum are the simplest animals to possess bilateral symmetry , a rudiment
ary brain which is located in the front end of the animal (anterior encephalization), and 
the complicated, synaptic-type nervous system found in all higher phyla. Thanks to some 
very recent work by Jay Boyd Best (Colo.rado State), we now know that their brains , al
though quite small in size , are really much more complicated and highly developed than 
was thought to be the case when Hyman wrote her classic text. Planarians commonly do 
not have a mouth , but rather eat by means of a food tube or pharynx which is  extruded 
from the center part of the under side of the animal's body whenever food is present, or 
whenever the animal is  traumatized. The planarian has no noticeable circulatory system, 
but the stomach runs from the tip of its head to the tip of its tail .  Digestion in the plan
arian is primarily intra - rather than inter-cellular ; planarians do not secrete the array 
of acids and enzymes which aid higher organisms in their digestion of food. Planarians, 
when sexual , are hermaphroditic ;  during c opulation , cross-fertilization occurs and both 
p lanarians produce coc oons containing about 1 6  eggs . The exact characteri stics of these 
animals vary markedly from one species to anoth er . 

SPECIES 

Planarians are found \'Jidely distributed throughout the world in oceans , ponds, 
streams and rivers , and on the land. The marine (salt water) species are quite common , 
but their behavior has been little studied. The classic research with marine flatworms 
was performed in the late 1 9 2 0s by Hovey , who dem onstrated that an innate reaction to 
light could be suppressed if he repeatedly tapped the animals on their snouts . The land 
planarians , sometimes brightly colored , often grow to be 40 to 50 inches in length. While 
found chiefly in hot , humid climates , land planarians can occasionally be dis covered hid
ing under flower pots and other receptacle s in h ot houses and botanical gardens even in 
the far north.  Land planarians , unlike their acquatic cousins , are chiefly herbivorou s .  
The only two studies  on the learning i n  land planarians with which I am familiar are by 
Noel Weeks and by Barnwell, Peacock , and Taylor . Both studies appeared in the October 
1 964 issue of the Worm Runner's Digest. 

Several of the more common type  of American fre shwater p lanarians are shown in 
the accompanying photographs. Dugesia tigrina is perhap s the most common freshwater 
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Dugesia tigrina 
�--�bUgeSia dorotocephala 

Fig. 3 .  Phagocata gracilis Fig. 4. Phagocata ore.gonensis 
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planarian an d  is widely distributed throughout the United State s .  It seldom grows to more 
th?ll 20 mm. in length. D .  tigrina regenerates fairly well , undergoes spontaneous fis sion 
readily , is somewhat les s  cannibalistic than D .  dorotocephala , is more sensitive to x
irradiati()n than D . dorotocephala , and is very lightly colored. Indeed, D. tigrina is con 
siderablY lllore . Utransparent" than is D .· ·  dorotocephala (or any of the. other more common 
types ()fplanar.imrs--rotfua in tlie United States ) .  Reproduction is chiefly asexual; we have 
seldom encountered a sexual specimen of D .  tigrina. The undersurface of D. tigrina is 
typically cDlorles s and appears to have the consistency of nearly transparent gelatin. 

Dugesia dorotocephala has a much darker , less spotted color pattern than ..=D�· '�li::.;� 
The under surface i s  often heavily pigmented and seldom has the "gelatin'! appearance c 
mon to D. ftigrina . .  D. dorotocephala is found chiefly in springs and running streams but 
nonethel�f:rs , fairly common in thE3 Unit�d States.  D . dorotocephala is much larger than 
D. tigrina as

.
a rule ; by ovei'feeding theanimal , we have . gotten specimens well in . excess 

of 50 .inrn . : in length. SexlIaI . sub-speci�s . of D.  dorotocephala are quite common , and can 
oft�n ;be jl1.duced . to inate in the laboratory. Such mating is , however , usually seasonal 
sporadic; we have ; however , encountered one sub-species of D . · dorotocephala taken 
a spring in Oklahoma that remains. sexual throughout the year and JDj.l.tes coutinuously .  
sexuaLsuh-species ofD .' dorotocephala do not regenerate as well� as the asexual. The ma . .  
tun� , 

. 
sex�arspecimens undergo spontaneous fission but rarely . . D. 'dorotocephala is a 

voracious canriibal and will cannibalize even when decapitated. Indeed, I have seen a 
ly decapita�d specimen rnove forward and attempt to cannibalize its own head .LLLJL�HvU.'Cl.�"''''.y 

after decapitation took place. 

A third fairly common type of freshwater planarian found in the United States is 
Phagocata gracilis , which can readily be differentiated from Dugesia by its much darker 
pigmentation and the squareness of its head. D .  tigrina and D .  dorotocephala have but 
one pharynx ; P. gracilis has many pharynxes . Its much darker pigmentation protects it 
from x ,..irradiation to a greater extent than is true with D .  tigrina and D. dorotocephala. 
P. gracilis regeIlerate s poorly, !f at all;  we have never been able to induce sexual behav 
ior in 1:his species in our laboratory. P. gracilis cannibalizes poorly , if at all . This sp 
ies typically attains lengths intermediate between those of D. tigrina and..Q�Q!Qg�pQ!�:..j 

A fourth fairly common type qf planarian is Cura foremanii. Pigmentation in this 
species i s  typically darker than in Dugesia , although the two species resemble each other 
superfiCially. C. foremanii typically grows to about the same size as D. tigrina ,  h",,,'o'Tro .... 

C .  foremanii does not regenerate as well as D .  tigrina s ince it is a s exual specie s .  

For descriptions of other c ommon planarians , see Hyman. 

Most of the research in our laboratory has involved D . tigrina , D .  dorotocephala , 
and P. gracilis . In choosing a species for behavioral experiments , one must usually take 
into account the type of training to be done in order to pick a "good" experimental animal. 
D .  tigrina clings to surfaces tenaciou sly , and moves distinctly more s lowly than does D .  
dorotocephala or P. gracilis .  D .  tigrina s eems much less "excitabletl in its movements 
than the other two species . We therefore tend to prefer to use_D.  tigrina in studies on 
classical conditioning but not in studies involving maze training--its slow , stately , unex 
citable mode of locomotion , ideal for conditi oning experiments , makes it a frustrating 
animal to observe in mazes or open field experiments . Obviously , if one wishes to study 
cannibalism or regeneration , one picks a species other than P .  gracilis .  

Our own studies on the effects of x-irradiation on regeneration in planarians show 
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that D .  tigrina has a LD50 (30 days) of around 800 roentgens (that means that when the an
imals are given an acute dose of 800 roentgens , half of the animals die within 30  days fol 
lowing the i rradiation) .  D .  dorotocephala has an LD5 0 (30 days ) of approximately 1000 
roentgens ,  while P.  gracilis has an LD5 0 (30  Days) that lies between 1200 and 1400 roent
gens . Further research indicates that D .  tigrina and D .  dorotocephala can be given chronic 
doses of 200 roentgens per week and will survive indefinitely. even though they accumulate 
dosages well in exces� of 20, 000 ·roentgens .  

Planarians contain a type of primitive , . undifferentiated cell called the neoblast , 
which apparently gives them their enormous powers of regeneration. According to Profes
sor Etienne Wolfe , the neoblast is found scattered throughout the body of the planarian; 
when the animal is wounded , the neoblast migrates to the locus of the wound where it forms 
a bud or blastema of regeneration from which the missing parts of the animal regenerate . 
The blastema therefore has the power to differentiate into any other type of cell.  Accord
ing to Professor H. V. Br6ndsted, as many as 30, 0 0 0  neoblasts m ay be contained in a single 
planarian' s b ody. For additional information oh planarian regeneration , see the articles in 
that section of the annotated bibliography in section seven of this manual. 

According to Hyman , sexuality can be induced in some planarians by putting them in 
a cold place for a few days before returning them to the normal warmth of the laboratory 
(700 F. ) .  We have seldom found this technique to be of great valu e .  While som e  species 
may b� induced to mate in the laboratory , it has been our observation that once one begins 
to handle the animals , or to train them , copulation ceases and recurs again only after an 
extended period of rest. The one exception to this finding is the s ub -species of D.  doro
tocephala taken from the spring in Oklahoma that mates regularly and consistently through
out the year even when it is being trained. Planarians are hemaphroditic--that is , during 
copulation each animal fertilizes the other and each animal later p roduces a cocoon . When 
freshly laid,  the cocoon of D .  dorotocephala i s  typically an orange-red color; within a few 
hours, the cocoon turns j et black. Each cocoon contains approximately 16 eggs which will 
hatch about 14 days after the cocoon is laid. Whenever possible , the cocoon should be re 
m oved from the b owl or aquarium in which it is  laid if larger animals are pres ent since 
the adults will typically eat either the cocoon or the young planarians if hungry enough. 
Once the young worms have hatched , the empty cocoon shell should be left in the bowl with 
them for several days since the young tend to return to the cocoon for food and shelter. 
For further information on this subject, see the articles  by Marie Jenkins and H. Brown 
in the bibliography. 

A s chematic drawing of the nervous system found in the species  described above is  
shown below. While organisms lower on the phylogenetic scale than the planarian do  show 
evidence of having synapses , these more primitive synapses lack the extensive dendritic 
and axonic ramifications found in planarians and most higher organisms. 

Sensory Characteristics 

The planarian has specialized receptors for detecting light , chemicals, vibrations 
and water currents , and various types of pressures .  It can also sense temperature grad
ients , electrical currents , gravity , and perhape; even magnetic currents , although little 
Is known about the receptors which allow the planarian to detect the foregoing stimuli . 
The common freshwater planarians described above usually have two eye spots whi ch , 
since they lack lenses,  allow the planarians to detect the presence and the direction of 
light s ources , but not shapes or patterns . Specimens of C. foremanii may occasionally 
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be found with three , four , or as many as six di stinct eye spots .  Planarians are color 
blind and typically are insensitive to the red end of the visual spectrum . One m ay often 
read in the literature that , in addition to the eye spots , planarians contain "light receptors ! !  
throughout their b odies .  The evidence for such an as sumption is questi onable a t  best , 
nnd is based on a poorly designed set of experiments done many years ago . Our attempts 
to replicate these early experiments under more controlled conditions suggest strongly 
that there is little if any sensitivity to light in the planarian other than in the eye spots. 
Flatworms are usually "negatively phototaxic , " whi ch means that they tend to avoid light. 
When given a choice , they typically seek out the darkest part of a container .  This negat
ive phototaxis may be reversed in some species when the animals are quite hungry , how
ever . When a planarian crosses a sharply defined light/dark boundary , it typic ally shows 
n rapid head m ovement and moves to the darker side .  When a pla...'larian has been kept in 
n dark place for some peri od of time , and is brought into the light , it typi cally begins 
m oving and c ontinues to move for a period of several minutes before coming to rest in 
the light. If one eye spot is destroyed , and the planarian is put in a lighted situation , it 
will often circle slowly towards its blind side. 

The main chemi cal receptors in the planarian are located in the auricles or "ears l l .  
If a piece of  food is dropped into water containing a planarian , the animal often moves 
directly towards the food. Planarians can locate food in their watery environment by fol 
lowing the chemical gradient set up by tiny particle s  of food as they diffuse through the 
water . If one of the auri cles is removed , and the planari an is put close to a piece of 
food , it will tend to circle towards the unwounded side. The planarian also seems to 
have chemo-receptors in the region close to its pharynx , and perhaps on the tip of its 
pharynx. When the planarian comes close to food , the pharynx often extrudes and m oves 
towards the food even though the body of the planarian is m otionless at the time . 

Planarians seem to like to keep their underside in contact with s ome surface and 
will typically attempt to escape from a situation in which their upper side is in contact 
with some obj ect. Most planarians cannot s wim --they move only when in contact with 
Home surface . Occasionally a planarian m ay be found crawling upside down on the men
I scus (or film on the top of  the water).  Occasionally they drop from the m eni scus to the 
bottom surface , making slow "righting movements I f  as they falL A planarian turned over 
on its back will show much the same s ort of reaction (see photograph) .  Planarians secrete 
n mucus as they move (more will be s aid about this later ).  Occasionally , as they move 
across the meniscus , they secrete enough mucus so that when they drop to the b ottom , 
the mucus trai ls behind them much like a spider web . The planarian then can crawl back 
up the mucus trail to the meniscus again . 

Planarians are attracted by weak Vibratory stimuli . This behavior probably has 
fairly high survival value since many of the small animals on which planarians prey move 
about by means of the rhythmic beating of legs or cilia. Small animals such as daphnia 
or brine shrimp often become ensnared in the mucus trails left by planarians --the m ore 
vi gorously such trapped animals attempt to es cape the mucus , the more likely it is that 
n planari an nearby will be attracted to them. I have seen planarians that were crawling 
upside down on the meniscus occasi onally stop and lower the anterior portion of their 
bodies when prey such as mosquito larvae were nearby. When a larva bumped into the 
anterior p orti on of the planarian , the worm would wrap itself around the larva like a boa 
constrictor and drop with it to the b ottom where it would encase the larva in a web of 
mucus and devour the larva at its leisure . 

l _ f 
":>( When planarians encounter a weak electri cal field , they tend to m ove away from the 
anode and towards the cathode . The behavi oral ramifications of this sensory characteri stic 
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of planarians will be dis cussed later. 

When given a choice , planarians will pi ck the temperature best suited to them . 
While m ost of the specimens you are likely to encounter can readily be kept at "room 
temperature , If some species such as P. gracilis actually prefer temperatures just above 
freezing. Hyman states that P. gracilis is killed by temperatures in access of 30· C .  
( 8 6 0  F. ) .  We strive to keep the temperature in our laboratory at approximately 21 °C .  
( 7 0 °F. ) and have had no trouble keeping P .  gracili s aliv'e for long pe riods of time . 

When they encounter a rapidly moving stream of water , most species of planarians 
tend to m ove with , rather than against ,  the current. We will have more to say about this 
characteristic later on. 

For a description of the experiments which have led Brown and his colleagues to 
the conclusion that planarians can detect weak magnetic fields , I refer you to the articles 
by Brown listed in section s even . 

Distribution. 

Planarians can be found in lake s , stream s , ponds , and rivers almost anywhere in 
the United States from mountain tops to tidal basins . They abound in the rivers and lakes 
close to Ann Arbor . We usually take D.  dorotocephala from a rapidly moving stream 
near the University . In the swifter portions of the stream , the animals are usually found 
underneath large rocks (we also find a number of leeches under the rocks --be careful ! ) . 
In the slower , deeper portions of the stream , one can often find the animals moving in 
large numbers either on the bottom of the stream or on muddy rocks . D. tigrina we us 
ually take from more slowly mov ing s ources such as the Huron River (or from lakes near
by) . In such situations , the planarians are typically found under rocks , or crawling under · 
leaves or other debris .  Unless  one i s  lucky enough to find a large colony of the animals , 
one may have to search for hundreds of yards along the shoreline to find even a few spec 
imens.  Under such circum stances , one ' s  work is made easier by taking a piece of liver , 
tying a string to it , and throwing it into the water and leaving it for an hour or more . 
When one returns , the m eat is often covered with planarians . The lazy or les s venture 
s ome person may obtain planarians on order from any of the biological supply houses 
li$ted below. 
,.s-"""'- /--.. �'----... ' .. --'--.--:.��-�-
f (

�Qarblina Biological Supply Co. 
of) � . .  Blfrk�n ,  North Carolin� a 

'? � Powell La� 
� Gladstone , Oregon 9 7 027 

(see advertisement at end of Manual ) 

�:r���:���� s�;;���� . .  
Roche�ter 3 ,  New York .) 

- '�" - " •• --.� ".' _ ¥� _"«�_.r_�-'" 

General Biological Supply Hou se , Inc.  Ward' s  of California 

8200 South Hoyne Avenue P .  O. Box 1 749 

Chicago 20 , Illinois Monterey , California 

Mis co C orporation 
6 7 8 0  Jackson Road 
Ann Arbor , Michigan 

Inc . 
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CARE , FEEDING AND HOUSING 

The most important thing to remember about taking care of planarians is that they 
extremely sensitive to changes in the water in which they live . If the water becomes 

slightly contaminated , the worm s are likely to die . You must also remember that 
tap water contail)s chlorine which is lethal to the animals . If you obtain your plan -

nrians from a nearby stream or pond , it would be better if . you also regularly got water 
this sam e  source and kept the planarians in the type of water to which they have be

{iOme accustomed. If you must use  tap water , by all means aerate it or  let it s tand for 
II I  least 24 to 48 hours before using it (this allows the chlorine to escape ). In our labora
tory , we make use of ! Ian artificial medium !' made by adding certain chemicals to distilled 
water. The recipe for making this ! lartificial medium !l follows : 

Stock A . Solution : 

133 .  0 Grams NaCl 
26 . 6 Grams CaC12 

1 .  0 liter distilled H2 0 

Stock B. Solution: 

3 . 8 Grams NaHC03 
1 .  0 liter distilled H2 0 

Make artificial p ond water by adding 10 m!.  Stock A Solution and 1 0  m!. Stock B 
Solution to each gallon of distilled water. 

I 

We have found it advisable to change the water that the p lanarians are kept in at 
least once every week , twice a week if the container is small . At intervals , depending 
on the size of the container in which the anim als are kept , and the type and frequency of 
food that they are given , the contain er itself should also be cleaned regularly . The simp 
lest way of cleaning the container is to transfer the planarians to another receptacle and 
then to s crub the original container thoroughly.  The mucus that the p lanarians secrete 
sometimes becomes very thick and is not particularly water soluable to begin with--there
fore one must wash and wipe the container well to make sure that it i s  thoroughly clean . 
If you use soap or detergent in washing out the containers , make sure that you rinse them 
very thoroughly before putting the planarians back in for even a slight trace of soap can 
be lethal to the animals . 

Housing 

Planarians can b e  kept in a wide variety of containers --in fact , almost anything that 
will hold water succe s sfully wi ll hold planarians succes sfully. We store large numbers 
of animals in long , shallow gla s s  trays like the ones used for baking cakes . A 20 �  glass 
soup bowl is large enough to house a dozen or more planarians . When we want to keep 
a s ingle animal by itse lf (as we do when we are giving it training trials over a period of 
days ) ,  we use glass custard cup s .  Typi cally we prefer to keep the animals in glas s con
tainers s ince the glass  is  inert and not at  all harmfu l  to the animals and we can use a 
grease pencil or laundry marker pen to note on the s ide of the bowl anything about the 
planarian that we wish to keep track of. It  i s  not neces sary to put a l fJJubbler " or aerator 
in with the worms if the container i s  left open . Planarians can also be kept in a large 
glass aquarium along with snails and other small aquatic creatures on which the planarians 
will prey. Since fish hav e the nasty habit of eating planarians , as do frogs and other am -
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phibi a ,  they do not make suitable companions for flatworms .  Larger specimens of Dugesia 
dorotocephala will occasionally attack snails , but snails do not seem to harm the planarians 

Food 

Planarians will eat almost anything; unfortunately , they grow and thrive on only a 
few things . If you want to fatten your worms up in a hurry , by all means fee d  them fresh 
liver . According to Hyman , frozen liver (indeed , all frozen meats ) ar e not particularly 
suitable for feeding to planarians . Our experience is that liver fresh from the slaughter 
house is superior to frozen liver , but that the animals will live and grow on the latte r .  
Lean beef and other muscle tissue (such a s  heart) is not particularly suitable . One occas 
ionally reads i n  the literature that planarians should be kept on egg yolk; Hyman states 
that both egg yolk and egg white are unsuitable as food. When we first began keeping plan 
arians in the laboratory , we followed the instructions given to us and fed the animals on 
egg yolk. The planarians readily ate the egg yolk and turned a beautiful yellow color after 
each meal . Most of the animals grew smaller and smaller rather than larger and larger , 
just as Hyman said they would . A few of the planarians (the ones that probably couldn't  
read) did seem to grow and thrive on a diet of egg yolk , however . The difficulty with us 
ing liver or s ome other bloody meat i s  that the j uice rapidly contaminates the water in 
which the planarians are kept. Thus , is you feed the animals liver , you must remove the 
residue and change the water within two or three hours after the meat i s  put in. Because 
liver contaminates the water s o  badly , we often feed the animals fresh-hatched brine 
shrimp ins tead (for instructions on how to culture brine shrimp , see your local pet store 
owner who will sell you the eggs at a reas onable p rice).  

If you are going to keep large numbers of planarians on hand for any length of time , 
you m ay wi sh to follow a different technique . Set up a large aquarium (with or Without 
sand on the bottom ) .  Add a few free -floating plants and several large s nails . An aquarium 
of thi s type can easily h ouse several hundred planarians . For food , set up a culture of 
daphnia (a small crustacean) in a separate aquarium . The daphnia will thrive on green 
algae . In our laboratory , we reserve several small aquaria for the growing of green algae 
to feed to the daphnia which are then fed to the planarians . The algae tanks should contain 
some free -floating plants , a large number of snails , and guppies or other sm all fish . The 
bacteria which form on the snail and fis h  droppings provide a suitable food s ource for the 
algae which wi ll bloom in great profu s i on if you keep an electric light burning by the tanks.  
Once the water has turned dark green , transfe r  s ome of the water to the tank containing 
the daphnia (caution : make sure y ou p our the algae water through a fis h  net before you put 
it in with the daphnia; otherwi se , a s tray fi sh may get into the tank ""ith the daphnia and 
devour them all ) .  A thriving culture of daphnia will turn a dark green container of water 
quite transparent in a matter of a day or s o .  When all the color is gone , add fresh algae . 
The daphnia m ay be caught with a sma l l -mesh fishnet and transferred to the tank contain 
ing the planarians. The daphnia will swim about and occasionally get caught in a mucus 
trail , wher eupon they will be readily eaten by the planarians . Once your cultures are .. . 
thriving , you may actually add so m any daphnia to the tank containing the worms that you ··�I· 
can culture the daphnia in that tank by adding algae wate r (poured through a fish net , please l�.: 
to the worm tank. ; 

. � 

Do not overfeed your worm s . A large , healthy planarian can live for s ix or more 
m onths without any food whatsoever . The m ore you feed your (asexual ) planarians , the 
m ore likely it i s  that they will undergo spontaneous fission (or , as we put it , "drop tails I t ) .  

Overfed worms are sluggish worm s . I t  is probably best t o  stop feeding the animals s ever 
al days before you start using them in a psychological experiment and not to feed them 

';4 
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during the course of the entire experiment if at all possible . Planarians kept in the daph
n ia-rich environment described in the paragraph above are thinner but healthier and much 
m ore active than planarians kept in shallow trays and fed liver once or twice a week . If 
you have sexual specimens and you wish them to mate , however , they will do s o  more read
I ly when they are fed liver or brine shrimp once or twice a week then when they are kept 
In a daphnia tank. 

Do not overcrowd your animals , particularly if they are cannibalistic by nature . 
And do not keep cannibal p l anarians in the same bowl or aquarium with small animals of 
the same species or even large animals of a different species .  For example , if three or 
four D. dorotocephala are housed with a hundred or more P .  gracilis for a period of sev 
eral months , you are quite likely to end up with two or three dozen D .  dorotocephala (fat , 
happy animals) and no P .  gracilis at all ! 

Mis'2ellaneous  Information 

As was mentioned above , cocoons should be removed from aquaria housing larger 
animals as soon as the cocoons are noticed. Whenever an animal undergoes spontaneous 
fi ssion ,  the tail section should probably be removed to a separate container , particularly 
I f  one is dealing with a cannibalistic species . When large numbers of animals are kept 
in the same container : it is quite difficult to separate out all the tail drops and this in
struction may be Ignored. When the animals are housed indiVidually (as dUling an exper
I m ent) , tail drops should be removed at once , however.  D .  tigrina and D .  dorotocephala 
can regenerate a new head within a matter of days . If you haven ' t  taken out the tail drop , 
you may not be able to tell which is  the parent animal and which the offspring. 

We prefer to keep our animals on a normal diurnal cycle of light and darkness , 
since keeping the animals in the dark over-sensitizes them to light. D o  not keep your 
animals in direct sunlight , however--the sun may kill the worms either by raising the 
water temperature too high or by exposing them to an overdose of ultra-violet irradiation. 
Try to keep the wate r temperature to 7 0 °  F .  or below. 

Planarians are subj ect to a number of diseases and parasite s.  P.  gracilis , for 
example , may occasionally lose all of its pigmentation and turn almost completely white. 
If you notice an animal that is  changing c olor , rem ove it from the aquarium at once and 
keep it separately. If the animals still in the aquarium continue to show signs of sick
ness , change the water very often and reduce the number of animals in any one aquarium 
a s  drastically as you can . D .  tigrina and D. dorotocephala occasionally sprout strange 
protuberances on their body or develop 1 I1101es II (usually just posterior to the head region) , 
such aberrances usually being due to the presence of destructive bacteria in the colony. 
Once a few of the animals have shown signs of this s ort , the entire colony is usually 
doomed and one might as well order a new supply of animals . 

"Tai l  Drops f l  

Planarians tend to "drop tails , I I  that is , undergo spontaneous fission whenever they 
are overfed or roughly handled. The healthier (but thinner) your animals are , and the 
m ore gently you treat them , the less  likely it is  that they will drop tails .  The stronger 
the electric shock that you give them , the more that you punish them , the more trials 
per day that you give them and the more days per week that you train them , the more 
likely it is that they will drop tai ls .  Ju st before a planarian undergoes spontaneous 
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fission , it becomes hypers ensitive to a variety o f  stimuli and the less normal its behavior 
becomes . If you are training an animal and it drops a tail , you should discard the tail , 
and let the head rest f'1r at least 5 or 6 days before testing it again. It would be much bet
ter, in fact , if you discarded that animal entirely and did not include its results in your 
experiment. However, s ince D. tigrinl:!-.will often drop a tail if one merely says unkind 
things to it in annoyance , such discarding may not always be p racticable. 
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

James V. McConne ll 

Introduction: 

There are two basic laws of human behavior that each per s on experimenting with 
lower organi s m s  mu st take into acc ount if his research is to be well pla.n:ned and well 
exe cuted ; ( 1 )  All hum ans are anthropocentri c ;  (2 ) all humans are lazy.  It is common 
place in most p sychological laboratories that the person who works with white rats for 
many years comes to think of them as being IIpeople . I I  Rats are not people ; neither are 
planarians .  Yet when i t  comes to deciding what re sponses a given species can best be 
taught , or even whether or not a given animal can learn , most experimenters tend to 
think in term s of human capabilities rather than , let us say , invertebrate capabilitie s .  
N o  one expe cts a dog or a cat t o  b e  able to learn t o  re cite Shakespeare' s  sonnets o r  the 
Star Spangled Banner ; yet there are thos e  s cienti s ts who , when a sked to define "learning , �-
will frown and reply , "well , it' s like , you know , it' s like you learn a poem . II Such de - / 

. 

finitions tell us preci ou s  little about I llearning " in organi s m s  other than man (and indee1 
precious little even ab out learning in humans ) .  The only way you will eve r  di s cover I Ihvw 
mu chll a given organism can learn i s  by testing the organi sm in a variety of experimental 
situation s .  If you de cide on a priori grounds that planarians are too primitive an organis m  
to be able t o  learn a maze , it i s  quite unlikely that you will ever get around t o  te sting them 
in such an apparatus . A s cientist may argue from a variety of theor etical viewp oints that 
flatworms are too stupid to learn mazes ; the planarian , however ,  never having heard of 
the se fancy s ci entific theories , goe s  right ahead and learns a maze ! It is quite likely that 
when we say an organism is ! fnot in telligent enough " to p erform a certain task , what we 
really should say is that we are not intelligent enough to learn how to train the animal ade 
quately. Planarians can learn many tasks , but they do not learn these tasks in exactly the 
same way that humans learn . If you are to train planarians well , you must begin by ob -
serving them in a som ewhat natural environment to determine exactly what the ir behavioral 
repertory is . Then you must come to "think like a planarian ll (that is , you must attempt 
to see the world as a planarian sees it) if you are to design expe rimental s ituations that 
will really test the animal! s capabilitie s . 

One of the "great psychologi cal laws II was first p rop ounded by Zipf , who noticed 
that most organisms tend to take the shortest pos sible path to get to food in an open -field 
situation . Zipf called thi� tendency tithe law of least effort. II Humans are probably as 
subj ect to this law as are rats or planarians . It is much easier to rush into an experiment 
and to do it in "a qui ck and dirty 'I  m anner than it is to plan and execute the experiment 
adequately. In like fashion , it is s impl e r  to adapt to planarians a given p sychological 
technique that is standard for rats or humans than it is to invent a totally new method of 
training that will take advantage of the planarian ' s known biological characte ri stics . An 

experimenter appears to save more time by giving hi s planarians hundreds of trials all 
at once than if he sp r eads the trials out in tedious fashion , a few each day . The fact that 
neither rats nor worm s learn parti cularly well wh en the trials are all bunche d together 
apparently doe s  not deter the usual experimenter from "sav ing time . 11 Behavioral research 
i s  dull; it takes an en ormous amount of time and p atience to p erform such studies wel l .  
The experimenter who always obeys Zipf' s law \vill di scov e r  too soon that hi s experim ental 
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subj ects seldom obey him ! 

1. What is learning ? 

A .  Definitions , measures , criteria , and baselines 

There are prob ably as many definitions of t rlearningl! as there are people to define 
the term . There is, however , some cummunalHy to most of the definitions. In general , 
in psychology we speak of l 'learning" as being a "fairly regular and uniform change in 
behavior caused b y  or correlated with some change in the organism ' s  environment (usually 
under the control of the experimenter ) .  Usually this change in the behavior ·can b e  seen 
(post hoc) to be of an "adaptive " nature , and usually it comes about because we have re 
inforced (rewarded) the organism for having changed its way of behavin g .  Learning is , 
however , something that takes place inside the organism; learning can never be seen by 
the experimenter in and of itself --he can only see the change in the organi sm 1 s behavior. 
For this reason , psychologists often call learning l1an intervening variable . ! 1 Those 
changes that we make in the animal 's environment in order to force the animal to change 
its behavior are called "independent variables "--that is, variables over which the expel' 
imenter has direct control . The changes in behavior themselves , over which the exper 
imenter has but indirect contr ol , are called " dependent variables" because their occur 
rence depends on (and is a measure of) the independent and intervening variab les. It is 
very important to remember that learning can never be measured directly - -we look at 
the changes in an organism' s behavior and we infer that learning has or has not taken 
place , but such decisions are always a matter of inference , not of direct observation 1 

According to some theories , learning is l tan increasing tendency of an animal to 
repeat a response for which it has been reinforced (rewarded). T t  This type of definition , 
which works well in some situations but is inappropria te to others , does have the benefit 
of pointing out one critical feature of  the learning situation --the fact that b ehavioral 
changes are the end p roducts of both p ositive and negative factors operatin g within the 
organism . Let us assume that we are training a planarian in a simple maze that consists 
of a starting alley (painted a neutral grey ) that connects at right angles with two other 
alleys, one painted white , the other painted b lack . As the p lanarian attempts to escape 
from the grey starting alley , it comes to a choice point where the three alleys meet and 
must there decide whether to enter the white or the black alley . Let us further assume 
that we wish to tr ain it to go to the white alley. Each time the planarian enters the black 
alley at the choice point , we punish it in some fashiolLigegative reinforcement). Each 
time it enters the white alley , we reward it in some fashion (positive reinforcement). 
At the b eginning of training , the planarian tends to enter the white alley as often as the 
b lack ; after being rewarded time and time again for entering the white alley, and after 
being punished time an d time again for entering the black alley, the planarian tends to 
enter the white alley significantly more often than it does the black . We now say that 
the planarian has "learned" to enter the white alley because the response of entering the 
white alley was positively reinforced and the response of entering the black alley was 
negatively reinforced . Here learning can be seen to result from at least two different 
factors: ( 1 )  those positive factors which encourage the anim al to approach the white , 
and (2) those negative factors which discourage the animal from entering the black . 

In almost all learning situations , one can find b oth positive (excitatory) factors 
and negative (inhibito ry ) factor s operating. You must realize that b o th the positive and 
the negative tendencies affecting the organism' s  behavior are learned and that the behav 
ior which the organism displays in the maze is a sort of summation of both types of 
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l n etors . The re are many situations in which one m ay attempt to train an animal to ap 
proach a give n  goal (an excitatory tendency) in which the organism doe s  not seem to l�arn 
I lt  all because of the presence of overwhelmingly strong inhibitory tendencie s .  For example , 
suppose that the white alley in the maze had , unbeknownst to us , a very rough surface that 
the animal di sliked intens ely . Under normal situations , the worm would tend to avoid this 
nl ley and enter the black alley all the time , but we puni sh the animal if it enters the black 
und reward it only if it enters the white . Now the animal is faced with a difficult choice --
no matter which alley i t  enters , it will re ceive puni shment of one kind or another (although 
we do not realize , as experimenters , that this is the case).  Under the se circumstances , 
the planarian i s  likely to refuse to enter e ither alley , it may turn over on its back and go 
Into convulsions , it m ay enter first the white and then the black alley , tria.! afte r trial , 
hunting desperately for th e  lesser of the two evils ; or if the black alley is s omehow less 
puni shing than the whi te (although we , as experimenters ,  would not see the situation in 
t�at light) ,  the planarian may pick the black alley all the tim e .  Mos t  o f  us would look at 
this ! !aberrant" typ e of b ehavior as being non -adaptive and perhap s might even cite this 
as evidence that planarians "cannot learn . I I  What we sh ould say in such circum stances , 
of course , is that we as experimenters f lcannot learn II how to train planarians ! It is not 
oasy to analyze a given experimental situation and to determine from such an analysis 
what the s timulus factors are (that is , what the conditions are in the extarnal world) that 
affect the worm T s  behavi or , for the stimuli to which a worm responds are not likely to be 
th e  same stimuli to which a human would respond . The planarian that comes to enter the 
white alley more and m ore often during training has most ce rtainly le arned something a 
bout the maze , but it m ay not have learned what you think i t  has l earned nor may it have 
learned for the reasons you think it should have learned 1 And the planarian that obstinately 
refuses to enter the white alley even after hundreds of trials may well have learned a great 
deal more ab out the maze than the animal that enters the white alley readily ! 

As I indi cated earlie r ,  learning is typically accompanied by a change in b ehavior. 
I f  we wis h  to m easure learning , then , we must set up an experimental situation in which 
behavioral changes can take place and be easily me asured. So we hunt for a situation in 
which the anim al gives a specific , well -defined response at a particular response rate b e 
fore training b egin s ;  i f  after we impose a training s chedule , the animal giv e s  a different 
type of respon s e , or responds at a much different rate , we can usually be sure that learn 
tng has occurred. In s hort , in most s ituati ons we measure both the qualitative and the 
quantitative aspe cts of the animal' s behavior b oth b efore and after training . 

As an example , let us look at "c las sical c onditioning .  / I  The noted Russian physiol o 
gist , Ivan Pavlov , noti ced that his animals salivated whenever h e  blew food powder into 
their mouths (he was actually studying the physi ology of di gestion , not learning) .  Pavlov 
ulso noti ced that after he had given the dogs food m any , many tim es , they would begin to 
salivate as s oon as he entered the laboratory without waiting for him actually to giv e them 
the food. Pavlov assum ed that the dogs did not have to learn to s alivate when pres ented 
with food--he called this l Iinstinctive behavior . If The food powder then was an unconditioned 
(unlearned) s timulus that innately evoked or eli cited an unconditioned (unlearned) response , 
that of salivation . The unconditioned stimulus is always denoted by the letters UCS ; the 
un conditioned response by the letters UCR. An untrained dog almost n ever re sponds by 
salivating to the stimulation of som eone! s walking into the laboratory ; the stimulus "walk 
ing into the laboratory " is therefore "neutral" ins ofar as the respon s e  of s alivation is con
cerned (although , of cours e ,  the dog m ay respond by barking , perking up its ears , etc . ) .  
This neutral s timulus Pav lov called the ! ! conditioning stimulu s "  (or som etimes the "condit 
ioned stimulus " )  becaus e  it s e emed to have no innate conne ction with the UCR of salivation . 
The conditioning stimulus is abbreviated CS.  In Pavlov ! s  fi rst experiments , the CS 
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(entering the r oom ) always preceded the UCS (food powder to the dog' s mouth) by a few 
seconds ; the UCS always elicited or evoked the UCR (salivation) .  Eventually , as we have 
seen , the CS came to elicit the UCR even without the pre sentation of the UCS.  At this 
point , Pavlov decided that the dogs had been "conditioned" to salivate when he entered the 
room; there was obviously now s ome sort of connection b etween the CS and the UCR , so 
Pavlov decided to describe the latter by the term "conditioned respon s e "  (CR) . 

Now there are several points about Pavlovian conditioning that must be p ointed out 
immediately. To begin with , Pavlov (and most other experimenters )  discovered that the 
CR was s e ldom exactly the s ame as the U CR. The dogs did not salivate in quite the same 
way when Pav l ov entered the room as they did when food powder was b lown into their :; . 

mouths.  The important thing was that the animals responded to the CS in a way that they 1 

had apparently never responded b efore the training took place . Second , Pavlov dis c overed] 
from a s e t  of not entirely adequate experiments that the CS "had to" precede the UCS if 

. 

learning were to take place , and that the closer together in time the CS and the UCS were
· 

the faster and the better the learning. More r ecent experiments have called into question 
this particular finding , but we will dis cu s s  that later in this chapter. The third point of 
interest has to do with the "neutrality ! !  of the CS . Planarians are small and it is usually 
difficult to obs erve all of their reactions with the naked eye . Most experimenters there 
fore tend to restrict their conditioning experiments with planarians to situations in which 
rather gross or large body m ovements can serve as the UCR. The ues is typically s ome-i 
thing like an electric shock passed through the water whi ch causes the planarian to c ontrac 
or to give a gross b odily m ovement each time the stimulus is applied . But what should we 
use as a C S ?  Suppose we pick a very faint , flashing red light as our es.  We present the 
weak , red ,  flashing light for several hundred trial s , each time pairing it with an electric 
shock. The shock always causes the animal to respond , but the light never does even after 

all the training trials . Can we conclude from this experiment that the planarian could not 
be conditi oned ? No , for we must p rove first that the worm actually could detect the CS 
in the first place. If we were unfortunate enough to choose a weak , red ,  flashing light , 
we would never be able to condition worms to respond to it since p lanarians are insensitive 
to visual stimulation in the red end of the spectrum 1 

How can we b e  sure that th e  planarian does s ense the C S ?  Vlhy , only if it occasional
ly responds to the CS , and since the only response we bother to notice (typically) is a gross 
bodily reaction , we have now set up a situation in whi ch the C S  is actually a weak UCS 1 
Here we do not hope to achieve c onditioning by pairing a "neutral "  CS with a UCS , but rat
her we hop e  to change the rate of response that the planarian gives to a weak UCS (the elect 
ric light) b y  pairing thi s with a strong UCS (ele ctric shock) to which the organi sm always 
responds . If one carries this analysi s a little further ,  one s oon discovers that all CSs are 
in fact weak UCSs , but that p erhaps i s  another story. 

-

¥ Whenever one undertakes a conditioning s tudy with planarian s , then , one must begin 
by presenting the s o -called CS a great many times in order to determine what the naive 

(pretraining )  response rate to the CS i s .  It goes without saying that one must adjust the 
intensity or the type of the CS properly before conditiOning actually is begun; if the naive 
response rate is too low , one cannot be certain that the planarian actually perceives the 
stimulus , and if it i s  too high one can never be certain that conditioning has actually taken 
place . We have found over the years that a naive response rate to the CS of approximately 
1 0-2 0% is optimal . One can usually adjust the respon s e  rate to a CS such as electric light 
by m oving the bulb itself closer to or further away from the conditioning trough , or by in 
creasing or decreaSing the length of time that the light i s  on prior to the onset of the shock 
(UCS ) .  See below for further details . 
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By now you will have realized that all definitions of l earning are quite arbitrary. It 
�oes without saying that the point during training at which one is willing to state that an 
unimal "has really learned" is also an arbitrary decision that each experimenter must 
make for hims elf. If we gave you a long poem to learn ' 'by heart , " and you studied it for 
quite some tim e , how would we be sure that you "really knew the poem ? "  We might state 
arbitrarily that whenever you could repeat the poem once perfectly , without prompts , that 
you had "learned. ! l However , as all students and teachers know , material whi ch is learned 
"perfectly" to this criterion on a given Tuesday cannot always be repeated perfectly two 
weeks later if the student has not practiced inbetween times .  Furthermore ,  suppose we 
made the poem so long and so difficult that you could never repeat back more than half of 
i t  without prompting. Would this mean that you were incapable of learning anything about 
the p oem ? Or suppose that in addition to repeating back the poem , we also required you 
to stand on your head and play "The Jolly Farmer" on a piano with your toes . Perhaps , 
under the best of circumstances , you co uld learn the poem rather well , but the additional 
requirements might make it so difficult to repeat the poem , and so annoying to you , that 
you simply wouldn't b other putting forth 'your ''best effort" under the circumstances . Should 
we then conclude that you were stupid , or that the experimenter was ? 

Psychologists are usually willing tQJ>j:ate that an organism has "learnedll a given 
task if its rate of responding to the CS increases Significantly because of the training giV 
en the organism. But what do we mean by "significantly? " This term has a rather pre 
cise mathematical meaning far too complicated for us to dis cus s in this particular Manual; 
in essen ce , what we mean is that the change in the rate of responding is great enough so 
that we are reasonably convinced that the change was not due to s ome chance or random 
factor other than the training its elf. In m ost conditioning experiments , we have a choice 
of at least two different ways of proceeding. Suppose we are using light as our CS and 
electric shock as our DCS , and that the animal' s n aive (pretraining) response rate to the 
light is 2 0%. We can decide ahead of time that our "criterion of conditioning " will be 9 0%-
that is , we will continue to pair the CS and the DCS until the animal has shifted from a 
20% response rate to a 90% response rate , at which time we will be s atisfied that the ani 
mal has "learned." This is a very fine procedure provided that all the animals are capable 
of reaching the 90% response rate criterion under the circumstances . But suppose that 
we find that only half of the animals reach this criterion even after we have given them 
several hundred trials .  Does this p rove that half of the animals hav e learned while the 

f other half have not? Suppose , for example , that half of the animals reached the 9 0% re
sponse rate , but the other half reached only 89 %--are the latter animals really 1 Itoo stupid 
to learn? II  A more logical way of s etting a criteri on of conditioning is the following: one 
gives all of the animals a set number of trials . At the end of this period of training , one 

-
c�culates the avera e or mean response r�te for the last few trials for all of th�s 
an ompares it with the initia response ra e .  uppose m s case a e ermma 

=response rate for all of the animals was , on the av erage , 5 0 %. Could we say that planar 
ians had learned? Most psychologists would b e  willing to say "yes "  provided that we showed 
mathematically that this ' crease in response rate were statistically si . icant (using a 
mathematical formula too complicate 0 . Either of these defini 
tions of learning i s  acceptable , and we have used b oth in our lab oratory from tim e  to time .  
\Vhich m ethod you choose to employ depends on what it is about p lanarian behavior you are 
attempting to study. The important thing to remember is that both types of definition are 
entirely arbitrary. 

B.  Controls and Control Groups 

There is probably no other group of s cientists as enamored of the use of "control 
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group s "  as are psychologists ; indeed the entire hi story of scientific psychology may be 
viewed as a continuing search for better controls . All well and good , you say , but what 
does a psychologist mean when he speaks of a "control group ll? Well , let us suppose that 
you believe you have discovered a new drug which will cure headaches .  How would you set .. 
about proving to the U .  S .  Food and Drug Administration that your pill really does what you : 
say it does ? Obviously , you would have to-run an experiment. Suppose you took 1 00 people' 
who had headache s and gave them the pill , and then several hours later you asked these 100 : 
people whether or not they still had headaches .  Probably 90% or more would say that the 
headache no longer bothered them. Could you conclude from this type of experiment that 
your pill had ffcured" these 9 0%? The answer i s , of course , no . Most headache s do n ot 
last for more than a few hours whether the person takes a pill or not. The FDA would re 
quire that you found another 1 0 0  people (matched as closely as possible to the original 
who also had headaches and that you not give thi s  group of people the pill. At the end of 
the same length of time , you would ask the s econd group whether they now had lost their 
headaches . Suppose only 30% of this group said that their headache s  had now disappeared. 
Would this mean that your pill cured 90% minus 3 0% or 6 0% of the people? After all , the 
second group of 1 0 0 people served as a control group to measure what would have happened 
had the original 1 00 not been given your pill.  Unfortunately , in this case , one control group' 
is not enough . Experiment after experiment has shovll1 that people with headaches tend to 
get well if they are given any kind of medication whatsoever , even if it is only a pill made 
of sugar 1 In this case you would obviously need a third group of 1 0 0  individuals with head- .... 
ach,es who are given a ! !sugar pill  I I  (the technical name i s  placebo) .  If  the recovery rate is , 'j  
say , only 5 0 %  in the placebo control group , then and only then can you be fairly certain tha� 
your p ill has some medicinal properties . As we will mention below , there are still further ; 
controls you would wish to institute , but their description can wait for a few minute s .  

Let u s  return t o  claSSical (Pavlovian) conditioning. Suppose w e  are using light a s  
our CS , shock a s  our UCS , and we p air the light and the shock for 2 0 0 trials . If the naive 
response rate to the light was 2 0 % ,  and after training the resp onse rate to the light was 
9 0 % ,  can we say that the animal has actually been conditioned? The answer is "no , I l  not 
without the use of some control groups . Perhaps just giving the animal several hundred 
trials of light somehow ! !sensitizes ! !  the animal so that it  now respon ds to  the light much 
more than it did at the beginning .  How can we control for such IIsensitization ? ! ! The 
lest way is by having a control group of animals that receives trial after trial of light but 
which are never given the UCS (shock ) .  In such cases (particularly with planarians ) ,  one 
typically finds that the animals respond less and less to the light. For example , in 1955 
Thompson and Mc Connell reported an initial response rate to light of 28% in their planar 
ians . Animals that were given 1 5 0  trials of light paired with s hock had a terminal resp onse 
rate to the light of  almost 5 0 %  (a statistically significant increase ) .  A "light control tTY" "" "'" 

was given 1 5 0  trials of light only ; their naive response rate to the light was again approx 
imately 2 8 % ,  but at the end of 1 5 0  trials they were responding to the light les s  than 1 0 %  of 
the time . This decrease in responsivity to the light is known technically as I lJJ.abituation , II 

and its occurrence suggest s strongly that the increase in respon se rate found in the exper
imental animals was not due simply to giving these animals 1 5 0  trials of light. But what 
about the shock? Perhaps shocking the animals 1 5 0  times "sensitize s "  them to the onset 
of the light. To control for thi s , Thompson and McConnell had anotm r control group that 
was given 1 5 0  trials of shock only (never paired with light) .  In this control group , the an
imals were given 5 trials of shock , followed by one IItest trial l1 of light only , followed by 
another five trials of shock , etc . The light and the shock were , of  course ,  never paired 
(that is , light and shock were always presented at least 20  seconds apart) . In the case of 
the ! !shock control animals , II the naive response rate was around 3 0 % ,  but had dropped to 
less than 25% at the end of the 1 5 0  trials . This "habituationl 1  to the s hock also suggested 
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that the increase in  re sponse rate found in  the experimental animals was not due to  some 
form of ! ! sensitization . "  The design of thi s latter control group could have been improved 
had it been given an e qual number of shock-only and light-only trials (that is , 150 of each ) ,  
in which case it would have become a "pseudo -conditioning control group . " 

Pavlov' S  experiments led him to theorize that the CS had to precede the UCS by a 
very brief period of time or "true" learning would not take place . Pavlov , you see , be
lieved that the CS came to act as a "signal" that the UCS was s oon to appe-ar , and that the 
animal cam e  to associate the CS and the UCS because they always appeared so closely to 
gether in tim e .  This theoretical framework led Pavlov to b elieve that if one merely pre
sented the CS then removed it. and then several seconds later pre s ented the UCS , learning 
should not occur. Unfortunately , not all animals have apparently bothered to read Pavlov' S 
theory , and many of them show an increase response rate even when the CS and the UCS 
are spearated in time by several seconds . Since , according to the theory , this could not 
be ! !true " conditioning , it was called I !pseudo-conditioningl !  and has typically been ignored 
ever since except as a type of situation one wishe s to avoid. Whether or not "pseudo
conditioning" is really a form of learning is rather a knotty problem best not di scussed in 
these pages .  

Control groups serve to reassure the experimenter that th e  changes he observes in 
an organism' s  behavior are the result of the specific experimental manipulations that he 
has made , and not due to some chance or random factors or to the m ere fact that one has 
done something to the organism rather than merely leaving it alone . The importance of 
using control groups cannot be overestimated , and the clever experimenter is the one who 
almost intuitively knows which control groups are neces sary in any given situation . In 
general , of course , one chooses control groups to rule out every possible logical explana
tion for a change in an organism ' s  b ehavi or other than the explanation one believes is 
really true.  

C. Other Types of C ontrols 

Let us return now to the "pill ! 1  experiment described above.  Even if we use a con-
trol group which is  given no pill at all , and another control group which is given a placebo , 
can we be abs olutely certain that the greater recov ery rate found in the experimental group 
was due to the chemi cal ingredients in the medication they received? The answer is , un
fortunately , a res ounding IIno. !1 Human beings , like most animal s , are quite s ensitive to 
a variety of environmental stimuli that most s cientists never bother to m easure .  In the 
past , a great many pharmacological studies have yielded inaccurate results for a very 
odd reason. Suppose you were the person who had discovered thi s  new medication for 
headaches ,  and suppose too that you were in charge of the experiment to test its efficacy. 
Obviously , you have a great deal of pride and prestige (not to mention financial gain) riding 
on the outcome of the experiment. You want the pill to work , and s o  do your associates 
in the experiment. Under these circumstances ,  don't you think that you might very well 
(quite unintentionally) handle the placebo control group and the experimental group in 
slightly different fashion? You might well think that you were treating the groups identical 
ly , but study after study has shown that under thes e  circumstances , the experimenter often 
biases hi s results by subtly suggesting to the experimental group that their pill really works , 
while equally subtly suggesting to the placebo control group that their pill doesn 't !  

Let us  repeat--the experimenter u sually is c ompletely unaware that he i s  exercising 
this subtle influence . 
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It was to control for this ty pe of bias that a procedure now known as the "double 
blindlT technique was devised, which would operate in the ''headache experiment" as fol
lows: one team of experimenters would prepare an equal number of placebo pills and real 
pills, and would make sure that both types of pills appeared identical in every way possible. 
Each type of pill woul J then be given a code number, but only the first team of experiment
ers would know which code number stood for which type of pill. A second team of experi 
menters (which didn' t  know the code) would be in charge of passing out the medication to 
2 00 people having headaches . Since there were 100 placebos and 1 0 0  real pills, half of 
the 2 0 0  people would be the experimental group and half would be the control group, but 
neither the experimental team that passed out the pills nor the subjects themselves would 
have any idea until after the experiment was over who was in which group. Once the final 
reports from the subjects as to the effects of the pills had been gathered, then and only 
then would the code be broken and would both teams of experimenters find out which sub 
ject had received which pill . 

In running planarian experiments, or experiments with any other animal, it is just 
as important that one control for 1 !experimenter bias" as it is when running drug studies. 
It is quite possible to bias one' s  observations of an animaP s behavior quite unconsciously 
if one knows ahead of time whether the animal is in an experimental or in a control group 
(and hence knows what sort of response rate the animal is supposed to show if one ' s  theory 
is correct) . 

There are several types of m ethods for eliminating lIexperimenter bias I I in planarian 
studies. To begin with, it is important to be as objective as possible in recording the ani
mal's responses. Did the worm really wiggle, or was that just a figment of your imagin
ation? If two or more people are watching the same worm at the same time, and recording 
its responses independently, you have a good m ea.sure of control over the reliability of the 
observer. In our laboratory, we typically find that trained observers agree almost 100% 
of the time when observing the same animal . Th e  important word i n  that last sentence, b y  
the way, i s  trained. I f  at all possible, when you first begin t o  experiment with planarians, 
you should serve as an apprentice to someone who has already learned the techniques for 
handling .the animals and for scoring their responses. If such a procedure is not possible, 
try to talk one of your friends into observing the animals with you so that you can be sure 
that someone else sees the same sorts of reactions that you see. 

Another type of control should be used in the following situation. Suppose you were 
giving your animals 25 trials a day and are running them until they reach a response rate 
of 90%. This sort of learning typically takes several hundred trials to achieve, so you will 
be running the animals over a period of many days. Now, off hand, you would expect that 
an animal that has been given 125 trials would respond at a higher rate than an animal that 
had never been given any training trails at all; and since you would expect the former ani
mal to respond more than the latter animal, you might well see what you expected to see. 
Having a second observer does not help much in this case, since he might be expecting 
the same sort of results. To control for this type of bias, it is usually necessary to ar
range things so that the person actually running the animals has no knowledge from one 
day to the next of which animal has had previous training of any kind . This" means that the 
experimental animals (and the controls) should be given code numbers which are changed 
from one day to the next by someone other than the person who is going to be training the 
animals . Furthermore, if you start running all of the experimental animals at the same 
time, so that on any given day they will all have had the same amount of prior training, it 
is usually wise to throw in f lringersl l--that is, each day to add one or two animals that 
have never received any prior training whatsoever. Since the person actually running the 
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animals knows that he will be training both naive and experienced (sophisticated) animals 
on any given day , he will not expect any particular an�mal to have either a high or a low 
response rate . Not knowing what to expect , the experimenter cannot easily bia s  his re
sults under such circumstances . And obviously , if you were performing some of the 'ban 
nibalism f! or "chemical inj ection " studies described below, there are rather special con
trol groups that you will wish to employ. We will discu s s  thes e  particular groups at a 
later time , 

It m ay well seem to you that the use of control groups is a great waste of time and 
that the c cntrols for experimenter bias are som ething you can easily do away with in your 
own experimentation. If you believe thi s strongly , let me recommend that you get out of 
science immediately and go into art or the humanities instead. No s ci entific experiment 
is any b etter than the control groups it includes .  I would estim ate that better than 5 0% 
of the experim ents performed in the general field of psychobi ology in the past (including 
studies by the greatest names in the field) are probably invalid (or at least open to seri 
ous question) because the experimenters did not perform adequate controls , parti cularly 
the c ontrols for "experimenter bias . " There are enough bad studies in the literature as 
i s .  Anyone who wishes t o  increase thi s  terrible mas s  o f  useless experimentation b y  add 
ing his own inadequately controlled studie s  is merely asking for trouble. 

One final point. At any given moment in the history of s cience , it is  likely that no 
individual knows enough about the subj ect he i s  working with to be abl e  to design the "per 
fect" expe riment. Time and time again , particularly in the study o f  behavior , the discov 
ery of new information about a given organi sm or a given exp erimental situation has called 
into question the results of past experiments which seemed " clas siclf  when first performed. 
The wise scientist  is absolutely certain about abs olutely nothing. and c ontinually re -evalu 
ates yesterday' s I tknown facts " in light of today' s I 'new evidence. " 

II. Variability 

A. If you read any r eport of a learning study which appears in a 'lprofe s sional 'l 
scientifi c j ournal , you are likely to be impres sed by two things - -the r elative ease \\lith 
which the experim ent was performed and the relative smoothne ss of the curve which de 
scribes the rate at which the animals "learned. I I  However , anyone who has p erformed 
many such studies himself will not be so taken in; few experim ents r eally go "smoothlyt f 

in anybody' s  laboratory , and the "regularity" with whi ch most animals s eem to acquire 
a new habit is a function more of the way the data are reported in the j ournal than it is  
of the way the animals actually learned. Nonethele s s , one of  the standard myths in the 
field of learning i s  that one encounters but little day-to -day variability in one' s experi 
mental animals .  In fact , worms , rats , dogs and cats are j u st as different from one day 
to the next as human beings are , if not more s o .  Worms have their good days and bad , 
their ups and downs , just as do students and teachers . Perhaps the only difference is  
that worms are under no s ocial c onstraints l ito behave prop erly" - -if they do not feel like 
"pe rforming" on any given day , they simply don't  perform. Vari ability in an animal' s  
behavior i s  a fact of life that each experimenter must learn t o  face .  The question that 
should concern us at this p oint i s  thi s --what cause s  this variability ?  

Most psychologists assume that an animal ' s  performance a t  any given instant in 
time is  the direct result of both external and internal factor s  which act in combination to 
shap e the organism ' s  behavior. Anything in the external world around the animal (the 
temperature of the water , the acidity of the water , the shape of the apparatus it is in , 
the amount of light falling on the animal , etc . ) can theoretically have an influence on the 
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organism ' s  behavior . In most learning experiments , we attempt to hold all of  these ex 
ternal stimuli constant except for the one or two (the es and the UeS) that we are mani 
pulating. In general , the more succes sful we are in holding these extraneous stimuli 
constant , the less variable the animal will be from day to day in its behavior . However ,  
i t  i s  terribly difficult for even the most astute psychologist to know p recisely what exter
nal stimuli have the greatest effect on an organism I s behavior and we often fail even to 
identify what all of the important external stimuli are ! And while the p sychologist can 
hope to have at least some minimum control over the external environment , the conditions 
inside the animal that likewise affect its behavior at any given moment in time are often 
far beyond the psychologist' s control. Does hunger affect the animal' s  speed of learning? 
We believe it does , so we attempt to make sure that the experimental subj ects are fed on 
a regular s chedule . Does the age or the size of the animal somehow affe ct its responsivity 
to various external stimuli ? We believe so , therefore we attempt to make sure that all 
our animals are approximately the same size and of the same age . Doe s  a worm that is 
"not feeling very well" perform as well as a planarian that is in good physical health? 
Since we believe the animal' s  physical conditfon is an important variable , we handle the 
animals extremely gently in order not to damage them , and if any animal seems to have 
become ill through no known fault of ours , we put it on "sick call" for a few days until it 
has recovered. Since we are confident that past experience influences the animaP s pre 
sen t  behavior , we attempt to make sure that all of our experimental subje cts have had 
pretty much the s ame experiential background before the experiment start s ;  typically this 
means that we run only "naive subje cts l l  (that is , animals that have had no prior experi 
mental training). But notice , please , that the only control we have over the animal' s 
internal environment comes from manipulations that we make or have made in the past 
in its external environment. 

B. Planarians have a very small but relatively complicated brain; humans have an 
extremely large and frighteningly complicated central nervous system . What behavioral 
differences can we expect to obtain between humans and worms as a direct result of their 
neurophysiological differences ? Obviously humans can perform many tasks and learn 
many things that planarians cannot. But the size of the human brain gives us one further 
advantage over the flatwOJ,m --we can surely learn to ignore fluctuations in our environ
ment to a much greater extent than can the simple flatworm . The larger an organism ' s  
brain i s , the more its behavior i s  under the control of its own central nervous system ; 
since planarians have a very small brain , we would expect them to be much more sensi
tive to minute changes in the external environment than would men b e . It is apparent 
then that we must exercise much greater control over the s timulus world that we expose 
our planarians to than we would if we were attempting to train m ere human beings . 

e. Learning is u sually thought o f  as being the end product of positiv e , excitatory 
tendencies and negative , inhibi tory tendencies which build up within the animal . We know 
a great deal more about the conditions that promote the creation of positive , excitatory 
tendencies than we do about those conditions which promote or facilitate the build-up of 
inhibitory tendencies 'within the animal . Much of the day-to -day changeability in an or 
ganism' s  behavior is probably due to the relative amounts of positive and negative tend
encies operating within the animal at that moment. Most experimental p s ychologists 
attempt to minimize the negativ e tendencies as best they can so that the behavior they 
observe is chiefly a fun ction of the positive tendencies created by the learning experiment 
itself. In the past , we have dis covered that planarians , like people , grow tired if one 
forces them to run too many trials in a short period of time , or if one gives them too 
much negative reinforcement in a short period of time . Planarians that are given a 
great many trials in one day , and are given training every day , will surely sh ow much 
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greater variability than animals that are given but a few trials per day and are given fre 
quent IIdays off" to rest. Many of the negative factors inside an o rganism will dissipate 
or diminish if the animal is given frequent rest periods ; the excitatory tendencies in gen
eral tend n ot to dissipate as rapidly. The wise experimenter will always resist the tend
ency lito get it over with quickly" by over -training his animals since he will realize that 
such procedures can be depended on to make the animals quite undependable . 

D .  Variability is a biological fact of life which all experimenters must come to live 
with. But the more y ou learn about the external and internal factors which influence your 
planarians '  behavior , the m ore rigor you employ in the design and execution of your exper
iments , and the more gently you handle y our animals , the less the variability will be. 

III. The Response 

A. Types of responses 

As we noted above , planarians are rather small and only large or gross movements 
of the body are typically visible to the naked eye. In the case of maze learning , the size 
of the response is  unimportant- -it matter s  little whether the animal creep s , dashe s , or 
corkscrews into the c orrect arm of the maze so long as it eventually gets there .  In the 
case of classical (Pavlovian) conditioning ,  however , the type or " shape" of the response 
is of critical interest. Planarians have two maj o r  types of movement --a smooth or glid
ing motion (thought to be accomplished by the rhythmi c  movement of the cilia on the ani 
mal l s  ventral or b ottom surface) and a "humping" or "inching" m ovement which is usually 
referred to as f lditaxi c "  or flamoeboid" m ovement and which is accomplished by muscular 
contractions .  The latter type of movement is observed chiefly when the planarian has b een 
disturbed by something in the environment. Planarians als o  show such minor movements 
as a brief lifting of the head , a sudden contraction of its anterior or p osterior end , a 
twitching of its auricles , etc. (not to mention the rather specialized m ovements involved 
in eating and reproductive activities ). When badly stres sed , planarians often r oll over 
on their sides and show a rhythmi c c onvulsive activity . Any of the s e  resp onses could be 
counted as "conditim ed responses !! under the proper circumstances ; the question is , 
which types of reacti ons should we record? 

In our discussion of classical c onditioning ab ove , we p ointed out that while the con 
ditioned reaction i s  n ot always identical t o  the unconditioned respons e , usually the two 
responses have certain features in common. Therefore , in classical conditioning , we 
typically record only those responses elicited by the CS which are s omehow reminis cent 
of the UCR. Electric shock , a typical UCS , evokes a strong contraction of the planarian ' s  
body if the animal is moving directly towards one or another of the electrodes , or a com 
bined contraction and turning m ovement if the animal i s  oriented at some angle across the 
field of maximal current flow between the two electrodes .  Typically , in the latter condi 

tion , the animal' s head is forced automati cally to move towards the cathode or away from 
the anode. If we are using the onset of light as our CS , we record any major contraction 
or turning movement the animal m akes before the onset of the UCS. In my own laboratory , 
we usually do not begin a conditioning trial until the animal is gliding smoothly along the 
bottom of the c onditioning trough and is o riented towards -one or another of the electrode s .  
Th e  CS (light) is turned on for 2 -4 s econds b efore the DCS (shock) is turned on , and any 
noticeable response which o ccurs p rior to the onset of th e  DCS is recorded. Since the 
animal is gliding s m oothly , we arbitrarily s c ore as a response any noticeable deviation 
in its direction of movement (i . e .  if the animal turns at least 60 degrees away from the 
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electrode it was approaching ) or if it stops or contracts . 

As one might expect , different species of planarians characteris tically respond in 
different ways . D. dorotocephala is a much more ffnervous " and active animal than i s  
D .  tigrina , hence the former is more useful for m aze studies than i s  the latter , although 
both may readi�y be used for conditioning experiments . In the case of classical condition 
ing , however , D .  dorotocephala will have a much higher naive (pre -training) response 
rate than will D .  tigrina. Some species of planarians react to the onset of new stimulation 
'with a violent lifting of the entire anterior porti on of the animal's b ody (the "rearing" re
sponse) .  In these species , of course ,  this type of reaction is usually s cored. 

Very recent c onditioning studies suggest that the head turning response is a much 
poorer index of learning than is the contraction . Animals run in Hclean 11 conditioning troug 
for example , appear to show an immediate increase in head-turns but not in contractions .  
In like fashion , the differences between experimental and pseudo -conditioning control ani 
mals are often maximized if one ignores head-turns and s cores only contractions .  It may 
well be the case that when the planarian becomes sensitized to its environment , it responds 
by making a greater number of head m ovements , but when it is actually learning , the con 
ditioned response it acquires is  that of a bodily contraction. In one sense , this is good 
news indeed , since the beginning experimenter usually can s core contractions  much m ore 
reliably than he can head tq.rnings . Until the issue is fully resolved , however , t he wi se 
investigator will probably wish to record both types of response and report the data on 
them separately. 

B. Scoring the response 

Often one wishes to record not only the presence or absence of a CR,  but also the 
type of CR which occurred and its strength. We have found the following scoring system 
to be of value . 

Strength of response : O--a "goose egg"  indicates that the animal gave no visible 
response on this particular trial . 1 --a doubtful reaction at best. A very weak response .  
2 --a strong , vigorous , marked reaction of one kind or another. When you are adding up 
the reactions of the animal to determine whether or not it has reached critierion , you may 
wish to include the category "1 " responses either as zeros or twos --that is to force your 
data into a I !response --no response "  dichotomy. If you are of a cautious or conservative 
frame of mind , you will probably wish to include the ones with the z eros ; as you become 
more confident of your powers of observations , you will probably wish to include the ones 
with the twos . When two observers watch the same animal and score its responses inde 
pendently , it is (as might be expected) the ones that give the m ost difficulty. 

Type of Response. Turning reactions are typically recorded in terms of the direct - -
ion in which the animal turned --that is , we record an L for a left turn and an R for a right 
turn. A contraction of the animaP s body we score as a C .  A stop is scored as an S l while 
a vigorous lifting of the animal's head may be scored as an A. If the animal makes two or 
more responses within the period of time that the CS is on (prior to the onset of the UCS) l 
both responses are noted; thus LC means that the animal first turned left and then contract
ed. The numeral denoting the strength of the animal's response follows the letters denoting -.. 
the type of response : thus SA2 means tl};lt the animal first stopped then raised its head in 
a very vigorous and marked fashion. 
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In clas sical conditioning experim ents , one always makes sure that the strength of 
th e UCS i s  great enough always to evoke the DCR. Therefor e , there is little need to re 
cord either the type or the strength of the UCR since it varies little from one trial to 
another. However , if on any given trial the DC�sioes not evoke the DCR, you should 
make note of this fact (and increase the strength of the UCS before running another trial. 

It has been my- experience that at the beginning of classical conditioning , the planar 
ian v,111 make very few responses to the CS and these mIl often be type 1 reactions . As 
the animal approache s criteri on , however , type 2 reactions begin to predominate . It is 
also interesting that many planarians show a combined turning and contraction as their 
predominant reaction to the CS as they approach criterion- -in many instances ,  indeed , 
the first appearance of this type of reaction means that the animal MIl s oon reach criter
ion. 

IV. Apparatus . 

A .  Clas sical c onditioning 

The best type of apparatus for obtaining classical conditioning in planarians is a 
long , shallow trough either semi -circular or V-shaped in cros s s ection . The trough i s  
usually gouged out o f  plastic o r  some other inert material and is usually colorless or 
white in order to make the animals more vis ible . A simple trough can be constructed 
from a long plastic tube which i s  split from one end to the other and then blocked at eith 
er end s o  that it MIl hold water .  A simple trough can als o  b e  gouged out of parafin or 
wax . Special care must be taken to make sure that the surface of the trough is as smooth 
and as clean as possible s ince any irregularity is likely to cause the planarian to react. 
Electrodes should be mounted at either end of the trough and s hould be of some noble met- . 
al (gold , silver , or platinum ) if at all possible since metals such as brass MIl typically 
release ions into the water when direct current i s  pas sed through them . A view of the 
type of conditioning trough we used for many years i s  shown in Figure 6 .  

Fig.  6 .  A pre -1964 conditioning trough for planarians 
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The trough is long and narrow in order to insure that the density of the electrical current 
flowing between the two electrodes will be relatively the same no matter where in the ap 
paratus the animal is . If the electrodes are not at the far ends of the trough , of course , 
the planarian will not be shocked in the same way (if it is shocked at all) if it is behind 
one of the electrodes as it will if it is between the two electrodes . One can make a very 
crude but unsatisfactory conditioning· apparatus merely by sticking two electric wires in 
a round dish filled with water; since the current density is quite different from one part 
of this dish to another , one cannot always be sure that the UCR will be elicited on any 
given trial , however , and I do not recommend the use of this type of apparatu s .  

Planarians , like humans , are not only lazy but also tire rather easily. When you 
first put a phinarian into a conditioning trough , i t  will move about rather vigorously for 
a minute or two , then usually settle down into a smooth gliding motion as it explores its 
new environment. However , particularly after H has received a few electric shocks , the 
planarian has a tendency to cease movement altogether and to come to a hali, often cling
ing to the bottom of the trough tenaciou sly . After the animal has been given. a minute or 
so to rest , it can be prompted to movement again by touching it very gently on the tail 
with a camel' s hair brush , or by agitating the water in the animal' s vicinity. If a brush 
is used , one should make certain to stimulate the animal on the tail rather than on the 
head , since the latter type of stimulation typically causes the animal to cling even more 
tightly and makes it even more reluctant to move than before the stimulation occurred. 
We found the type of trough shown above unsatisfactory for two reasons .  Fir st ,  since 
the animal must be moving slowly in a straight line and oriented towards one of the elect
rodes before a trial can be started , one obviously cannot begin a trial when the animal 
is close upon either electrode , for as it reaches the ele ctrode it will be forced to turn 
around and come back (a condition which might disguise the appearance of any CR). 
Planarians apparently have no difficulty in learning that they will not be shocked when 
they are actually resting on one of the electrodes and a sophisticated animal will often 
make straight for one of the electrodes as soon as it is put in the trough and will show 
a great reluctance to leave the electrode . Some animals also learn (apparently) that no 
trial will be started if they are shOwing either violently agitated movement or if they are 
not moving at all . It i s  not at all unusual to find a planarian gliding smoothly and calm 
ly about its h ome bowl before a day ' s  training begins and then , when one puts the animal 
in the conditioning trough , to find that it will either refuse to move at all or that it shows 
agitated movement for a long period of time. Needless to say ,  when the animal is re 
turned to its home bowl , it resumes its smooth and unexcited gliding once more . Un 
fortunately , this type of fllearningfl is seldom recorded or mentioned in the s cientific 
literature .  

In order to overcome some of the difficulties mentioned above , we have recently 
instituted a new type of conditioning trough , shown in Figure 7 . Since this new trough 
is f1continuou s , "  and since the electrodes are counter-sunk into each of the four corners 
so that they are flush with the b ottom surface of the trough , the planarian cannot find 
Han end! !  to the trough to which to cling . Although trials are not run when the animal is  
approaching one of the c orners , we have so far not noticed that the animals tend to re
main in any one part of the trough . It might be thought that a cir cular trough would be 
even more effective than a square trough , but a moment1s consideratfon will convince 
you that the current density is better controlled in a square than in a circular piece of 
apparatus . In the case of the square trol!gh , the electrodes at opposite corner s  of the 
trough (that i s , diagonally opposite to each other ) are connected together to form one 
single , comm on electrode . One set of these diagonal electrodes leads to the anode of 
the p ower source while the other leads to the cathode ; thus , no matter where in the trough 
the planarian is , it is always between an anode and a cathode. 



Fig . 7 .  A l iS quare 1 1  conditioning trough for p lanarians . 

If you will look again at the photograph of the square trough , you 'Will notice in the 
upper right hand corner the small glass tube proj ecting over the surface of the trough 
and lying almost parallel to the surface of the water .  A weak j et of air from this glass 
tube passes over the surface of the water in one arm of the trough and s ets the water in
to continuous motion . Planarians have a strong , innate tendency to m ove 'With the flow 
of the water in such situations . If a planarian is run in a s quare trough 'Without the water' s  
being in circulation , it 'Will usually com e to rest in a matter o f  ten to fifteen minutes ;  if 
the air jet i s  turned on , the p lanarian 'Will often move for one to two hours b efore it comes 
to rest. This modification of .the s quare trough was first introduced in our laboratory by 
Leroy Vernon . 

As of the spring of 1 965 , there is  still considerable argument about the type of 
shock best suited as the ues in c onditioning studies .  Alternating current has been used 
by only a few experimenters and , in my own experience , is  not as effective (and usually 
more deleterious)  than is direct current. If one uses a direct current , it is better to 
find a means of rapidly pulsing the current flow if at all p os sible , since a weak pulsed 
current 'Will usually evoke as vigorous a contraction as will a strong unpulsed current. 
The use of an Harvard inductorium or an electronic s timulator which delivers a regular 
square- or sinusoidally-shaped wave is highly recom mended whenever p os sible . If th e  
electrodes i n  the trough are h ooked directly to some non -fluctuating source such a s  a 
b attery , a 6 volt s ource should b e  suffi cient . No matter what the s ource of the current , 
one must make every effort to arrange the apparatUs so that one can c ontrol the polarity 
of the shock . If a planarian i s  headed towards the anode when the shock is  applied , its 
head 'Will c ontract first; if headed towards the cathode , its tail 'Will c ontract first. Barnes 
and Katzung (see bibliography ) have reported that if they always delivered the ues when 
their animals were headed towards the anode , no learning occurred; learning did occur 
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readily , however , when they always shocked the planarians when headed towards the cath 
ode . As we will discuss below , the opposite seems to be the case when m aze learning i s  
considered. Although the Barnes and Katzung results have been repeated b y  Roy J ohn 
(personal communication ) ,  in my own laboratory we have usually obtained the opposite 
results - -that is , anodal sho ck leads to faster conditioning than does cathodal . The wise 
experimenter will probably ·underta:k�-bl5th-types of training paradigm s at the beginning 
of his work in order to determine which type of s hock s eems to work best for him . 

The intensity of the shock used in any situation should be just great enough always 
to evoke a vigorous VCR from the planarian. The exact amount of shock will , of course ,  
vary from one piece of apparatus to another--which is why one should always let the plan
arian itself determine how much shock is necessary. Begin with an intensity of current 
too weak to evoke a reaction and , trail after trial , increase the intensity until a level of 
stimulation i s  found that always evokes a reactioh. Thi s strength of shock can then usua.l 
ly be maintained day after day , from one plana:rian to another ,  with excelle:nt results . 
In this case , oddly enough , it is less useful to know the exact physical dimensions of the 
shock used in an experiment than the exact behavioral dimenSions (U CR) that the shock 
(UCS ) elicits from the planarians . 

If one picks electric light as the CS , the first problem one must s olve is the exact 
intensity of the light to be used. In general , the m ore intens e  the CS , the higher the 
naive response rate will be.  We find it of some b enefit to adjust the intensity of the light 
s o  that our naive response rate i s  no greater than 2 0%, and to give each planarian at 
least 5 0  trials of "light onlyl l  prior to initiating light/shock training. Even under the best 
circumstances , a small percentage of naive planarians can be expecte d to respond at a 
v ery high rate when first given trials of light alone . If after the 5 0  or so f flight onlyl l  trials , 
these animals are still responding at a very high rate , they should probably be discarded 
(and some note of this be made in the write -up of the experiment) .  Obviously , if the per 
centage of the se animals is much greater than , say 10%,  the intensity of the CS itself 
should be sharply reduced. If a large number of the animals still respond at a very high 
naive rate , it i s  probable that s om e  other factor (such as illness of the animal s )  is re 
sponsible . Whatever the intensity of the CS used is , one should make sure that the light 
is as uniformly distributed over the entire length of the conditioning trough as possible . 
Planarians are quite s ensitive to minute variations in both the intensity and in the direct 
i onality of a light source and may therefore respond mo re often in one part of the trough 
than in another if the distribution of the light is not relatively uniform . 

The intensity and the uniformity of the background illumination is as important to 
control as that of the CS . Obvi ously , planarians cannot be run in complete darknes s  
between trials since one could then never determine whether o r  not the organism was 
m oving smoothly so that a trial could be begun. The stronger the background illumination , 
however , the more intense the CS has to be in order for the planarian to b e  able to s ense 
its onset . One must als o  take great care that the trough itself is located between the 
s ource of the background illumination and the person observing the planarian ' s  behavior . 
If the background illumination i s  overhead , for example , any movement that the obs erver 
makes will cast a shadow over the trough that will act as a CS of sorts . Furthermore , 
the intensity of the background illumination should be identical from ctay to day and from 
animal to animal . Therefore , conditioning studies cannot b e  performed adequately under 
I lnorma1 ! 1  daylight illumination , whi ch vatJes radically according to the time of day and 
the weather.  We have found it expedient t6 run our conditioning studie s  in a light-proof 
room , and to put the trough itself inside a large black box open at the front so that the 
observer can watch the planarian but with the background illumination coming from the 
rear of the box.  Most sources of stray light and shadows are controlled in such an 
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arrangement. 

Planarians are quite sensitive to temperature fluctuations , and the hotter they are , 
the more responsive they are to the onset of light. In general , planarians that one is 
likely to encounter in the United States survive b'est at temperatures between 50�and 7 0 °  
F .  Both the e s  and the background illumination will , of course , act as heat sources , 
and a special effort must be made to insure that the temperature of the water in the trough 
is maintained at a relatively constant state , and that this temperature does not exceed 70°  
F . . Since the e s  is usually on for only a few brief seconds , it will have little effect on the 
water temperature in the long run. The source of the background illumination is , of course , 
another matter entirely. The onset of the es will provide thermal stimulation to the plan
arian as well as visual stimulation; indeed, it is something of a question as to whether the 
planarian utilizes the change of temperature or the change in illumination as the real es 
in such a situation. Rather careful studies by Westerman (see bibliography) suggest that 
light i s  by far the m ost important component of the es. In any case , both the visual and 
the thermal stimulation should be the same from one trial to the next and it should matter 
little (for all practical purposes) w:hich stimulus the animal becomes conditioned to . 

Several other types of stimulation have been employed both as the es and the ues 
in various studies on conditioning. Planarians are sensitive to vibratory stimuli ; weak 
vibration can therefore be used as a substitute stimulus for light as a es , v.hile a very 
strong vibration can be used as a ues. However , planarians adapt very rapidly to strong 
vibration so it is probably a less useful ues than is electric shock (to which the animals 
adapt but slowly) . We have , however , successfully conditioned planarians using light as 
the es and Vibration as the ues. A simple means of delivering vibration as a stimulus 
comes from attaching a doorbell or a buzzer of some kind to the conditioning trough itself; 
the difficulty with such a procedure is that one has little if any control over the intensity 
of the Vibration. One can also use the offset of visual stimulation as the es. Several 
years ago we trained a number of planarians as follows : a light above the conditioning 
trough was on continuously except at the beginning of a training trial , at which time it 
was turned off for a few s econds . After the animal had been shocked , the light came on 
again. In this situation , we found it expedient to use a fluorescent bulb that delivered 
conSiderably less heat than would an incandescent bulb . e .  D .  Griffard was able to con
dition his planarians using the onset of a current of water as a stimulus (see bibliography). 
All things told , however , the onset of light probably is the easiest and most reliable type 
of es and electric current is probably the m ost reliable and easy to use ues. 

(B� Maze�) . 

------�··The-
first person to achieve successful maze learning in planarians was probably 

Edward Ernhart of Washington UniverSity in St. Louis who , in 1959 , reported that he had 
been able to train his planarians in what is called a 2-unit T-maze.  Ernhart also repo�ted 
that after the animals had b een trained , when he cut them in half transversely (across the 
middle ) and allowed each half to regenerate into a complete organism , both the head and 
the tail regenerates showed excellent and statistically significant retention of the prior. 
training. Ernhart! s results , of course , both confirmed and extended the prior findings 
of McConnell , Jacobs on and Kimble . The use of mazes in  experiments on animal learn-
ing has been standard, since the American psychologist··SmallTntroduced them many de -
cades ago. The usual maze is shaped like a capital T; the stem of the T is the "starting 
alley! !  into which the animal is  put at the beginning of any trial . When the animal moves 
along the stem , it eventually encounters the two cross -arms extending at right angles 
from the stem. In s ome epxeriments , each cross -arm i s  painted with a distinctive color 
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o r  pattern and both cros s -arm s are different in color or pattern from the starting alley. 
The experimenter usually designates one of the cross -arms as being "correctlf and the 
other as being l Iincorrect. I I If the animal enters the incorrect arm it  is punished (or at 
least not rewarded) and usually i s  removed from the incorrect alley and p laced again in 
the starting alley and forced to run another trial . If the animal enters the correct alley , 
i t  i s  typically given a reward (or at least not given puni shment) and is usually r emoved 
from the maze for a period of time before being given another trial. 

Another common shape for simple mazes is that described by the capita1 1etter Y ,  
in which all three alleys are the same length , meet at a central point , and form 12 0 0  
angles with each other.  Multiple-unit maz e s  may b e  constructed by attaching s everal 
simple T - or Y -mazes together . Schemati c drawings of these various kinds of mazes 
appear in Figure 8 .  

Start 

T-MA ZE ARRANGED FOR 

LEFT-RIGHT 

DISCRlMINA nON TRAINING 

Fig. 8 
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Animals such as p1anarians learn to go the I Icorrect way" in a maze becau s e  they 
are rewarded for doing so or are punished for choosing the incorrect route.  It is up to 
the experimenter , however , to make certain that the task i s  as easy as possible for the 
animal and the experimenter mus t  "see the world as the worm does " if he is to design 
a suc ces sful piece of apparatus .  For example , all maze s  for p1anarians should be either 
semi -circular or V -shaped in c ross s e ction ;  a maze which i s  U -shaped s imply will not 
work . As the p1anarian crawls a10ng on the b ottom of a semi -circular or a V -shaped



maze , it is forced to remain pretty much in the c enter of the alley (particularly if the 
width of the alley i s  not much greater than the width of the p1anarian i tself ) , and when the 
animal reaches th e  choice point , it is forced to turn e ither left or right. In the case of 
a U -shaped maz e , however , th e  animal may either crawl down the center , staying on 
the b ottom of the maze , or it may crawl along either the left or the right hand wall. If 
the p1anarian is crawling on one of the walls when it  reaches the choic e  point , it is not 
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forced t o  tu rn  left o r  right but rather is forced to turn either up or dovrn. In such circum
btances , planarians u sually cling to the wall on which they are crawling and ignore the 
fact that they have arrived at a choice point. Clearly , then , the more distinctive the experi 
menter makes the choice point , the more likely it is that the planarian will iffi rn the maze 
readily. --.-" 

There are two more or less standard procedures that one follows in training animals 
in a maze: either one teaches the animals always to go to the right or always to go to the 
left , or one trains th em to approach a given stimulus (such as the white alley )  no matter 
which s ide of the maze it appears on . If one u s es "place learning" in a maze , then it is 
probably best fOl' both the right and the lefthand alleys to be as identical as possible. If 
one wishes to train the animal to go to a d istinctive cue (stimulus )  then one must have two 
mazes , one of which is the mirror image of the other. For instance , suppose the left arm 
in a T-maze is painted white and the right arm is painted b lack and we wish to train the 
planarian to go to the white. If the white arm always is on the left , and the planarian learns 
the task , can we really say that it learned to approach white? No , b ecau s e  the planarian 
could just as eas ily have learned always to turn left in the maze. Therefore , we must have 
an identical maze in which the white arm is on the right and the black arm is on the left; 
during training the two mazes are randomly alternated. 

What s orts of s timuli can be used in a s imple maze? Most experimenters have used 
black arms and white arms s ince the planarian is quite sensitive to v isual stimuli. How
ever , Jay Boyd Best trained planarians in a maze in which one arm had a smooth surface 
and the

-
other arm had a very rough surface. Obviously any two different stimuli which the 

animal can detect can b e  u s ed as cues in a maze. There is , however , one problem that 
one has to face ,  particularly when using such distinctiv e  cues as 'White and black. Under 
most c ircumstances , planarians tend to be "negatively phototaxic " (that is to say ,  they 
have a strong tendency to avoid l ight and to approach darkness ) .  In a brightly lighted roo m ,  
planarians will almost always p ick the black arm o f  a T-maze and it is v ery difficult to 
train them to revers e ·this innate preference. One wishes to choose the stimuli for a maze 
in such fashion that naiv e  (untrained) planarians will typ ically pick one arm j ust about as 
often as the other. Therefore , after the maze is designed and built , one typically tests a 
large number of animals in the maze to s ee what their naive preferences are. Unless the 
animals pick both sides with about the same frequency , the maze should b e  redesigned. 
For instance ,  we often find it more useful to use light grey versu s dark grey in a s imple 
T-maze since the behavior of naive planarians is' much more random in such a maze than 
if we u s ed a white and a black arm. By adjusting the intens ities of the colors in the arms 
and th e  intensity of the overhead l ighting , one can usually arrange the s ituation such that 
untrained animals will show relativ ely random behavior. 

We have found it of some value to give each of our planarians at least 1 0  '!preference 
trials "  in a T-maze before actually instituting training (that is , b efore rewarding or punish 
ing the animal for making a cho ice).  If the maze is well des igned , some of the animals will 
show a slight preferenc e  for white , some a slight preference for bJack , and some will go 
five time to the white and five times to the black (although the total numb er of black and 
white choices for all of the animals taken together will be about the same). If a planarian 
has shovrn a preferen c e  for white , we th en make the black arm the "correct" arm during 
training , and vice versa for the animals that have shovrn a preference for black. Of the 
animals that have shovrn no preference at all , half are frru.n ed with white as correct and 
half with black. The "criterion of learning " in a s imple maze experiment is usuall 9 cor-

.,.zect choiQSls out of any 10 consecu lve tria s.,:.. e may , 0 cou rse , a opt a more stringent 
criterion (such as 19 out of 20)  if one wishes to do so.  



Fig. 1 0 .  A hexagonally -shaped planarian maz e .  
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Since planarians occasionally turn around in a maz e , it i s  neces sary to set up a 
"r e spons e  criterion ! !  in order to judge when the animal has actually made a choi c e .  One 
may either draw a line a few millimeters from the choice point on b oth the right and the 
left arms of a T-maz e and decide arbitrarily that when any part of the animal has cros sed 
thi s  line , the animal has "chosen ! !  that arm ; or 'lJne may decide that when the planarian 
has moved at least half of its body into one arm or the other , it  has " chosen!!  that arm . 
As th e  planarian begins to learn its way around the maze , it will often show what i s  called 
"vicarious trial and error! !  behavior at the choi c e -p oint- -that i s , as it reaches the choice 
point , it will poke its head first in one arm , withdraw its head , poke its head in the other 
arm , withdraw its head , and continue this behavior for some time b efore it actually com 
mits itself to entering one of the arms . Unless the experimen ter adopts a firm response 
criterion and keep s to it , he is likely to "fudge " in s coring such re sponses. 

"What sorts of r ewards and punishments can be u s ed in m az e  situations ? Since a 
reward i s  u sually defined as any situation or stimulus an organism will approach or do 
nothing to avoid , and since a punishment i s  u sually defined as any situation or stimulus 
an organism will avoid or do nothing to approach , it might seem that one could use a 
great many different types of rewards and puni shments with planarians . Theoretically 
this is true ; practically it is not. In maze studies using higher organisms , the animal 
is typi cally given a positive reward such as food when it mak e s  the correct choice ; such 
a procedure is indeed difficult to employ with planarians . If one has food waiting for the 
animal at the end of a given arm , small particles and chemical s  fr om the food will dis 
burse through the water v ery rapidly and when the animal r eaches the choice point , it 
has but to " follow .Its nos e "  to reach the goal. In such situations , planarians (as well as 
white rats and other organism s )  appear to pay little attention to the stimuli in the maz e - 
hence it  i s  difficult t o  say that any real learning occurred.  Jay Boyd Best overcame this 
problem by running ·his planarians in a dry maze and , if the animals chose the correct 
arm , rewarded them by filling the maze with water . We have typically trained our an 
imals in simple T -mazes by using a combination of punishment and reward. Planarians 
typically do not appreciate being removed from their hom e  bowls and put into the confine s 
of a small maz e ;  indeed , one m ight say that they show a certain anxi ous desire to return 
to more familiar and comfortable surroundings . Therefore , when our planarians make 
a correct choice (in a water-filled maz e )  they are immediately returned to their home 
bowls (using the elevated T-maze shown in Figure 9 ,  we tilt the entire maze into the 
water and the planarian slide s gleefully out of the correct arm back into its home bo'wl 
where it i s  allowed to remain for s ev eral minute s before being given its next trial ). If 
the planarian makes an incorrect choice , it is picked up from the incorrect alley and 
started over again and doe s  not get back to its home b owl until it makes a correct choice . 
In the hexagonally -shaped maze shown in Figure 10 , we give the animals an electric 
shock whenever they enter an incorrect alley but do not return the anim als to their home 
bowls until after they have run a set number of trial s . 

The difficulty with single -unit T -maze s  is that one must handle the animals a great 
deal , particularly at the beginning of training when the planarian i s  making a Significant 
number of incorrect choice s .  A hard and fast rule of planarian p sychology i s  this --the 
less you handle your animals , the healthier and happier they will b e .  In order to decrease 
the amount of handling that the animal must receive per trial , we have recently switched 
to using a continuous Y -maze first designed by Kiki E,.qe , of UC LA ,  shown in Fig. 1 0 .  
A t  the start o f  a day' s training , the planarian i s  put in the cent er tract o f  the hexagonally
shaped maze and allowed to wander in either direction until it reaches one of the six choice 
points ; whereupon it mu st choos e either to continue in the white center track or to enter 
one of the b lack arms radiating from the center hexagon . If the planar ian enters the b lack 
alley , it is given a brief burs t  of electric shock; if it stays in the white center track , it 
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avoids a shock. Each time the planarian crosses a choice point , we consider that it  has 
run one trial. The beauty of the hexagonal maze is that it makes no difference whether 
the animal runs in a clockwise or a counter clockwise manner , nor h ow many time s it 
reverses direction --the spatial relations obtaining between the black and the white arms 
are always the same no matter from whi ch direction the animal approaches the choice 
point. In addition , from one direction the black arm will be on the left ;  from the othe r  
direction i t  will b e  on the right. Electrodes are buried at the ends of each of the six 
black arms radiating from the center white hexagon and are so wired that by pressing 
one switch , any of the six electrodes can be made the anode. It is important to arrange 
the shock circuit in this fashion since planarians do not learn the hexagonal maze well if 
they are give n cathodal shock whenever they enter one of the black arms .  There is noth 
ing m agic about this finding; you may recall that earlier I pointed out that when a planar ian 
is  headed towards the anode and shock is applied , the animal' s head contracts , while if it 
is headed towards the cathode , the animal 's  tail contracts . When a planarian turns out 
of the center hexagon into one of the incorrect black arms , and one delivers cathodal shock 
to the animal , its tail contracts and it is automatically propelled dire ctly into the incorrect 
arm ; if at this point it is given anodal shock , its head is  knocked back out of the incorrect 
arm and the animal is more or  less forced to make another choice . If one wires the elect
rodes in arms one , three , and five together , and the electrodes in arms two , four , and s ix 
together , a s imple circuit can be arranged so that pressing on one button turns electrodes 
one , three , and five into anodes and two , four. and six into cathodes ,  while a second but
ton will make one , three , and five cathodal and two , four , and six anodal . 

As  in the case of classical conditioning , one should adjust the shock level in the maze 
so that the organism is given j u st enough current to evoke a consi stent reaction whenever 
it  enters the incorrect alley . Resist the temptation to ! fover punish t l  your animals --when 
the planarian enters the incorrect alley in the hexagonal maze , it should be given no more 
than one or two b rief bursts of shock and then allowed to crawl around without further molest
ation unti l it  re -enters the cente r hexagon of its own accord . Under no circumstances should 
you shock the animal when it is actually leaving the black alley , or heading in that direction , 
or you will be punishing it for making the correct rather than the incorrect response . 

The planarian maze should be designed with planarians (rather than rats ) in m ind. 
If the alleys are too large , or too long , or improperly shaped , the planarian will have a 
great deal of difficulty learning what it is you want to train it to do. The more quickly you 
give the animal its reward after it has made the correct response , or the more qui ckly you 
punish it after it has made the incorrect response . the sooner the animal ·will learn . Maze 
learning is typically a m ore interesting type of training to employ than is classical condition 
ing , at least as far as the experimenter is concerned; but it is also m ore challenging since 
the experimenter can make a great many m ore mistakes both in the design of his apparatus 
and in his handling of the animals than is u sually the case in classical conditioning. 

C .  Other types o f  training situations 

Although most of the published research on learning in planarians has involved either 
classical conditioning or maze learning , there are s everal other types of s ituati ons in which 
planarians can be trained. For example , b oth Lee and Best (see bibliography) have been 
able to train their animals to turn off a noxious (unpleasant) stimulus such as a bright light 
overhead by interrupting a much weaker and smaller beam of light that activates a photocell . 
In thi s  sort of situation , the planarian is housed  in a small glass chamber during training. 
A large electric light is located immediately above the chamber ; proj e cting upward through 
the b ottom of the chamber is a tiny beam of light which i s  aimed at a photocell . Any time 
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the planarian crawls across that part of the bottom through which the tiny beam of light 
projects , the beam is interrupted (as you would interrupt the beam of a flashlight by put
ting your hand in front of it) and the photocell records the fact that the beam was broken. 
At the beginning of a trial , the bright light overhead goes on , prompting the planarian to 
movement. If the worm breaks the tiny beam of�tight , the photocell not only records this 
fa ct but also turns off the bright overhead light for 1 5  minutes .  The number of times the 
p lanarian interrupts the tiny beam of light both when th e overhead light is on and when it 
is off is recorded automatically in this situation . Both Lee and Best report that planar 
ians appear to be capable of learning to interrupt the tiny beam of light in order to turn 
off the noxious stimulus .  The good point about th is type of expe rim ent i s  that all the 
recording of the animaP s responses is automatic .  There i s  little likelihood that ! !exper 
imenter bias " will influence the results . Unfortunately , this sort of experiment ( which 
is usually referred to as "operant conditioning" since the animal learns "to operate on 
its environment " )  requires a great deal of sophisticated electronic apparatus ; indeed ,  the 
cost of setting up just one of these "operant conditioning apparatuse s ! !  may run as high as 
several thousand dollars .  A s chematic drawing of Lee ' s  apparatus is shown in Fig.  1 1 .  

C .  D .  Griffard (see bibliography ) has devised two different c onditioning procedures , 
one involving the onset of a current of water as a stimulus , the other involving the use of 
a moveable electrode to force planarians to turn in a certain direCtion . Both of these 
procedures are quite intere sting in and of them selves but require a great deal more ap 
paratus and scientific sophistication than do the maze studies and classical conditioning 
experiments des cribed above . 

The first American to train flatworms su ccessfully was H .  B .  Hovey , who reported 
in 1929 that he had been able to train a marine flatworm in the following fashion. The on 
s et of light typically. will cau se a m otionles s  flatworm to begin moving; however , a tap on 
the animal' s  snout will usually stop the animal. Hovey brought hi s flatworms out into the 
light and , as soon as they began m oving , tapped them on the snout gently . After several 
such taps , the worm would typically stop moving altogether. It would then be returned 
to the dark for a period of time and later brought out again for another series of trials.  
H ovey reports that the number of taps necessary to prevent all m ovement in the animals 
decreased markedly as training progressed. The use  of various c ontrol groups as sured 
Hovey that his results were not due to fatigue of or some injury to the animals . Although 
Hovey' s experiment is a "classic , I I  I cannot recommend its use if long term retention of 
the learning is desired. The reversal or "unlearning!!  of a strong innate reaction , such 
as Hovey obt ained , is not orHy hard to achieve , but u sually is quite short lived. 

A rather different type of ! !training situation " is  that employed by Shinkman and 
Hertzler and by Tricia Lee (see bibliography ). · If planarians are forced to make s everal 
right-hand turns in an apparatus such as they shown in Figure 12 , they have a tendency 
to turn left when offered the opportunity to do so at the choice point of the T. In general , 
the more forced turns they must make before b eing given a fre e  choi ce , the stronger the 
animals '  tendency to go in the opposite direction. These results are similar to tho se 
found with a variety of other organism s ,  ranging from pa ramecia to white rats , and are 
of considerable theoretical interest.  I cannot recommend this type of experiment to the 
average beginning worm runne r ,  however , since each animal is typically given only one 
trial in the apparatus (and a great many animals must be run in order to get valid results ) 
and since the tendency to turn in the opposite direction is u sually "forgotten!' almost as 
s oon as the animal is removed from the apparatu s .  In short , this i s  not the sort of 
study one wishes to perform if one has but a limited number of expe rimental animals or 
if one wishe s to study long term retention . 
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Oddly enough , one of the most convincing studies on planarian learning ever per 
formed appeared in the literature 45 years ago and is probably also the first study of any 
kind clearly to demonstrate learning in planarians . This experiment was performed by 
the Dutch biologist P. Van Oye , and appeared in 192 0 .  Since it was printed in Van Oye ' s 
native tongue and appeared in a little -read European j ournal , it was not generally known 
until Rom an  Kenk called it to our attention a few years ago .  Most fresh-water p lanarians 
cannot swi m - -they must always be in contact with some surface in order to move . Thus 
they typically restrict their activities to the bottom and the sides of any container in which 
they are housed. On occasion , however ,  they can be seen to c rawl upside down on the 
menisou s or surface tension of the water itself. Van Oye trained his animals to find a /' 
rather unusual route to food , and did s o  in the following fashion . First he put ten planar-
ians in a glass container filled with water to a height of 7 cm . Then he hung a piece of 
meat on a metal wire and suspended the meat in the water so that it  was 3. 5 cm. from 
both the top and the bottom . Since the p lanarians could not swim through the water to 
reach the meat , the only way they could get to the food was by crawling along the b ottom , 
up the side s ,  out on the menis cus until they hit the wire , and then crawl down the wire 
3. 5 cm . to the meat . Van Oye placed the meat in this position for several days and found 
that none o f  his animals ever reached the food. Then , several days later ,  he put the food 
on the surface of the water rather than 3 . 5 cm. below it. Now the p lanarian could find the 
meat simply by crawling out on the meniscus until it reached the food.  Under these cir
cumstances , it took but a few days until almost all the animals were reaching the meat 
each trial . Now Van Oye began lowering the meat a few mm. at a time . The planarians 
still reached the meat with great success , although Van Oye had soon lowered the meat 
to the p oint where they had to crawl down the wire a couple of mm. to get to the food it-
self. By moving the food lower and lower into the water on succes s ive trials ,  Van Oye 
eventually trained the planarians such that they were reaching the food even though it was 
now suspended 3. 5 cm. from the surface of the water.  

We have been able to  repeat Van Oye' s  experiment quite successfully in my own 
laboratory using two control groups that Van Oye did not think to employ. The success 
of our replications of Van Oye ' s  work quite clearly depends on the manner in which the 
animals are handled , however.  The p lanarian! s visllal system is quite s imple--it can 
detect light-dark gradients , but its eyes have no lenses an d  it cannot see shapes or obj ects 
in the same way that higher organisms do . Furthermore , the animal does not s eem to 
possess the rather s ophisticated sensory equipment needed to allow it to detect slight 
tlup -down! !  differences as it mov es around the container it is  in . If the planarian is  on 
the bottom of the container when the food is put into the water , it senses the presence of 
the food chemically , and may even be able to detect that the food i s  somewhere above it. 
But even if it has learned that it must I Igo up the side of the wall and out on the meniscus 
and down a wire!!  to get to this food , it pr;obably has no way of finding the wall of the con 
tainer except through random motions , it may well have difficulty in determining whether 
it is moving straight up the side of the wall or at an angle , and once it has reached the 
meniscus , and crawled out on the surface film , it can probably find the wire itself only 
through chance or random motion s .  It i s  obvious from this dis cussion that the larger the 
container is , the more difficult it will be  for the animals to learn how to get to the food. 
Furthermore , the closer to the center of the container one places the food , the more dif
ficult it will be for the planarian to find the wire by random movement after it has crawled 
out on the meniscu s . Realizing this fact , Van Oye inserted the wire close enough to one 
side of the container so that the animal could find the wire readily but not close enough 
so that the animal could reach out from the side and crawl directly on the food without 
first crawling all the way up to the top and out on the meniscus . One may make this learn
ing task much more simple for the planarian by marking the side of  the container at which 
the food \¥ill  be presented with a characteristic color of some kind--in our experiments , 
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we mark the location of the food by putting a colored stripe up the side of the container as 
a trail which the animal may follow. We begin each trial by shaking all of the animals in 
the container into a small area opposite that point at which the wire will be inserted , a 
procedure which not only insures that all the animals begin each trial from the same point, 
but also activates those animals that were "asleep" when we were ready to begin a trial. 
Van aye allowed his worms to feed on the meat as long as they wished on any given trial; 
we have found it better to let the animals feed for no more than a minute or two before 
shaking them off the meat and making them start over again . The hungrier the animal is, 
the more likely it is that it will seek out this rather unusual route to food. A hungry ani 
mal will therefore come back to the food several times during one "trial" if one does not 
allow it to feed too long once it has reached the meat. 

We have u sed liver in m ost of our experiments but have learned that it must be 
handled with car e .  After the meat has been in the water for any length of tim e , it will 
begin to crumble and flake apart, and the se particles of meat will fall to the bottom of the 
container. Sensible planarians will therefore wait underneath the m eat until the particles 
begin to fall and will eat the particles off the bottom rather than climbing up the walls and 
down the wire to get to the main chunk of liver . One may overcome this sort of difficulty 
by searing the liver with flame before impaling it on the wire . One must also resist the 
temptation to hurry up the experiment by lowering the food in too large steps after the plan
arians have learned to reach the meat at the surface of the water .  The first few steps down
ward should be no greater than one mm . , and the animals should be given several trials be
fore the next step downward is made. Do not move the liver lower until all of the planarians 
seem to be reaching the meat with great regularity. After the meat has been lowered an
other step , one typically finds that the percentage of successful "hits " drops off sharply . 
If the percentage drops to zero, you have made too large a step and must pull the liver 
back up part way (at least) and begin again. The animals will also show a drop in percent 
of " hits " if they are overfed--do not run the animals more than a trial or two on each day 
(although each trial may well take 30  minutes or more)  and do not run the animals more 
than 3 or 4 days a week . Again , shaking the animals off the food after they have been on 
it for a minute or two will help keep them hungry and therefore will help improve the speed 
with which they appear to learn . 

The two control groups which we employed were the following :  one group of planar 
ians was given the same number of "trials" as were our experimental animals , but the 
liver was always suspended halfway between the bottom of the container and the surface of 
the water. After a great many trials, the animals in this group showed a slight improve 
m ent in their performance , but they still ·obtained only a small fraction of "hits" that the 
animals in the experimental group obtained. The second control group was treated exact
ly as the experimental animals were, but no meat was ever hung on the \vire . We used 
this control group to determine how many times the planarians might be expe cted to hit on 
the wire strictly by accident. Needless to say , the animals in this latter control group 
showed no tendency whatsoever to increase their few "hits " from the beginning to the end of 
training. The animals in both control groups were given food at the bottom of the contain 
er for no more than two or three minutes follo\ving each trial to equate for the amount of 
food that the animals in the experimen tal group were obtaining. 

The Van Oye experiment is a fascinating one and deceptively simple to perform . As 
with all other types of training , however� the more patience one has and the more feeling 
one has for the world as a planarian must see it, the more succes sful a worm trainer one 
will be.  
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V .  Procedure 

A. Pre -training 

As I explained earlier , the wise experimenter will do everything possible to control 
everything in an animal's  environment that might lead to variability in its behavior . Since 
it is rather a traumatic situation for an animal to be plucked from a large aquarium , dumped 
into a small glas s bowl and shortly thereafter be removed from this new "home!! and dumped 
unceremoniously into yet another new environment (the training apparatus ). it probably i s  
a good idea to set the planarians up in their small , numbered containers at least a week be 
fore an experiment begins . This gives the animal time to become habituated to living by 
itself in its new container before it undergoes the trauma of being trained .  This als o gives 
the experimenter a chance to look over each animal individually for a period of time to de 
termine the animal' s state of health. During this week , a few of the animals (particularly 
if one is using D. tigrina ) will undergo spontaneous fis sion (that is , "drop a tail I t ) ;  these 
animals should be dis carded. Any animal whose behavior or general appearance suggests 
that it is not in top -notch condition should also be dis carded before training is begun . The 
animals chosen should all be of approximately the same size (and if possible , of the same 
age ) and certainly of the same species . You will probably get better results if you use ani 
mals that have been kept alive in your laboratory for several weeks prior to the beginning 
of training. 

Planarians can be easily damaged and everything pos sible should be done to decrease 
the amount of handling they are given and to increase the gentleness with whi ch they are 
treated. When transferring the animals back and forth from their hom e  bowls to the ap 
paratus , use a large camel' s hair brush rather than a pipette . The brush itself should be 
several times larger than the planarians . ·If you must use a pipette (or a medicine dropper) ,  
make ce rtain that the opening through which the water i s  to be sucked up i s  quite large - 
otherwise the worm will be shredded a bit a s  it i s  pulled through the opening. Planarians 
can be sucked up off the bottom of a glass bowl much more easily if you use a brush to 
shake them loose before using the pipette . Occasionally when one uses a pipette the plan 
arian will cling tenaciously to the inside of the glass tube and will not be dislodged no mat
ter how vigorously one pumps water back and forth into the pipette. Under such circum 
stances ,  one s imply s quirts all the wate r out of the pipette leaving the planarian high and 
dry . In les s than a minute the planarian will begin to move in search of wate r ,  at which 
time it can readily be dislodged from the tube .  

A planarian can live for several m onths without eating and is typically m ore active 
when hungry than when satiated with food. If one! s training schedule will not extend for 
more than a couple of week s , it is probably unneces sary to feed the planarian s during this 
period of time.  If the training is to take longer than two weeks , one can feed the animals 
but no more often than once a week . We typically give our animals a good feeding several 
days before an experiment begins and then do not feed them for at least several days after 
the training has started.  

In my opinion planarians learn best when they are kept on a normal diurnal light/ 
dark cycle --that is when kept in a room with un shaded windows when they are not being 
run . If the planarians are kept in total darkne.ss for .�y length of time , they become hyper
sensitive to the light and will show a much higher naive re sponse rate to light in a classical 
conditioning situation and a much stronger preference for the black arm in a maze situation 
than will animals that have been kept under normal lighting condition s .  If for any reason it 
is ab solutely neces sary to house your animals in total darkness before training begins or be
tween training ses sions once the experiment has begun , give the animals at least fifte�n 
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m inutes of habituation time in a dim light before putting them in the apparatus . If you keep 
your animals in a room "With unshaded "Windows , make certain that direct sunlight does n ot 
fall on them at any time on the day.  

Planarians , like students , tend to b e  m ore active at night than they are during the 
daytime ; for this and other reason s  it �s prohf!bly a very good idea to run your animals at 
the same time of day every day . 

B .  Habituation 

It is probably an anthropomorphic truism that "the happy worm i s  an educable worm , I I 
but what can one do to make a worm happy ? Aside from leaving it entirely alone or return 
ing it to the s tream from which i t  was taken , the best that one can hope to do is to make the 
animal as com fortable as possible in its present ,surroundings and to make sure that the 
training situation· itself is as unstressful as it can be made . Planarians secrete mucus a s  
they move , leaving behind them a trail o f  s lime· a s  they glide along. Very recent and as 
yet unpublished data from my own lab oratory indicate .quite clearly that planarians become 
very dis tressed and disturbed when they are put into any container or piece of apparatus 
that is not coated "With a layer of slime.  In a well -cleaned maze , for example , planarian s  
"Will almost invariably pick the b lack arm and "Will learn only very slowly and reluctantly 
to pick the white arm instead. If the maze is coated with slime,  however , the planarian 
"Will u sually pick the white arm about as often as the black . A planarian put into a clean 
c onditioning trough "Will show a much higher random response rate and "Will show much 
greater day-to -day variability in its behavior than i f  the trough is c.oated with s lime. It 
does not matter whether the slime was laid down by one animal or a hundred--the results 
are the same . Apparently the presence of s lime in a piece of apparatus makes a planarian 
feel "more at hom e .  f! If the app aratus is clean , a planarian will not feel I lcomfortable " 
until it has itself c oated the apparatus with slime.  For this reason , we always keep on 
hand a bowl of untrained planarians that are put into the apparatus from time to time to 
I Ire :-slime"  the trough or the maze. Particularly after any piece of  apparatus i s  cleaned , 
these "slime -providing animals l l  should b e  allowed to roam freely over the apparatus for 
several minutes to lay down a coating of mucu s  before an experimental animal is trained 
in the trough or m aze. Be sure to change the water between animals or after the slime
providing planarians have been removed- -the important components in the mucus are ap 
parently not particularly water s oluble and "Will remain in the apparatu s if you empty the 
water out very gently. 

In the case of clas sical conditioning , each experimental subject should be allowed at 
least 3 minute s of "habituation time" in the trough before training is started. When you 
first put a planarian into a conditioning trough , its behavior "Will usually be somewhat di s 
turbed for a few minutes .  Only when the animal settles down and is  gliding smoothly along 
the b ottom of the trough should the trials b e  started. The pre -training trials of I !light only " 
that one gives to planarians in a clas sical c onditioning situation and the "free choice " trials 
given in the maze also serve the purpose of allowing the animals to become accustomed to 
the apparatus before training actually starts . 

e.  Training. 

In setting up a clas sical conditioning experiment , one must decide not only what 
stimuli "Will be used but also how the stimuli "Will relate to each other in time . For example , 
in our early conditi oning experiments , we typically turned the es (light) on for three seconds ; 
during the final second , the ues (shock) was also turned on. Only those respon s e s  which · 
occurred during the first two s e c onds of the trial (prior to the onset of the UeS) were s cored. 
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I\ S soon as  the animal was again gliding in  a straight line , another trial was run . The aver 
age time between trials was around 20 seconds . The planarians were given 1 5 0  or more 
trials as rapidly as possible , usually within a time span of two hours or less .  While plan
arians will show learning under these circumstances , their b ehavior is  much more variable 
and it takes them many more trials to reach any set criterion of conditioning than if the tri
als are spaced out over time. Learning in planarians (as in all higher animals ) seem s to be 
more stable if the ani�als are given but a few trials a day , if the time period between any 
two successive trials (which is  called the inter -trial interval or 111) is at least a minute or 
more , and if the animals are run no more than three or four times per week. We usually 
give our planarians no more than 25 trials per day and run them on a Monday-Wednesday
Friday , or Tuesday -Thursday -Saturday s chedule . The animals are fed either on Friday 
or on Saturday and the food is removed and the water changed a few hours afterwards . 

Planarians are fairly sluggish animals and do not always respond rapidly to the onset 
of a stimulus.  Thus , while in the past we have turned the es on for only two seconds prior 
to the onset of the ues , we have recently increased this time span to three or even four 
seconds with excellent results . If this time span i s  decreased to one second or less ,  the 
planarian simply does  not have time to give a response to the light before the shock comes 
on , and little evidence of learning occurs . 

In simple T-maze experiments , the animals should p robably b e  given no more than 
1 0  to 1 5  trials a day since they must be  handled during each triaL I recommend giving the 
animals at least two or three minutes rest  between trials. If one is running several ani 
mals at once on a T-maze , a simple procedure is to run one animal for a trial and , after 
it has been rewarded by being put back in its home bowl , the next animal is  run ,  etc . Try 
to arrange things so that if the first animal is being trained to go in one direction , the sec
ond animal is trained to go in the opposite direction , a procedure which would control for 
any tendency the animals might have to follow each other' s s lime trails in the maze . In 
the case of the hexagonal maze , since the animals are not handled between trials , one may 
give the planarians 2 5  or 30 trials per day . We find it wise , however , to run the animals 
in the hexagonal maze no more than two days per week. 

If an animal ceases to move during a trial , it can be p rompted to motion by touching 
it gently on the tail or by disturbing the water in its vicinity with a pipette . Keep track of 
the number of times that each animal had to be  prodded to m otion . If an animal refuses to 
move at all , even after repeated prodclings , it should be returned to its home bowl and given 
several days to rest. 

Occasionally an animal will turn upside down and crawl on the meniscus during a 
training trial . If this happens during mazeJearning , force the animal to turn right side 
up immediately . If it happens during classical conditioning , do not disturb the animal 
(unless it remains upside down for a very long period of time ) but under no cir cumstances 
run a training trial while the animal is crawling on the meniscus . 

D.  Avoidance and Escape Learning 

When p sychologists speak of l Iconcli tioning , 1 1  they usually are referring to l Iclassical 
or Pavlovian conditioning. 1 1 H owever , the term is often used as a synonym for any type 
of learning whatsoever . Most of the time when some other form of conditioning than clas 
sical conditioning is b eing referred to , hON ever , the psychologist will modify the term to 
give his listener a clearer idea of what 'type of training he has in mind.  In !1classical con
ditioning , l 1 for example , the es precedes the ues , while in ''backwards conditioning!! the 
ues precedes the es , and in l tp s eudo -conditioning , ! 1 the es and the ues are presented 
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to the animal randomly , but unpaired , and are usually separated in time by at least 3 0  
seconds or more. Many learning theorists hold that backward conditioning and pseudo
conditi oning techniques should not lead to any learning on the part of the animal , a view
p oint hotly contested by other theorists . 

In !1escape conditioning , -" only the -UCS- (typically a noxious stimulus such as electric 
shock) is  presented; the animal can escape this unpleasant situation by making some action 
such as pressing on a lever or leaping a hurdle to get into a different compartment in the 
training apparatus . If a warning signal (a es , of course ) precede s the onset of the ue S ,  
and if the animal may prevent the onset of the ues by making some re sponse , one speaks 
of "avoidance conditioning. I I In cla s sical conditioning using light as the CS and shock as 
the ues , the animal i s  shocked whether or not it re sponds during the few s econds that the 
light is on prior to the onset of the shock; in avoidance conditioning , if the planarian re 
sponds to the light , the light is  immediately turned off and the animal is not given any shock 
on that trial . 

We succeeded in training a few planarians in 1957 using an avoidance conditioning 
paradigm with light as the es and shock as the ues , but for a variety of reasons switched 
back to classical conditioning shortly thereafter. Quite recently (196 5 )  E rnhart at Wash 
ington University informed me that he had compared the effects of clas sical versus avoid
ance conditioning in planarians and got much m ore stable and less variable behavior when 
usmg avoidance than when using classical conditioning (private communic ation ).  Ernhart! s 

. .. . .  "'restdts-arei qurte Interesting , ·.since thi s i s  the sort of finding that one typi cally gets with 
many h igher organisms .  The di fficulty with using avoidance conditioning in p lanarians 
( or any other organims )  is this --as the animal approaches criterion , i t  s eldom if ever r e 
ceives the ues , a condition whi ch theoretically should rapidly lead to experimental extinct
i on. 

The j argonish word ! !extinction I I  often confuses the non -psychologist , probably b e 
cau se the psychologist typically misuses the term himself. Extinction refers t o  an exper 
imental procedure which is designed to achieve the opposite of training--that i s , the tear 
ing down rather than the bUilding up of a conditioned response. If the pairing of the es and 
the ues leads to an increase in the probability that the animal will respond to the onset of 
the es , then if we give the organism a great many trials of the es alone without presenting 
the ues , we should decrease the probability that the animal will resp ond to the es. Sup 
pose we have trained a planarian to go to the black arm in a T-maze by rewarding it some 
how whenever it made the correct turn at the choice point; after it has learned this habit , 
we can "untrain! l  the animal by giving it a great many trials in the maze in whi ch it does 
not receive reward if it chooses the b lack arm . If we clas sically condition a planarian 
by fJairing light and shock , and the animal eventually comes to respond to the light 90% of 
the time or more , we can then institute ! lextincti on training" by presenting the light for a 
great many trials and never giving the animal shock no matter what it doe s .  In truth , we 
have " extinguished the conditioning. "  A psychologist would likely refer to this as "exting 
ui shing the animal " although he really means that he has extingui shed the habit . Most or 
ganisms (including planarian s )  that have been cla S S ically conditioned to a set criterion and 
then put on extinction training will rapidly drop back to their naive response rate to the es 
(extinction usually takes fewer trials than does conditioning) .  In better than 9 0 %  of the 
learning experiments involving extinction reported in the scientific lite rature , the experi 
mental animals were trained to some arbitrary criterion and immediately upon reaching 
thi s criterion were at once put on extincti on training . Under such conditions ,  animals 
usually show a rise in response rate to criterion during conditioning , and a drop off back 
to the naive response rate in extincti on . Almost never do psychologists bothe r to give 
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lheir animals large numbers of conditioning trials after the organis m  has reached criterion .  
Oddly enough , planarians and m o st other organisms will often undergo t lsp ontaneous extinct
lontl  after they have reached criterion even if one continues to give conditioning (rather than 
extinction) trials , a fact that has received scant attention from m o st experimental psycholog
I sts perhaps b e cause it does not readily fit 'within Their theoretical frameworks . Spontaneous 
extinction i s  also found in maze learning and , indeed , in almost every other form of training. 
For reasons not yet clear , ...Qlanarians apJ)..!'!Jl,:( to \roderg;o .spontaneQus extinction much more 
readily than do hig� a fact that worm runners must constantly keep in mind. 

There are many different methods for measuring whether or not learning has occurred. 
For example ,  one may measure the probability that a response will occur ; in a well designed 
maze experiment , the probability that an animal will pick a given arm on any given trial at 
the b eginning of training i s  0 . 5 ,  while at the end of training the probability has usually risen 
to at least 0. 8 .  One may also measure the strength of a conditioned response (animals tend 
to respond m ore vigorously after they have been trained than before they have b een trained) , 
or the latency of responding (animals typically respond m ore rapidly to the onset of a stim 
ulus after training than before training). One may rheasure the retention of learning over 
time by means of a "savings score H ;  if it takes a planarian 1 5 0  trials to reach a given crit
erion of conditioning the first time it is trained , and if one lets the animal sit without any 
further training for a month or two and then retrains the animal to the same criterion , one 
expects to find that the animal will take fewer trials to regain this same criterion the second 
time around than it did the first. 

A rather crude measure of the strength of learning can be calculated from determining 
the resistence to extinction that an animal shows . Let us assume that the m ore strongly 
ingrained a habit is , the m ore difficult it will be to I lextingui sh" this habit (a dubious assump 
tion at best). We could then train one animal by one method , a second animal by a second 
method ,  and institute extinction training for both animals after they had reached criterion. 
If it took longer for the first animal l ito be extinguis hed" than the second , we could then as 
sume that the first animal had I Ilearned better fl than the second. 

Because these vari ous methods of measuring learning apparently tap different aspects 
of the learning proce s s  itself , they seldom give the same results . Let me illustrate the dif
ficulties by comparing classical and avoidance conditioning in the dog . Suppose we place 
our dog in a harne s s  that suspends the animal in air with its legs hanging downward. We now 
attach an electrode to one of its front paws . The ringing of a bell serves as our es , shock 
delivered to the paw s erves as our ues.  If we pair the es and the ues in a clas sical cond
itioning paradigm , the dog will rapidly begin lifting its paw as soon as the bell rings rather 
than waiting for the shock to force it to make this response . Learning should take no more 
than 10 or 2 0  trials . If we now institute extinction training (that i s , sound the bell without 
ever delivering shock ) , the dog will rapidly stop lifting its paw when the bell rings ; extinction 
should take no more than 1 0  to 1 5  trials . Now let u s  change the apparatus --instead of at
taching the ele ctrode directly to the dog' s paw , we will put an electric grid under the animal 
so that as it hangs in the harness ,  its paw just barely touche s the grid. Now the animal cart 
obvi ously avoid the shock by lifting its paw when the bell rings ; it will do so often in fewer 
trials than were needed for class ical condittoning. Now we institute extinction training- -
that i s  t o  say , we tu rn  off the shock entirely .  Th e  dog , o f  course , does not know that it 
will no longer be shocked for failing to lift its paw and" indee d will continue to 11ft its paw 
"to avoid the shock" for hundreds and hundreds of trials after lIextinction training!! has been 
instituted. Poor stupid dog 1 Obviou s ly avoidance training , although it too� fewer c onditioning 
trials , is stronger than classical conditioning if one look s  at the extinction data . But sup 
pose we modify the extinction procedure just a little ; suppos e  we tie the dog's paw down to 
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the grid so that it cannot lift its paw no matter what happens. Now ,  if we s ound the bell 
and do not give the animal shock , it will undergo lIextinction" in five trials or so. Which 
set of extinction data shall we b elieve ? 

Why do animals undergo extinction ? At a very simple level of analysis the answer 
seems to be this : Training usually involves the use of some kind of reward and build up 
of some connection between two different types of stimuli , or at least between a stimulus 
and a response. Thi s is the positive factor in learning. But during training , negative or 
inhibitory factors are also building up ; lower animals , like humans , tend to obey Zipf! s 
law , and it is usually easier for an organism not to make a response than to make a re 
sponse. In a clas sical conditioning situation , it helps the animal little to make a condit
ioned response--the beast will receive the shock no matter what it does , and most ani 
mals apparently are capab le of learning thi s fact. . Spontaneous extinction is then to be 
expected in any type of classi cal conditioning situation. Avoidance conditi oning is a dif
ferent matter entirely; if the UCS is made particularly noxious (as was the case in the 
experiment "With dogs mentioned above ) the animal can avoid a considerab l e  amount of 
pain by continuing to respond to the CS indefinitely. In aVoidance conditioning , unless the 
experimenter somehow "notifies "  the animal that extinction training is  now underway , the 
animal is likely to continue to respond for a long period of time . If the noxiou s stimulus 
is quite weak , thi s  massive resistance to extincti on typically does not obtain , and the an 
imal' s own innate lethargy soon force s the animal to omit a response to the CS , at which 
time it discovers that the UCS is no longer being presented , whereupon it typically "exting
uishes! t  quite rapidly. 

Planarians are very lethargic animals and often respond to any form of stimulation 
by contracting and refusing to m ove or to respond further. The more training a planarian 
i s  given in a short period of time , the m ore inhibitory or lethargic it usually become s .  
Jay Boyd Best trained his planarians in a dry maz e ;  i f  they chose the correct alley , they 
were rewarded b y  having the maze flooded with water. If they m ade the incorrect choice , 
they were forced to retrace their steps and were not given water until they had entered the 
c orrect alley. If they refused to run the maze at all , they would of course eventually die 
from desiccation .  Best found that his animals typically showed random choice at the be
ginning of training ;  after they had been rewarded for picking the correct alley a few times , 
the probability that they would pick the correct alley on any given trial rose significantly. 
If Best continued to train the animals , however , they usually showed a dramatic reversal 
and began picking the incorrect alley almost all the time . Soon after this , the animals 
would refuse to run the maze at all and would have perished had not Best rescued them . 
That this dramati c reversal of choice and refusal to run the maze at all were not due to 
the operation of a "freudian death instinctll  in planarians is shown by the fact that these 
phenomena di sappeared almost entirely if Best gave his animals only a few training trials 
per day , with considerable time off between trials . We have confirmed Best' s results 
many times in my own laboratory , and have likewise found that giving the animals too 
many conditioning trials per day leads to the. same sort of result. We refer to this phen
omenon as ! !c onditioned inhibiti on" or ! 'conditioned lethargy . I I  

VI. Cannibalism 

Anyone who wishes to perform studies involving ! !the cannibalistic transfer of train 
inglt in planarians will do well to remember the follOwing facts . Firs t ,  D .  dorotocephala 
cannib alizes more readily than does D .  tigrina . Second , all planarians will cannibalize 
members of another species more readily than m embers of their own species . Third , all 
planarians will cannibalize m ore readily if hungry than if s atiated. Fourth , within a given 
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species , some planarians will cannibalize more readily than oth ers even if all the animals 
have been starved for the same length of time.  Fifth , once a planarian has shown cannibal
istic behavior , it will very likely do so  again the next time the opportunity is presented to it. 

'When we wish to undertake a study involv:fi1g cannibalistic transfer of training , we 
typically select a large number of healthy looking specimens and starve them for a week or 
more . Then we chop up several other p lanarians and put the minced pieces in with the hun
gry worms.  Some of the intact animals will immediately begin to cannibalize--these ani 
mals are remov ed from the bowl at once and are used as experimental subj ects . Those 
animals that refuse to cannibalize under these circumstances are discarded. The cannibals 
are then typically starved for another s everal days before they are to be fed experimental 
or control subj ects in the experiment proper. 

If we are going to feed trained animals to untrained cannibals , as is typically the case , 
we usually feed the ' 'victims ' '  to the cannibals as rapidly as possible after the victims have 
finished their training. If the victims are trained to a given criterion , we remove them from 
the training apparatus the instant they have reached criterion an d  cut theininto equal thirds 
with a razor blade. Each third of the victim is fed to a different cannibal. If the cannibal is 
"asleep!! when the piece of trained victim is put into its bowl , it should be  awakened by prod
ding it gently in the tail with a brush. The piece of the victim should be poked as close to 
the cannibal as possible. Usually the cannibal will almost at once seize the chunk of victim 
worm and devour it. Cutting the victim into thirds does not kill the victim , of course ,  and 
the pieces of the victim continue to move even after they have been put into the bowl with 
the cannibals ;  indeed ,  the pieces will often seem to be attempting to elude the cannibal .  If 
the cannibal does not seem interested in eating , or if the piece of the victim worm is success 
ful in eluding it , we usually perforate the piece of the victim with a needle or a pin several 
times , an operation which not only tends to slow down the victim but also releases into the 
water more of the IIwound substance"  that excites the cannibaP s app etite . It is not enough 
merely to put the piece of the trained victim into the cannibal ' s  bowl and hope that the can
nibal will eat it--one must stand by watching to insure that the cannibalism has actually 
taken place , for the piece of the trained victim will occasionally "disintegrate" spontaneous -
ly in a matter of a few hours thus deluding one into thinking that the cannibal has in fact dined 
when it hasn't. A well starved cannibal usually has no difficulty in downing a third of an ani 
m al its size. If one minces the victims into pieces smaller than a third ,  one has consider 
able difficulty in determining exactly how much a given cannibal has been fed , not to mention 
difficulty in determining how much a given cannibal actually ate. 

To the best of my knowledge , no one has performed a study to determine whether or 
not feeding cannibals the heads , middles ,  or tails of trained victims makes any difference 
in how much ! !learning" is transferred to the cannibal. In most of our 'studies  involving can -
nibalism , we fed each animal three times or more and made certain that each cannibal ate 
one head , one middle , and one tail. Our studies also suggest that three feedings are as ef
fective as 12 or even 24 feedings . It has been our practice to give the cannibals one or two 
feedings of ' !trained victim , I I  then to wait at least 24 (usually 48 ) hours before we begin train 
ing. If we plan on no more than 25 trials per day , we typi cally give the cannibals additional 
feedings as training continues .  In any case , one should probably wait at least 24 hours after 
feeding before giving the cannibals any training at all since it presumably would take at least 
that long for the I lmemory chemicals 11 that the cannibal has just devoured to be  distributed . 
throughout its body. Our own studies suggest that the best time to institute training is 48 
hours after feeding , and that if one waits as long as 7 days after the feeding before starting 
the training , not much transfer is accomplished. But Capretta (see WORM RUNNER'S 
DIGEST,  Fall 1965)  got almost as much transfer when he waited 7 days before starting 
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training as when he waited but on e day .  A s  of the spring of 1 965 , we do not lmow the min 
imum amount of tissue that a cannibal must ingest for any transfer at all to take place , 
we do not know whether the m ore a cannib al eats , the more transfer one gets , nor which 
part of the victim f s body is most effective in achieving transfer , nor how long it takes for 
the chemicals the cannibal has ingested to become effective , nor whether it is a specific 
memory that is transferred via cannibalis m  or merely an excitatory substance of s ome 
kind which speeds up learning in- the cannib al , nor what the chemicals are that achieve 
the transfer (if indeed chemicals are resp onsible at all ! ) . All we do know is that if an 
untrained cannibal eats a trained victim , the cannibal will , right fr om the start of train
ing ,  be significantly superior to another cannibal that ate an untrained victim . Obviously , 
as s cientists like to put it , "further research i s  needed in this area. I I  

Anyone undertaking studie s  of  the cannib alistic transfer of  training in planarians 
(or s tudies inv olving inj ection or regeneration) ,  s,hould take particular care to guard against 
!Iexperimenter bias I I by utilizing I blind I I experime'ntal techniques (des cribed above) and any 
other safeguards he can think of. "Transfe r !  I studies that do not contain adequate controls 
are no longer acceptable for publi cation in most j ournals (including the WORM RUNNER' S 
DIGES T) and probably should not even be entered as Science Fair pr oj e cts . 

VII. Publication 

It is customary , after one has performed an experiment or a seri e s  of experiments , 
to communicate one ' s  results to one! s colleagues .  Indeed , it is  often s aid that one exper 
iments in order to publish (that is , to see one! s name in print ). Whatever one! s m otivations , 
publication of research findings i s  obviously a worthwhile endeavor. Most b eginning scient
ists have little idea of how to prepare a manuscript for publication , however , so perhap s a 
few words of advice are in orde r .  

Any scientific paper worth i t s  s alt i s  written with a particular audienc e  (and usually 
with a particular j ournal) in mind. Since , in the long run ,  the j ournal i tself determines 
b oth the style in which one writes and the audience that an article will r each , the beginning 
writer is well advis ed to consider seriously first of all to whi ch j ournal he intends to sub 
mit his paper . In general , the s afest procedure is to hunt for the j ournal which has already 
publi shed one or more articles of the same type or on the same subj ect that one intends to 
treat. Once a writer has selected his target j ournal , he should quite carefully read sever 
al recent issues of that j ournal (no matter how distasteful a task this may s eem ) ,  select one 
or two articles that seem to be quite similar to the paper he intends to prepare , and then 
pattern his manus cript as closely as pos s ible after these "model" pape r s .  Most scientific 
j ournals contain at least some sketchy f !advice to authors ! !  somewhere in each i ssue of the 
j ournal , or pub lish a "Manual of Style I I which may be obtained from the editor for a small 
fee .  Most scientific articles are compri s e d  of an introduction , a section on apparatus and 
procedure , a re sults section , and a discus sion section . The article will also usually con 
tain either an ab stract or a summary and conclusion section . 

The introduction typically begins with a general statement of s om e  broad problem 
area within a given s cientific dis cipline , a brief history of the problem and a survey of 
the research done in this area , and then narrows down to a tiny segment of the topic area 
itself. The introduction usually ends with a brief des cription of the experim ent which was 
undertaken and a di s cussion of how thi s  experiment might be expected to hav e  pertinence 
to the topic area as a whole. The supposed'''Purpose of the introductory section is to explain 
to the reader why this particular s tudy was done; in fact , the introduction acts as ' bait!! to 
lure the unwary reader into plowing through the rest of the article . 
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In the apparatus and procedure section , one should (in theory , at least) describe 
what one did in such detail that anyone reading the paper should b e  able to repeat the ex 
periment exactly if he so  wished; this section is therefore quite extensive. In fact , it is 
almost impossible to replicate any given experiment merely from reading about it  in a 
journal article ; the author usually manages to omIt several critic al bits of information 
about his work simply because he is so familiar with what he did he cannot realize that 
anyone just beginning. to work in this area would of necessity lack the author' s extensive 
background. The maj or failure that most scientists have in communicating their results 
stems from this one fact--they know what they did ,  and they know what they mean by the 
technical terms they employ , but they do not realize that their audience typically ooes not 
share this knowledge. As a rule of thumb , put in the apparatus and procedure section ev 
ery bit of information you can think of that would help explain exactly what you did. The 
edi tor will surely cross out much of what you have put down , but at least you made the 
effort l Remember that at a given point in time , no one really knows what the truly im 
portant variables in any s cientific study really are , and two experiments which differ only 
slightly in detail may often yield quite opposite results ; hence , include all details that you 
can. 

The results section should include whatever charts , graphs or tables are necessary 
to make it immediately clear to the average reader precisely what the findings of the study 
were. If the behavior of two different groups is to be compared ,  one should b e  all means 
make the comparison stati stical .  To say that group A learned faster than group .B is to 
tell your reader absolutely nothing worthwhile; to say that group A learned Significantly 
faster than group B ,  and that such results would not be expected by chance alone more 
than 1% of the time , tells the reader exactly how much faith he may put in your findings . 

In the discussion section , one pats oneself on the back for having performed such a 
crucial experiment and one explains away all the results that wer e  not consonant with one' s  
preconceived notions . Quite often in the introduction section , a s cientist will set up an 
hypotheSis which he intends to test in the experiment he des cribes .  It is almost inevitably 
the case that in the di scussion section he will point out how beautifully his hypothesis was 
confirmed. The introduction is , of course , written as if the hypothesis were made before 
the experiment itself was run; in fact , one often changes one ' s  prior ideas of what the re
sults of a given experiment would be after the experiment has been run. In such cases , one 
is careful not to state one ' s  old ideas in the intro�uction if one can possibly keep from doing 
so; rather , one states one' s  findings in "hypothetical form " in the introduction --a device 
that insures that one' s  hypotheses will always be confirmed. An exception to this rule 
occurs when one is testing s omeone else! s hypothesis in a given experiment; one confirms 
or disproves another scientist! s hypotheSiS depending (usually) on how friendly one is towards 
the other scientist. At the end of the dis cussion s ecti on , one spe culates about other studies 
which might follow from the one just described and concludes by stating that l Ifurther research 
is needed in the area. I I  

Unless one is writing f or publication in such a bizarre j ournal as the WORM RUNNER'S 
DIGES T,  one should make every effort to eschew or avoid the use of humor in writing a 
s cientific article . I say this in all seriousnes s .  There is a strong tendency in scientific 
circles to distrust any article which smacks of "clevernes s" .  It does help for an author to 
write well , however ; the editor will surely be shocked if-he can find no grammatical errors 
in a manuscript , and if he can understand from just one reading precisely what it is the 
author did and why he did it ,  but few editors will rej ect a manuscript out of hand for these 
reasons. Indeed , a clear , well -written article stands a much greater chance of being ac
cepted for publication than a poorly written one does , if  only because the former requires 
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c onsiderably less work on the editor' s part than does the latter . 

All manuscripts should be typed on one side of the page only , double space d , and 
submitted in duplicate . Most j ournals require that an article be read by a referee or critic 
p rior to acceptance ,  and most editors will pass along the referee' S criticisms when they 
write you telling y ou whether or not the manu..s cript has been accepted for publication . Al 
most all manuscripts require some revision before being published , the most c ommon sug 
gestion from the editor being that the author cut the paper down to half its present size. If 
an author does not agree with a r eferee' s criticisms , he should say s o  loudly and strongly. 
But the author should be more interested in winning the war (that is , in getting the article 
publis hed) than in winning any particular battle over editorial revision .  The author might 
also remember that most editors have considerably greater j ournalis ti c  skill than does the 
average author and that the s cientific manu s cript that could not be improved by good editing 
has yet to be written. 

VIII. Afterthoughts . 

A. What actually gets learned? 

According to most psychological the ories ,  when an animal is put in a training situ
ation , it learns new habits or new responses to the environment in which it finds itself. 
But consider a simple T-maze in which a planarian is trained to enter the black alley . 
When it solves thi s problem , what can we s ay that it has learned? Has it done n o  more 
than to " acquire the habit of approaching black , I I or l ithe tendency to respond by turning 
right at a given choice p oint ? I I No training situation i s  probably that simple .  A planarian 
in a maze first of all has to learn that s omething is expected of it --that it must perform 
in order to avoid the punishment or achieve a reward.  It must therefore becom e  habituated 
to the handling that it will receive before , during , and after each trial , it must b ecome a c 
customed to the apparatus itself , t o  the training regimen and the feeding and diurnal light 
ing s chedule , to eating a certain kind of food , etc. It must become sensitive to the new 
patterns of stimuli in the maze itself- -that i s , it must learn to notice that one arm is 
black , the other white , and that the stem of the maze i s  a neutral color . It will prob ably 
also learn how high the water level is in the maze , the width of the arm s , the intensity of 
the light overhead , the temperature of the water (whether it is the s ame or different from 
the water in its home bowl) , whether or not there is slime in the maze , the texture of the 
floor and the walls in the maze , the length of each of the arms , and perhaps a dozen or 
even a thousand other things about the experimental situation. We sel dom b othe r  to mea
sure any of thes e  forms of learning , b eing interested only in whether the animal turns 
right or turns left (and at that , not being interested in how the animal makes the correct 
response).  All forms of learning probably include c omponents such as "habituation" and 
I lsensitization , I I although many p sychologists speak as if "learningll were different than 
s ensitization and habituation rather than including these types of behavi oral modification .  
Becau s e  our' theories of (and hence our understanding of) learning are quite Simple , we 
typically take a Simplisti c  viewpoint towards the behavior or organisms .  But animal s , 
even planarians , are not at all simple nor are their behaviors as uncompli cated as we 
sometimes like to pretend in s ci entific arti cles . The s cientist who is Il).ore interested 
in his own prior theoretical p reconceptions of what planarian b ehavior should be than in 
discovering what planarian behavi or could be does a dis service not only to s cien c e , but 
also to his animals . If you attempt to train-"Your animals in a given situation , and they 
do not appear to learn , blame people like me for not telling you how it should be done or 
yourself for not being bright enough to figure out what is  wrong rather than assuming that 

the fault necessarily lies in the ,planarians . We do n ot kn ow a s  yet how intelligent flatworms 
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are ; we do have ample evidence , however ,  that the more we know about the animals , and 
the greater control we gain over their environment ,  the more easily we can shape their 
behavior in a wide variety of extremely complex situations . 

B. The purpose of Science. 

Underneath it all , science is a way of life just as Presbyterianism or bootlegging. 
Science is one of many possible methods of finding out the whys , wheres ,  hows , and what 
irs ' of the world around us , including our own behavior . But sci ence is also a way of 
killing tim e  and of earning m oney , a way of challenging one 's  intellect and of gaining the 
respect and admiration of one ' s  peers . Science should therefore be a pleasant occupation , 
and one probably should not be a scienti st if one could be happier doing anything else . Life 
is far too short a game for anyone to waste much time doing things simply because he ' s  
told they ought to be done , whether those "things ' 1  be playing bas eball , listening to Bach , 
or running worm s . Try worm running on for size ; if you don!t  like it ,  the worm s will 
know it even before you do . If you do like it , if it fascinates you a s  much as it does me 
(and hundreds of other people ) ,  if you think the whole business if really fun , then you are 
in luck- -and so are the worm s .  

ADDENDA 

This MANUA L was written during the spring of 196 5 .  To keep the MANUAL as 
current as pos sible , however , we will revise it as often as is practicable . 

November ,  1 9 6 5 :  Recent studie s  suggest that the contraction is  a better index of 
learning in classical conditioning situati ons than i s  the head -turn . We have mentioned the 
reasons for thi s on page 32 (revis ed ).  

For a long time ,  I have been bothered by the fact that most animals do not main 
tain as high a level of correct performance in the hexagonal m aze as they do in the T
maz es .  It  finally occurred to me that a p lanarian , in  order to  obtain a ' 'perfectll score 
in the hexagonal maz e , must m ove consistently clockwise or c onSisten tly counter -clock 
,vi se.  A glance at the maze (pictured on page 40) will show why .  Yet , when the planarian 
m oves always in one direction , its innate tendency to alter its direction of m ovement (dis 
cus sed on page 43 ) is working directly against its tendency to pick the correc t  alley at 
each succeeding choice point , and the more correct choices it make s in a row , the strong
er the build -up of its tendency to pick the opposite (incorrect ! )  alley at the next choice 
point. This inherent weakness of design has now caused us to abandon the use of the hex 
agonal maze for most purpose s .  

A very important set of papers on planarian behavior and learning , published too 
late to appear in the Annotated Bibliography of this MANUAL, can be found in the Special 
Supplement to the British j ournal , Animal Behaviour , published late in the summer of 
1 9 6 5 .  



S e c t i o n  I V  

GRAFTING TECHNIQUES FOR PLANARIANS 

Stuart J .  Coward 
Department of Biology 

State University of New York at Buffalo 
Buffalo ,  New York 

Graft and transplantation experiments with planarians allow the investigator to ask 
the organism a nearly infinite variety of complex questions with a simple method . Two 
basic methods of grafting are to b e  described , b oth of which have been used successfully 
with Dugesia dorotocephala in the author' s laboratory .  

General considerations 

Two points must be kept in mind when attempting graft or transplantation operations : 
first,  the animal must be  restrained from m'oving: second , the actual operation must be 
performed as rapidly and deftly as  possible . Complete anesthesia of planarians is extreme 
ly difficult with conventional methods . The best method in our hands combines the anesthe
tic MS-222 (Sandoz Pharmaceutical) , 0 . 03% in tap water , with cool (10-1 5 °C )  temperatures.  
Exposure to  this anesthetic should not exceed 5 minutes . All operations should be  done 
with the aid of a dis secting microscope . Th e  safest way to transfer planarians i s  with a 
small artist' s brush , not with a pipet.  When transferring from a damp surface it is best 
to lift the worm with a small , flat spatula. A nearly ideal cutting surface for routine use 
is provided by a flat clean piece of soft pine placed on the stage of  the dissecting micro
scope . It should be  kept moist during use . 

In the subsequent procedures , there will be need for P etri dishes with a layer of 
2 %  agar poured in the b ottom half. Some should be made with a 2 to 3 mm layer of the agar 
to be used as a physical substrate , and a few with a 1 mm layer.  The thinner sheets of 
agar will be cut into narrow bands for the purpose of securing the graft until healing occurs . 
It is  definitely advisable to use highly purified agar . 

1 .  Implantation graft technique 

C ohen (1964)  has recently described a s imilar but somewhat more laborious  meth 
od for the implanted type of graft. 

A host and a donor worm are placed on the damp cutting surface . A hand -made 
pipet (see Figure 13)is u sed to punch out a hole in the host worm and the hole is filled with 
a piece of tissue from the graft-donor worm. The same pipet is used to prepare the graft 
tissue , thus ensuring a snug 'fit of the graft. 

In detail , the procedure i s  as follows : 

1 .  Prepare the graft site in the host worm b y  punching out the appropriate area 
with the pipet. Discard the tis su e  plug by b lowing it out of the pipet. Transfer the host 
with a spatula to the agar-lined surface of a Petri dish. 

2 .  Punch out the region to be grafted from the donor worm and with i t  still in the 
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pipet , orient it over the wound in the host. Insert the graft b y  gently blowing on the pipet. 
(If this fails , the graft tis sue can be dislO(iged gently from the pipet with a broom straw 
or similar divice . )  Final fitting is accomplished by gentle pressure with a fine blunt-
tipped glass rod .  6-'-' 

. 3. One or more of the thin strips (1 mm thicknes s )  of agar is placed over the graft 
to hotd it in place . - The strips should be 2 -3 times as wide as the graft and 2 -3 cm long . 

. The strips will adhere to the agar surface of the dish. 
. 

4. The Petri dish is covered and stored in a cool (12-18°C) , dark place . 

The absence of water and· light serve to restrict locomotor activity of the grafted 
animal, while the agar niaintains a sufficiently high humidity . A high humidity can be en 
sured also by either of two means : either by making two or three 5 mm-diameter wells 
containing water in the agar , or by placing a wet piece of filter paper inside the top of the 
Petri dish . In cases where a perfect fit of the grafted tis sue has b een attained, it may be 
possible to dispense with the thin agar ''bandages ". Succes sful implantations will heal in 
to place in 24-36 hours , depending on the temperature . '  When the graft has taken , the 
Petri dish is flooded with tap water and the agar l'bandages" are removed carefully . 

fLE X IBL E  TUBING 
TO MOUTHPIECE 

Figure 13 .  The pipet used for implantation grafts . 

FIG. 1 

Soft glass 7 mm tubing is drawn out to a capillary with the aid of a Bunsen burner 
flame . At the region of desired diameter , the capillary is  bent by gentle heating . Ob 
viously , the diameter will determine the size of the implant to be made. The pipet is 
trimmed even by scoring with a file or diamond pencil and breaking. For easy handling 
the overall length should be " 5 -6 inches and the pipet should be fitted with flexible tubing 
to a mouthpiece . 
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II . ! lButt graftingt1 technique : 

The principle of this technique is  to immobilize the experimental animals by em 
bedding them in agar , following by cutting both agar and worm and rearranging appropri
ately the cut embedded parts . The first critical part of the technique is to immobilize 
the worm perfectly in the horizontal plane ; the second is to cut and rearrange as rapidly 
as possible . 

The procedure is simple :  

1 .  A worm is  transferred , of water , to an agar -lined Petri dish. Adhering 
water may be removed by blotting the agar with filter paper . Molten 2% agar at 43"C 
(close to the gelation point) is quickly poured over the animal and allowed to solidify. 
Gelling may be accelerated by having the Petri dish chilled and by a stream of air passing 
over the freshly poured agar . Grafting will be difficult or impos sible if the worm is not 
extended and horizontal. 

2 .  When the agar has !3 olidified an oblong block of agar containing the worm is 
cut out with a razor blade . The block is transferred onto the agar surface of another 
Petri dish. 

3 .  To illustrate the actual grafting proces s ,  the following description is for 
grafting the head onto the tail of the same planarian . This is diagrammed in Figure 14. 
A s quare block of agar , as wide as that containing the worm , is  placed next to embedded 
animal. The block containing the planarian is cut so as to sever the tail and the head . 
The embedded head is  transferred to the cut tail surface and the plain agar block is placed 
against the anterior cut. It is most important to have a snug fit and good alignment of the 
cut surfaces . To keep the agar blocks together , several thin agar strips are arranged in 
criss -cross fashion over the entire assemblage . 

Aside from working rapidly , the technique is facilitated by keeping the worm as 
cool as poss ible . . .  by chilling the bottom layer of agar ; by using a worm kept cool and/ 
or lightly anesthetized , and by cooling the embedded worm prior to cutting . Healing time 
varies between 24 and 48 hours depending on the quality of the graft and the temperature. 
The grafted animals are remov ed from the agar by covering the block with water and split
ting it apart with blunt glass needles . 

III. Comments . 

The two methods outlined here are capable of adaptation to suit many experimental 
designs . For example , the implantation technique has been us ed to graft radio-isotopically 
labelled parts into normal hosts in our radioautographic studies on regeneration. The "butt 
graft " can be used to j oin parts of two or more planarians into a chimeric association . Pre -

. Hminary experiments with the latter technique have produced bipolar worms with the reg�!1-
��eacLgominant to the grafteahead . as far aS1Ocomcloro�ascon:ceriled .  It 

may be poss i�her techniqueror grafting between different species of p lanarians . 

K It i s  conceivable that these techniques can be combined with the superimposition of 
electrical (Marsh and Beam s , 1 95 2 )  or chemical gradients ( Flickinger , 1 95 9 ;  Flickinger 

"and Coward , 1 962 ) and lead to further understanding of the problems in p lanarian biology. 
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FIG. 2 

Figure 14 . Schematic representation of the ''butt graft" technique for the example 
described in the text. 
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S e c t i o n  V 

THE EXTRAC TION OF RIBONUC LEIC ACID F ROM THE PLANARIAN , CURA FOREMANII 

Introduction 

Gary Davi'S'" 
. Mental Health Res earch Institute 

University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor , Michigan 

In this  method for the extraction of RNA (Ribonucleic acid) a 2 -phase phenol-aqueous 
buffer· system is used . The phenol precipitates or dissolve s protein and DNA (Deoxyribo 
nucleic acid) , while leaving the RNA in the aqueous phase . The extraction is  carried out 

. in the cold to minimiz e  degradation of RNA. Although it is now common to perform the . 
extraction hot with most tissues , this procedure was found to degrade planarian RNA. 

Extraction 

During the entire procedure , all materials were kept either in a refrigerator at 
2"'C or on ice . 

1 .  The planarians were collected by cooling the home bowl , dislodging the animals 
from the walls with a soft brush and pouring them into a gra duated centrifuge tube . The 
tube was spun at low speed to pack the animals , and their volume was read. A volume of 
0. 2 to 0 . 3 m l ,  corre sponding to 1 00 to I S O  medium -sized worms , was used in the extraction . 
The worm s were transferred with a small amount of water to a 3 ml conical glass homogen
izer , and the water was carefully discarded. 

2 .  The animals were homogenized with 3 . 0 m l  of buffer , containing 0 . 01 Molar 
sodium acetate (PH 5 . 1 ) ,  0. 1% s odium lauryl sulfate (a detergent) and 1 0  ug/ml bentonite 
(a p owerful inhibitor of ribonuclease) .  

3 .  The homogenate was transferred with 1 . 0 m l  buffer to a 10  ml beaker which 
containe d  4 .  0 ml water -saturated phenol (about 12% water) . The mixture was stirred 
vigorously with a magnet for 1 hour , then transferred to a 1 0  ml polypropylene centrifuge 
tube.  

4.  The tube was spun at  2 °C for 4 minutes at 2 0 , 00 0  x gravity . 

S .  Mter being spun , the tube c ontained 3 layers : a bottom , dark lay er of phenol; 
a middle , small , white layer of precipitated protein ;  and a top aqueous layer . The phenol 
layer was drawn from the tube by inserting a 4 ml volumetric pipette through the aqueous 
and protein layers , blowing out any material from these layers that may have lodged in the 
tip , then aspirating and dis carding the phenol. 

6 .  The aqueous phase and residue were treated as the homogenate in step 3. Stir 
ring was for 1/2 hour. 

7 .  A s  no. 4 ,  with an 8 minute spin . 

8 .  The aqueous layer was carefully transferred to a I S  m l  graduated conical centri 
fuge tube.  The phenol and residue were discarded. If the aqueous was not clear , the tube 
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was spun for 5 minutes in a table top centrifuge , and the clear supernatant was decanted 
into another centrifuge tube. 

9 .  1/1 0  v olume 20% potassium acetate and 2 . 5 volume 95% ethanol were added to 
the tube with stirring. The preqipitate was spun down in a table top centrifuge for 5 minutes .  

1 0 .  The p recipitate was washed once with 4 ml ethanol , water (3: 1 ) ,  then redi s 
solved in a volume o f  distilled water equal t o  the aqueous volume in step 8 .  Step 9 was 
repeated. 

1 1 .  If the precipitated RNA was dissolved in water for injection into planarians , 
traces of ethanol were removed by washing the solution with ether a few times and blowing 
the ether off the chilled solution with nitrogen OF air. 

Remarks 

This method was described for a convenient small quantity of planarian s .  If anoth
er quantity was used, the volum es of buffer and phenol in steps 2 and 6 were adjusted pro
portionately. If the volumes were too low , a gel was formed and mixing was poor; if too 
high , RNA did not pre cipitate in step 9 . 

If a high speed centrifuge is not available for step 4 ,  the tube can be spun at low 
speed , but the time of centrifugation must be increased proportionately. The product of 
gravities and minutes should be around 8 0 , 000 .  

Purity and Yield 

The concentration of RNA in solution is  easily determined by a spectrophotometer. 
With a wavelength of 2 6 0  millimicra and a cell light path length of 1 cm , 1 00 ug/ml RNA 
gives an optical density of 2 .  O. 

From this relation of optical density and concentration , the purity of the extracted 
RNA was found to be less than 5 0%. The nature of the impurity was not determined , but 
it is probably largely polysaccharide. Black pigment in the RNA is noticeable by eye 
(especially in the heavily pigmented species , Cura foremanii) , but it probably is not much 
of a percentage by weight of the product . Protein could not be detected. A number of 
attempts to purify the RNA were made , by m ethods including chromotography and electro
phoresis , but all without succe s s .  

The yield , measured spectrophotometrically , was 3 .  5 m g  RNA/m l  worms or 6 ug 
RNA/worm . The weight of a single worm , blotted dry , was found by a separate weighing 
to be in the range 1 -3 mg. Assuming 2 mg as an average weight , the yield is 3 mg RNA/g 
worms , a figure that compares with the values found for many other kinds of tissue .  
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AN APPARA TUS FOR INJECTING PLANARIANS1 , 2  

Paul G. Shinkman and Leroy M. Vernon 
Mental Health Resea}:..ch Institute 

The University of Michigan 

Thompson and McConnell (1955 ) reported the occurrence of classical conditioning 
in the planarian , Dugesia dorotocephala , using light as the CS , shock as the US , and con
traction or cephalic turning as the CR. A number of subsequent studies have investigated 
learning and retention in planarians; these studies have been reviewed by Jacobs on (1963) .  
Recently , McConnell ( i 962) studied the conditioning process in cannibal plananans that 
had ingested the tissue of other planarians . He found that planarians that cannibalized 
conditioned planarians were initially more resp onsive to the CS than plartarians that can
nibalized' unconditioned planarians .  This finding suggested further experiments in which 
planarians are tested after being inj ected with various tis sue extracts from conditioned 
planarians . In experiments of this sort , however , planarians tend either to be injured 
by the inj ection process , or else to extrude the injected substance within a few minutes .  
The purpose of the p resent paper i s  to des cribe an effective ,  inexpensive procedure for 
inj ecting planarians with approximately known quantities of a solution . 

The function of the apparatus (Fig. 15 )is to hold a syringe in a fixed vertical position , 
and to p rovide manipulation of the syringe in the vertical dimension with reasonable pre 
Cl SlOn .  The apparatus is  made from a ring stand , three lengths of metal rod , three double 
C clamps , a sleeved C clamp , a standard te st-tube clamp , a spring , and a threaded bolt 
surmounted by a knurled knob . Two double C clamps hold two rods (Rl and R2) parallel 
to each other and perpendicular to the ring stand. Another double C clamp is used to at
tach the remaining rod (R3) perpendicularly to the upper of the two parallel rods (R2) ,  in 
a nearly horizontal position . The sleeved C clamp fits over Rl and forms a hinge. This 
s leeved C clamp holds the test-tube clamp perpendicular to Rl . The spring is  permanent
ly attached to R3 and the test-tube clamp , and holds them roughly parallel . A threaded 
rod (40 turns/in.  ) is threaded through R3 ;  its rounded lower end rests in a small depres 
sion milled into the arm of the test-tube clamp . The syringe (Hamilton 50 pI . ) is held 
firmly in the jaws of the test-tube clamp , and may be moved up and down with conSiderable 
sensitivity by turning the knob surmounting the threaded rod. The lengths of R3 and the 
test-tube clamp (about 6 in. ) ensure that the arc described by the syringe does not differ 
appreciably from a straight line , over a short distance . 

A glas s  micropipette , drawn from cai;:lillary tubing , is glued to the inside of an 1 8  
gauge hypodermic needle and extends frofu the end of the needle , which in turn fits on the 
syringe . Directly below the needle , a solid brass  cylinder stands firmly in the center of 
a bowl filled with ice. A p lanarian is placed , dorsal side down , on a sheet of aluminum 
foil on the brass cylinder , and the pos ition of the bowl is adjusted so that the needle , whe� 
lowered , will strike the planarian about halfway between the head and the pharynx ( Fig. 1 6 )  . 
The scene is  strongly illuminated ,  and a microscope is focused on the planarian. The needle 
is slowly lowered to puncture the planarian , and is  then retracted very slightly to avoid plug 
ging the tip . Using gentle pressure on the plunger , the planarian is inj ected with a solution. 
If a brightly colored solution is used , the color -is observed to- disperse immediately through 
out the planarian I s body. 
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Fig. 1 5 .  Injection apparatus . 

Fig. 1 6 .  A planarian being injected. 
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To study the effectiveness of the procedure , 12 planarians (D . dorotocephala , about 
2 cm . in length) were each injected with 2 pI . of a solution of ribonucleic acid (RNA ) ex 

:tracted froID planarian tissue homogenate . Three other planarians served as sham inject
�ees : they received identical treatment including ppncture , but were not inj ected , and were 
returned to the same bowl as the injectees .  To a small quantity of the solution in which 
the planarians are normally maintained ( . 4  mg. /ml. NaCI , . 07 mg. /ml. CaC12 , and 
. 01 mg.!rnl. NaHC03; pH = 6 . 5).  a vital dye (eosin Y) was added to give a concEmtration 

�oL4 . 0  mgUml. ThepH; raised to 8 . 0 by the dye , was adjusted to 6 .  5 with HCl. Planar
'1!an , RNA was ihen added to give a concentration of 3 .  0 mg. /ml. Of the 12 planarians that 
:.were inject�d with this solution , .9 receivedibut one puncture andremained intact. while 

receiveq multiple punctures and were discarded. 4 The 9 remaining planarians each ex':' 
truded an indeterminate amount of the colored solution within a few minutes after being 
injected . but were nevertheless ,' readily distinguishable by their color . one day later , from 
the sbam injectees. , Each inj ectee initially received 6 Ag. of RNA (approximately the a 
mount ordirlarily present in one,  planarian) , " so ' that, �ach probably retained a s  much RNA 

' as jf it had cannibalized at least hill of another planarian. One injectee died; ll the other 
8 ,  no Hl, effects from the inj ection procedure were apparent after three days . 
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Footnotes 

1.  This paper is reproduced, with permission..from Perceptual and Motor Skills , in press .  

2 .  Apparatus development was supported b y  AEC Contract AT(1 l -1 )-825 and NIMH 
Grant MH 02946 -05S1 to J .  V. McConnell . Work was carried out during the first 
author' s  tenure as an NIH Postdoctoral Fellow ( Fellowship No . 1 -F2 -MH-22 , 490-01 ) ;  
the second author held a Dr . Loui s Gelston Fellowship from the University o f  Michigan 
Medical School. 

3 .  Acknowledgement i s  made to H .  T. Salive , who photographed the apparatus . 

4. In these animals ,  the needle penetrated both the dorsal and the ventral surfaces and 
the solution was inj ected chiefly outside rather than inside the animal . Once an ani
mal has received multiple punctures , it will not readily retain an inj ected solution . 



S e c t i o n V II  

A N  A N N O TA T E D  B I B L I O G R A P H Y  O F  

R E S KA RC H O N  P LA N ARI A N S ·· 

. Compiledhy 

Margaret L� Clay and Ursula Mosler . 

(One of the mostimportant personality trait8 a good scientistcarl poS Se s s is an 
enthusiasm to get into thelaboratory and get things done. Without this nece s sary urge 
on the scientist'�:rpart, few experiments would ever be undertaken and fewer still ever · 
finished. But no behavi6ral scientist can undertake adequate research without having 
at least a minimal amount of background knowledge about the animals With which he 
will be working and without knowing a great deal about the sorts of results that other 

. experimenters have gotten in the past when working with the same organism . To many 
young scientists , I fear , the very idea of library work , of boning up on ''past his tory , I I  

is distre ssing. Unfortunately , library work simply cannot b e  avoide d ,  an d  that! s that. 
Scientific j ournals are not u su ally found in high school libraries , however , and it may 
take some ingenuity for the beginning behaviorist to obtain acces s  to many of the more 
esoteric or unusual periodicals .  The wise scientist learns the follOwing rule early in 
life , though: take all such problems to the nearest l ibrarian 1 That ' s what librarians 
are there for, and if your own library doesn' t  have the book or j ou rnal that you need , 
perhaps a loan can be arranged. Then , too , most universities and colleges will give 
high school students access to their books and j ournals if the student is sponsored by 
one of his teachers or by the high school librarian. Whatever the case , the young 
scientist can save himself a tremendous amount of time and effort by becoming thorough
ly grounded in !1the literature I! before he begins his own experimental work. 

(For a number of years now, the WORM RUNNER'S DIGES T has published in each 
issue an I1Annotated Bibliography of Research on Planarians , II covering not only the 
fields of behavior and regeneration , but genetics , morphology , physiology , etc . This 
continuing bibliography is perhaps the most complete and up -to-date of any such in the 
world , particularly as far as behavioral studies are concerned. Most of the important 
references the starting psychologi st will need are described in the following 42 pages 
of the MANUA L; those articles that appeared in the WORM RUNNER'S DIGES T are listed 
separately , but are not annotated. 

(As far as general references are concerned , Hyman !s many writings on the flat
worms are classic , although a little out of date at the present time.  A student interested 
in regeneration should read the writing s of Brondsted and of Wolfe perhaps above all others . 
And Allan L. Jacob son! s survey of the various experiments involving learning in planarians 
is a "must ! !  for any one planning to undertake b ehavioral studies . 

(Good Reading ! ---James V. McConnell ) 
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R E V I E W S A N D  G E N E R A L  I N F O R M A T I O N  

1 .  H Y m a n , L .  H .  The Invertebrates . Vol . 2 :  Platyhelminthes and Rhynchocoela. 
New York: McGraw-Hill , 1 95 1 .  � .. 

An authoritatiye and fairly comprehensive coverage of all aspects of flatworms 
through 1 949.  Considered the best single source on this subject. 

2. H y m  a n , L .  H .  Order Tricladida , in Ward , H .  B .  and Whipple , G. C .  (eds . ) 
Fresh Water Biology. New York : Wiley , 1959 .  Chapter 13 . ,  pp. 326 -334 . 

A recent and brief taxonomic key to the identification of p lanarian species with 
helpful diagrams . This article also includes refe rences to more detailed taxonomic and 
ecological studies . 

. 

3. K e n k , R . , The fresh -water triclads of Mi chigan . . Miscell. Publ. Mus . , Zool . , 
The University of Michigan , 1 944 , no. 6 .  

Recognition of a planarian species is often made difficult by duplicate names .  
Thus , Dugesia tigrina is identical to Duge sia maculata. Kenk , in thi s  article , aids the 
layman by grouping together alternative names for the same species . He also provides 
detailed descriptions of the external features , anatomy , taxonomy , ecology and distri
butlon of the various species . 

4. J e n  n i n g s ,  J .  B . Obs ervations on the nutrition of the land planarian Orthodemus 
terrestris (0. F. Muller) BioI. Bull. , 1959 , 1 1 7 ,  no. 1 ,  1 1 9 -124 . 

( 1 )  The land planarian Orthodemus terrestris feeds principally upon small s lugs 
and earthworms which are captured after chance encounter . 

(2 ) The typical triclad method of feeding , with the protruded cylindrical plicate 
pharynx inserted into the prey to disrupt and withdraw the body contents , is used without 
modification . 

(3 )  Di Sintegration of the food during ingestion is so effective that the re sultant 
particles are available for immediate phagocytosis by the gut cells and intraluminar 
digestion is absent. 

(4)  The food reserves consist of fat stored in the mesenchyme and columnar gut 
cells , and protein stored in gastrodermal "sphere -cells .  1 1  Protein reserves are depleted 
during the breeding s eason and replenished in the late summer and autumn. 

( 5 )  It would appear that the basic triclad m ethods of feeding and digestive proce s ses 
are quite adequate to the needs of terrestrial life and Orthodemus shows no particular 
adaptati on to this so far as nutrition is c cncerned. 

L E A R N I N G  A N D  O T H E R B E H A V I O R  

1 .  J a c o b s o n ,  A .  L .  Learning in flatworms and annelids.  Psycho!. Bull . , 1 963 , 
£..Q. , 74-94. 

This article attempts an exhaustive review of the research purporting to demon
strate behavioral modifications in earthworms ,  planarians , and related organisms . 
Studies are grouped first according to phylum , and for each of the phyla considered ac 
cording to certain subcategories of learning: habituation , classical conditioning ,  
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in s trumental learning , and variability . Examination o f  the literature reveals that where 
as earlier work was often ill-controlled , m ore recent research has for the most part been 
rigorous and convincing. It is concluded that learning and related phenomena have indeed / 
been demonstrated clearly in each of these two phyla , and that research on thes e  animals 
provides a promising means of investigating the "molecular! !  basis of learning.  

2 .  B e  s t ,  J a y B o y d ,  Protopsychology. Sci . Am .  , 1963 , 2 08 , 55-64. 

A review of planarian research from McConnell and Thomp s on to date , with 
emphasis on the relevance of this research to whether the vertebrate brain is nece ssary 
or only sufficient to produce m otivated , flexible b ehavior. Best' s own research with 
flatworms in maz e s  i s  discus s e d  at length , and detailed picture s are included of the ap 
paratus and procedure used. He presents evidence that ! !p sychological " b ehavior patterns 
seen in vertebrate forms during learning are replicable with planarians (i . e. lethargy , 
anxiety and conflict behavior ).  Bes t  sugge sts that there are protopsychological properties 
at a cellular or subcellular level of organization within even primitive animal forms .  
Better understanding of the se , h e  c ontends , will shed new light on the ultimate structure 
of the human brain and the true role of nerve circuitry in this structure . 

3 .  H o v e y , H .  B .  Associative hysteresis in marine flatworms .  Physio!. Zool . 1929 , 
�, 322 -333 .  

Associative hystere sis has been demonstrated b y  the conditioned reflex method in 
the flatWorm Leptoplana. The animal is photokinetic . Through s imultaneously exposing 
the worm to light and preventing it from creeping forward , an inhibition of photokinesis 
was effected. Light was the b iological stimulus for m ovement , and contact was the bio 
logical stimulus for prevention of m ovement. Light became also a conditioned stimulus 
for prevention of movement. Thus light was conditioned to inhibit a response which it 
itself elicited. Experiments with worm s whose cephalic ganglia had been extirpated in 
dicated that these or-gans took part in the learning. 

4. T h o m p s o n , R .  & M c C o n n e l l , J . V . Classical conditioning in the planarian , 
Dugesia dorotocephala. J. c ompo physi ol .  Psychol . , 1955 , 48 , 6 5 -6 8 .  

The purpose o f  the present experiment was to study the facility with which plan
arians (D . dorotocephala) form CR' s in a clas sical light-shock conditioning situation. 
Forty animals were employed .  They were divided into four equal groups :  the experi
mental group and three different control gro up s .  

It was found that for the experimental group there was a significant rise in the 
number of contractions and turning resp onse s  as a function of the number of trials . That 
these increments in frequency of respons e s  were not caused by s ensitization to either 
shock or light stimulation was indicated by the performance of the control groups .  

5 .  H a l a s , E . S . , J a m e s , R .  L . , & K n u t s o n , C .  An attempt at classical 
conditioning in the planarian . J .  compo physiol. Psychol . , 1962 , 5 5 , 9 6 9 -9 71 .  

The purpose of the pres ent experiment was to reproduce the results of the Thomp 
s on and McConnell ( 1 95 5 )  s tudy , which indicated that classical conditioning could be 
e stablishe d  in planarians . The present eXperiment divided 48 planarians into an experi 
mental group , a light control group , a shock control group , and a normal response c on 
trol group . The results agree i n  general with Thomp s on and McC onnelP s ,  but it is sug 
gested that reflex sensitiz ation is a more tenable interpretation o f  the data. 
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6 .  H a l a s , E .  S . , M u l r y , R .  C . , & D e b o e r , M .  Some problems involved 
in conditioning planaria: electrical polarity. Psych. Reports , 1962 , 1 1 , 395 -98 . 

Twenty planarians were randomly divideq...into two groups and then trained in a 
narrow trough to approach a non -preferred light. Electrodes were m ounted at each end 
of the trough . For Group I ,  the electrode at the right end was always negative whereas , 
for Group II , the electrode at the right end was always positive . Planarians were found 
to be more sensitive to an electrical current when they were apptOaching the anode as 
compared to when they were approaching the cathode . Sensitivity was measured by the 
number of electrical shocks and time required to induce the planarians to reverse their 
direction of travel . The findings suggest that one or more variables are not properly 
controlled in studies attempting to condition planarians . 

7.  M e  C o n n e l l , J .  V . , J a c o b s on ,  A .  L . , & Ki m b 1 e ,  D .  P . The effects 
of regeneration upon retention of a conditioned response in the planarian. J .  comp o 
physiol. Psychol. ,  1 959 , 52 , 1 -5 .  

The purpose of  the present experiment was to study the effects of  regeneration 
upon retention of a conditioned response in the planarian (D.  dorotocephala).  A classical 
conditioning situation was employed in which light was the CS and shock the US. Fifteen 
animals were divided into three equal groups , an experimental group and two control 
groups.  The experimental animals were first conditioned to a criterion of 23 responses 
in 25 consecutive trials .  They were then cut in half transversely and allowed to regen
erate. Following regeneration , both head and tail sections were retained to the original 
criterion .  

It was found that b oth head and tail sections showed significant retention of the 
CR and to the same degree . That these findings were not the result of sensitization due 
to the processes of cutting and regeneration was indicated by the performance of one of 
the control groups . That the small amount of "forgetting" of the CR which occurred in 
the experimental animals was probably due merely to the passage of time was indicated 
by the performance of the other c ontrol group. 

It was concluded that in planarians the rudimentary brain is  neces sary for learn 
ing to take place but not for retention of the learned response . Two intriguing questions 
posed by thes e  findings are : How does the tail retain anything ?  and When the tail section 
regenerates a new brain , is the CR 'built into" the cerebral ganglia ? 

8 .  M c C on n e l l , J . V . , J a c o b s o n , R e e v a , & M a y n a r d , D . M .  Apparent 
retention of a conditioned response following total regeneration in the planarian. Arner .  
Psychologist ,  1959 , 14 , 4 1 0 . (Abstract) 

. 

Data reported in this paper suggest that significant savings of light-shock con
ditioning occurs even in "third generation " animals composed entirely of reformed tis 
sue , although the savings is  not as great as that found in "second generation! !  animals . 

9 .  M c C on n e l l , J .  V .  , C o r n w e l l , P .  R . , & C I a  y ,  M a r  g a r  e t . An appar
atus for conditioning planaria. Amer. J .  Psychol. 196 0 ,  7 3 , 618-622 . 

This paper presents a m odification of an apparatus used in conditioning planarians 
(with light-shock pairing) that is more efficient and more economical than the one used 
in earlier studies .  
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1 0. W e  s t e  rm a n , R .  A .  Somatic inheritance of habituation of respons e s  to  light 
in planarians .  Science , 1963 , 1 4 0 , 6 76 -6 7 7 .  

Planarians show long-lasting reversible decrease of responses to a photic stim 
ulus repeated 2 5  times each day . This habituation was found to b e  significantly faster 
in regenerated offspring of previously habituated planarians ,  and was also transferred 
by cannibalization , thus res embling light-shock conditioning. Habituation provides a 
new s ituation in which to study the s omatic inheritance of learning in planarians . 

1 1 .  B a r n e s , C . D .  & K a t z u n g ,  B .  G .  Stimulus polarity and conditioning in 
planaria . Science , 1963 , 1 4 1 , 728-73 0 .  

Orientation in the monopolar pulse field used as the unconditioned stimulus was 
found to influence formation of a c onditioned response to light in planarian s . Planarians 
trained while oriented \'lith the head toward the cathode reached maximal res p onse rates 
rapidly , while those trained while oriented toward the anode showed no evidence of con 
ditioned response formation. 

1 2 .  B a x  t e  r ,  R .  & K i  m m e l , H .  D .  Conditioning and extinction in the planarian . 
Amer. J .  Psych . , 1963 , LXXVI , no. 4 .  

This study compared paired and unpaired CS-UCS in the planarian at two inten
sive levels each of the CS and UCS . Twenty -four animals were divided into the eight 
subgroups of the 2 x 2 x 2 factorial des ign . The es was eith er a weak or strong light 
of 3-sec .  duration and the UCS was either a weak or strong electric shock of 1 -sec. 
du ration. The Ss in the paired conditions re ceived the UCS during the last 1 sec.  of the 
CS , while those

-
in the unpaired conditions received the stimuli at least 1 5  sec.  apart. 

E ach S had 5 0 trials of paired or unpaired CS-UCS per day for 5 days and 50 extinction 
trials

-
on the sixth day . The dependent variable was the number of C Rs , a C R  being a 

longitudinal contraction of the animal' s body which occurred within 2 sec. after the on
set of the C S .  

The curves shoMng the frequency of the response s  o f  the paired and unpaired 
groups diverged increaSingly throughout conditioning. This difference was statistically 
significant as were those which favored the strong CS over the weak CS and the strong 
UCS over the weak ues. None of the interactions was Signifi cant. The difference be 
tween the paired and unpaired groups which was observed during conditioning vanished , 
however ,  during the 5 0  extin ction-trials .  The difference due to the intensity of the CS 
and UCS were still present during extinction , although the former difference was largely 
confined to the unpaired group . 

It was concluded that the difference in the frequency of the re sponse s  during 
conditioning between the paired and unpaired groups was due to the conti guous CS- UCS 
relationship which obtained during conditioning for the paired group but not for the un 
paired group . Wheth er this difference could be taken as evidence for ' true '  conditioning 
rather than alpha con ditioning in the p lanarian c ould not be resolved ,  since the effect 
vanished as soon as the UCS was removed during extinction and it has been s hown that 
light alone is capable of producing longitudinal contraction s in this organism . The effects 
of the intensity of the CS and UCS did not interact Mth the CS -UCS c ontiguity -variable 
and were , therefore , assume d to have influenced performance rather than conditioning. 

1 3 .  C o n d a r o , L .  & I s o n , J . R .  
in classical conditioning of the p lanarian . 

Psychology of the s cientist: X. Observer bias 
Psychol . Rep. , 1 96 3 , !1., 787 -7 8 9 . 

An experiment purp orting to show the sus ceptibility of p lanarian research to 
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observer bias . 

14. S h i nk m a n , P .  G .  & K o r nb l i t h , C a r o l . C omment on observer bias in 
classical conditioning of the planarian .  Psychol . Rep . , 1965 , �, 56.  

Reviews Condaro and Ison' s study and indicates why the experimental conditions 
they used may be inappropriate and insufficient for the conclusions they drew. 

15 .  C r a w f o r d , F .  T . , L i v i n g s t o n , P . A .  & K i n g . F . J .  The effect of 
massed and spaced trials upon the classical conditioning of planaria . Am . Psych. , 1964 , 
1 9 , 485 (Abstract). 

80 Ss were divided into 4 groups receiving training conditions of either light , 
shock , light paired with shock , or neither light nor shock. Half of each of the groups 
were given trials 3 0  sec.  apart and the remainder were given trials 6 0  sec. apart. 
Conditioning occurred only among.§.s given paired light and shock, with spaced training 
producing significantly greater conditioning. Half of all � were then given either mas
sed or spaced extinction trials .  Massing and spacing of acquisition trials were found to 
be of more significant influence upon rate of extinction than were the mas sing and spac
ing of extinction trials . 

16.  V a n D e v e n t e r , J .  M .  & R a t n e r , S .  C .  Variables affecting the frequency 
of response of planaria to light. J .  compo physio! . Psych. , 1964 , 5 7 ,  407-41 1 .  

Th e  results o f  Experiment 1 ,  designed a s  a replication o f  the retention-following
regeneration study by McConnell , Jacobson and Kimble (1959 ) ,  indicate that a Regener
ation Control group that had not been trained prior to cutting and regeneration performed 
as well on training trials as an Experimental Group that had been trained prior to and 
after cutting and regeneration. These results are in contrast to prior findings by Mc
C onnell et al . in which the Regeneration Control group did not show this sensitization 
following regeneration. In the present study , the animals were kept in the dark during 
the several weeks required for regeneration to take place; in the prior study , the an
imals were exposed to light daily. Thus it is possible that both Experimental and Control 
animals in the present study b ecam e  over-sensitized to light during the regeneration 
period , and that this sensitization masked any " savings follOwing regeneration ll that 
might have obtained. 

Experiments 2 through 6 indicate that a number of variables , uncontrolled for 
in Experiment 1 and in some other similar experiments , affect responsiveness of plan
arians to light. Specifically , the results of these experiments indicate : (a) Responsive
ness  to light increases  as a function of temperature and dark-adaptation , and that the 
shape of the training trough is important in the species D .  tigrina; (b ) Responsiveness 
to light varies inversely with the size of the anim al for the species C. foremanii; (c) 
A change from creek to tap water , I Istarvation , I I  and environmental contamination (of 
a sort) do not affect responsiveness to light for D .  tigrina. 

1 7 .  G r i f f a r d ,  C .  D . Classical conditioning of the planarian Phagocata graCilis 
to water flow. J. C ompo physiol. Psych. ,  196? , �.' 597-600. 

In an attempt to determine whether or not planarians can be conditioned , 40 
planarians , P. gracili s , were studied. The experimental group received 2 5 0  pairings 
of water flow (CS) and shock (US). A shock control group received 250  exposures to the 
US and a flow control group received 2 5 0  exposures to the CS. A 3rd control group 
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received no training but was tested in the same manner as the other groups .  All Ss of 
a specific group were given 25 test exposures to the CS from 1 0-15 hr. after traiiiing .  
The difference in  the performance of the experimental group as  compared with all other 
groups was significant at the . 005 level. Additional evidence indicated that some sensi 
tization may have occurred i n  the shock control group. The extent t o  which sensitization 
influenced the results for the experimental group is uncertain and therefore an interpret
ation in favor of classical conditioning is considered equivocal. 

1 8 .  G r i f f a r d , C . D . & P e i r c e , J . T .  Conditioned discrimination in the 
planarian . Science , 1964 , , 1472 -3. 

To demonstrate classical conditioning in the planarian in a situation uncontami 
nated by the possible artifacts of pseudoconditioning or sensitization 3 0  Phagocata gracilis 
were successfully trained , by the use of directional shock as the unconditione d  stimulu s ,  
to turn in one direction to a light . and in the opposite direction to vibration. Ten similarly 
trained planarians tested by an independent observer who did not know the previous train
ing conditions experi ences by any animal showed similar results . 

1 9 .  C o r n i n g , W .  C .  Evidence of right-left discrimination in planarians . J .  Psych. , 
1994 , 58 , 131-139.  

The ability of  planarians to perform a right-left discrimination has been examined. 
It was observed that 10 of 1 7  trained subjects were able to achieve a criterion of nine out 
of 1 0  correct responses , while none of the 1 6  control animals succeeded in attaining the 
sam e  level of performance. However , the subje cts of b oth the trained and the control 
groups displayed a m arked tendency to shift their turning preference , suggesting that 
som e  factor peculiar to the maze situation prevents response stabilization . 

2 0 .  V a n  O ye , P .  Over het geheugen bij de flatworm en en andere biologische 
waarnemingen bij deze dieren . Natuurwet. Tijdschr . , 192 0 , � ,  1 -9 .  

Planarians learned to obtain food by descending a wire placed in the water of 
the animal' s bowl . The response was acquired only if a gradual training regimen (resem 
bling operant "shaping")  was employed; was maintained i n  a series o f  tests at 2 -day inter -
vals ;  and disappeared a lapse of 2 months . 

2 1 .  L e  e ,  R .  M .  Conditioning of a free operant response in planaria. Science , 1 96 3 ,  
139 , 1 048-1 049 . 

The response of breaking a photoelectric cell beam was automatically recorded 
and reinforced. Termination of an intense light was the reinforcement in an e scape 
conditioning situation . The rate of response for the experimental subjects was signifi 
cantly different from that of controls matched for equivalent changes in light intensity. 

2 2 .  C o r n i n g , W . C .  & J o h n , E . R . Effects of ribonuclease on retention of 
conditioned response in regenerated planarian s .  Science , 1 96 1 , 1363-1365.  

Conditioned planarians were transected and allowed to regenerate in a ribonuclease 
solution or in pond water. Heads which had regenerated in ribonuclease displayed a re 
tention level equal to that of head and tail sections which had regenerated in p ond water .  
However , tails regenerated in  ribonuclease performed randomly although they could be 
retrained to criterion . 
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2 3 .  B e s t ,  J . .  B . , & R u b  i n s  t e i n , I .  Maze learning and associated behavior in 
planaria .  , 1 962 , 55 , 56 0-566 . 

Planarians were trained in simple two-choice delta and Y mazes in which removal 
of water was the incentive to "run" the maze , its"Testoration the reinforcement for a 
correct choice , and light and darkness the cues .  Some were reinforced on the lighted 
and some on the darkened alternative .  Both exhibited an  initial phase of enhanced pre 
ference for the reinforced alternative , i .  e .  , learning , followed by active rej e ction of 
the reinforced alternative .  These results are not derived from sensitization or desen
sitization to light or water , nor from accrual of substances in the water , nor from 
spoors of previous passages .  The decrease in correct choices was followed by a leth
argic state which was not the result of fatigue or injury. Phenomena resembling vicar
ious trial and error and <D nflict behavior were observed . .  

Seven were subsequently tested in either a rim maze or dual maze , modifica-
tions of the Y maze.  No rejection of the reinforced alternative or lethargy was observed 
in the rim maze , which made a larger chamber available to §. between trials . In the dual
maze situation , one .§ learned to choose the - lighted alternative in a Y maze with rough 
well walls and the dark alternative in one with smooth well walls , and showed neither 
rej ection of the reinforced alternative nor lethargy. 

� \ 

24. J a c o b  s o n , A .  L .  An attempt to demonstrate transfer of a maze habit by in
gestion in planaria. 1962 , University of Michigan , dissertation . 

Previous experiments have demonstrated that transfer of a classically conditioned 
response can occur in planarians by means of ingestion of the tis sue of trained planarians . 
In these experiments , the learning involved was an association between light (CS)and 
shock (UCS) , and the response was a conspicuous muscular response . The present ex 
periment attempted to determine whether this same phenomenon , transfer by ingestion , 
occurs also in a maze -learning situation. 

Planarians were trained to turn to either the right or left side in a Single -uni t ,  
undifferentiated T-maze.  After an initial preference asses sment , each worm was trained 
to its own non-preferred side . Upon choosing correctly , an animal was immersed in its 
home bowl. If it chose incorrectly , the animal was required to run the maze again , and 
again necessary , until it had chosen correctly . .  After three consecutive incorrect runs 
on a given trial , the animal was forced to the correct side and immersed in the home 
bowl. In addition , an incorrect choice resulted in the animal ' s  being exposed to a brief 
burst of bright light. 

When a given animal had satisfied a criterion of 9 c orrect choices out of any 1 0  
consecutive trials , its training was terminated for a period o f  one week. At the end of 
this  period , retraining was instituted ,  and was continued until the animal attained the 
same criterion a second time . Thereupon , that animal was cut into three pieces , and 
each piece was fed to an untrained cannibal worm. Concurrently , an untrained worm 
was cut and fed to other untrained cannibals . This feeding proces s  was repeated at sev 
eral day intervals until each cannibal , experimental o r  c ontrol , had eaten trained o r  un
trained worms , respectively , a total of three tim�s � .T:rajning was then begun for the 
cannibal worms . All training was conducted 'fblindl l , i .  e .  , in su ch a fashion that E did 
not know the greup membership or past performance of any of the worms . 

-

In terms of number of trials to criterion , or number of initial correct responses , 
the hypothesized difference between the groups did not occur.  This failure doe s  not lead , 
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however , to a complete rej ection of the original hypothesis . Data on retraining indicated 
that the habit established in the present experiment was an unstable one. It was thought 
reasonable to assume that transfer of a T-maze habit might well occur if a more durable 
habit were employed. Since classical conditioning in these animals is remarkably per
sistent , it is likely that a habit of comparable stability can be established in the T-maze 
situation . Suggestions were made -as - to how the present learning s ituation might be 
changed to prolong the performance of the learned response. 

Consideration was also given to other factors which might have been responsible 
for the failure to find differences between the groups. 

25.  M c C o n n e l l , J .  V .  Memory transfer through cannibalism in planarians. J. 
Neuropsychiat. , 1 962 , � (suppl. 1 ) ,  542-548.  

-

Planarians are capable of learning a simple conditioned reaction. This learning 
survives cutting and regeneration , and the memory storage mechanism has a biochemical 
component , probably ribonucleic acid , which is distributed throughout the body . Learn
ing seems to be transferrable via cannibalistic ingestion. 

26 .  H a r t r y , A r l e n e L . , K e i t h - L e e , P a t r i c i a , & M o r t o n , W . D .  
Planaria: Memory transfer through cannibalism reexamined. Science , 1964 , 146 , 2 74-5. 

Planarians which have cannibalized untrained planarians exposed to photiC stim
uli only , handling only , or previous conditioning , all require significantly fewe r trials 
in a conditioning situation than naive planarians . 

It should be noted that this is the only cannibalism study s o  far published in 
which the animals were given massed conditioning trials (approxirra tely 1 5 0  trials all 
in one session) rather than spaced trials . Whether this difference I lmakes a difference" 
has not as yet been determined. 

2 7 .  M c C o n n  e l l , J .  V .  Cannibalism and memory in flatworm s .  New Scientist,  
1 964 , 2 1 , 465-8.  

The author' s experiments during the last few years , which have suggested the 
existence in planarian worms of a chemical memory distributed through the b ody , have 
aroused wide interest. Here , he explains and discusses the experiments and reflects 
on their implications for learning theory. 

28 .  B e n n  e t t , E .  L .  & C a l v i  n ,  M e l  v i n . Failure to train planarians reliably. 
Bulletin (Neurosciences Res e arch Program ) ,  July -August , 1964.  

A limited di stribution article describing unsuccessful efforts over a two year 
peri od to train planarians to produce a reliable , stable resp onse which might be used 
in later biochemical studies of mem ory. 

29. M c C o n n  e 1 1 , J .  V .  Failure to interp re t  planarian data correctly: A reply to 
Bennett and Calvin. (Available on request from the author % Mental Health Research 
Institute , University of Michigan , Ann,�rbor , Michigan ) 

A critique of Bennett and Calvin' s limi ted distribution paper which accepts 
their data but questions thei r  interpretations of the data . Available by request only . 
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30. L a n  d a u  e r ,  T .  K .  Two hypotheses concerning the biochemical basis of mem 
ory . Psych . Review , 1964 , 71 , 1 6 7 -179 .  

Two hypotheses concerning a possible molecular basis of memory have been 
offered. The first is  that the basic event of conditioning or learning i s  the transfer of 
RNA molecules ,from surrounding glial cells to conducting neurons and subsequent 
transformation of the protein synthesizing apparatus of the neuron . The s econd is that 
information is coded for storage in the CNS in the form of frequency characteristics of 
spreading ac potentials to which the membranes of neurons can b e  tuned. 

The notion of a chemical interaction between glia and neurons is based in part on 
the recent findings of Hyde"n (Hyde'n ,  196 1 ;  Hydtn & Egyhaz i .  1962 , 1963 ) ,  and i s  at least 
vaguely in line with theoretical suggestions of Galambos (1 96 1 ) ,  While the idea of coding 
is reminiscent of the theory of "modulation If and "resonance It once p roposed by Weiss 
(1952)  to account for developmental innervation . The suggested mechanism b y  which 
transfer of RNA occurs selectively to active (US-UR) neurons is  electrophoretic migra
tion in the potential gradient of the action potential. Transformation of the incorporating 
neuron by the RNA is assumed to be somewhat analogous to that in viral or bacteriophage 
infection (Williams ,  1 9 59) .  Selective tuning is suggested as possibly based on the elect
rical reactance and rectifying properties of the membrane as des cribed by Cole (1941 ) .  
N o  mechanism is  suggested for th e  specification of the RN A  type to b e  transferred. The 
lack of such a specification mechanism would , of course ,  represent a critical flaw in 
the theory , even in the event that all the other postulated mechanism s were correct. 
Principally to make this lack clear , the proposal has been stated in term s  of two separ
ate and "freestanding" hypotheses , instead of in the guise of a unified  theory. 

It is obvious that these proposals are highly speculative .  There is no direct 
evidence that the brain uses the mechanisms suggested ,  and the indirect evidence i s  
consistent rather than compelling. However , some of the ideas are quite different 
from current conceptions of brain mechanism s  in learning , and i t  is hoped , therefore , 
that they will be of s om e  interest. 

31. tM c C o n n e l l , J .  V .  Memories ,  molecules and minds . Sandorama (Sandoz 
Pha:piroaceuticals Publication) ,  March , 1965 .  

A review and summ ation of  information to date on research in  planarian behav 
ior and its implications for the role of RNA in biochemical memory . 

32 . B a r  d e e  n ,  C .  R .  The function of the brain in planada maculata. Arner. J .  
Physiol . 1901 , � ,  1 75 -1 79 .  

(1 )  In Planada maculata nerve cords and brain constitute the central nervous 
system. 

(2) A fragment of this planarian will exhibi t  no sensory-motor coordination un
less it contains a part of the central nervous system. 

(3)  If the anterior extremity of the b ody b e  removed by a transverse s ection 
passing through the eye s or through the b ody posterior to this region the worm will 
lose the power of recognizing food and of reacting normally towards it. The simple 
swallowing reflexes are m aintained. 

(4 ) For the m ore complex reactions of the individual the brain must be intact 
as far forward as the anterior margin of the eye s .  
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3 3 .  P e a  r l ,  R .  The movements and reactions of fresh-water planarians. J .  Micro. 
Sci . , 1903 , 46 , 5 09 -714.  

The movements and reactions to all the more important stimuli , with the exception 
of light and heat , have been described and analyzed into their component factors in the 
body of the paper . A classic , ' ·  

. .  

34. M a  s t ,  S .  O .  Reactions to temperature -changes in spirillum , hydra , and fresh
water planarians . Amer. J .  physiol . , 1903 , 1 0 ,  165-190.  

Planarians respond to weak and strong thermal stimuli , just as they do to weak 
and strong mechanical stimuli . That is , they turn towards the source of a unilateral 
stimulus applied to the anterior portion of the b ody , if it is weak , and away from it , if 
strong , and they respond by crawling if the stimulus is applied to the posterior p ortion 
of the body . ' 

By gradually increasing thermal stimuli , applied equally on the sides and ends of 
the body , planarians can be m ade to give all the different reactions given in response to 
mechanical , chemical , rheotactic , and thigmotactic stimuli of different strength and ap 
plied to different regions of the body.  

The reactions of planarians to thermal stimuli , depend , primarily , up on the in 
tensity of the stimulus , and s econdarily , upon the physiological condition of the animal 
and the location of the stimulus .  

The nature of their reactions to stimuli in general bears little if any relati on to 
the quality of the stimulus . 

Planarians in their reactions do not orient themselves with reference to thermal 
rays of radiation or convection , i .  e . , the path which they follow is liable to form any 
angle with such rays , 

Their reactions are due , apparently , to a general physiological change in the 
organisms ,  rather than to a direct effect on the motor organs or a mere simple motor 
reflex . 

Of all the reactions induced by thermal stimuli , the negative reaction appears to 
be the only one that is under the conditions of the experiments directly protective or use- . 
ful . 

The optimum temperature , when the temperature is slowly increased , is 42 0 ,  
and the minimum below 0°. 

Planarians at ordinary temperatures react to an increase in temperature of from 
2 0  to 3 °. 

35.  0 I m s t e d , J .  M .  D .  Geotropism in Planaria maculata . J .  animal Behav. , 1917 , 
1., pp. 8 1 -6 .  

( 1 )  Unfed Planaria maculata which  have been in the light are positively geotropic 
when first placed in the dark. After several days in the dark they become indifferent to 
gravity . 
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(2 ) Fed Plana ria maculata which have been kept in the light are likewise positively 
geotropi c at first. But they become negative after two days and indifferent after five days .  

( 3 )  Fed planarians which have been in the dark for som e  time are negatively geo
tropic .  

( 4 )  The presence or absence of slime tracks has n o  influence on the geotropism 
of these planarians.  

36 . S u  n ,  K .  H . , & D u n , F .  T .  Note on geotropism in the dark-adapted Planaria 
gonocephala. Chin . J. Psych . , 1936 , 1, pp . 1 -9. 

(I} When there is no  change of the water for a week the maj ority of the unfed and 
dark-adapted Planada gonocephala collect in the neck region of the flask. 

(2 )  When the effect of the foul water is eliminated the maj ority of them remain in 
the bottom . 

( 3 )  The continuously fed worms which have been kept in the dark for seven days 
show indifferent distribution.  

(4)  In the light of  our results we maintain that the so-called negative geotropism 
in the Planada maculata as found by Olmsted is in all probability a chemically-induced 
phenomenon and is therefore not a "true re sponse to gravity ! ! , 

37.  B l' 0 wn . F .  A .  Responses of the planarian , Dugesia , and the protozoan , Para
mecium , to very weak horizontal magnetic fields . Bio! . Bull. , 1 962 , 123 , 164-1 81 . 

(1 ) The orientational response of the planarian , Dugesia , at a given time of solar 
day undergoes what appears to be a semi -monthly or monthly fluctuation , probably a 
consequence of the pos session of a lunar -day rhythm in response to s ome compass-dir
ectional factor . 

(2 ) The monthly rhythm of the planarian , Dugesia , is modifiable by a weak magnetic 
field. 

( 3 )  The monthly rhythm appears to undergo an annual modulation.  

(4 ) Dugesia exhibits a response to weak magnetic fields in the range of 0 . 17 to 1 0  
gauss . 

( 5 )  Dugesia differentiate s between a horizontal field parallel to the long axis of 
the body and a field at right angles . and between N and S poles , and ,  furthermore , is 
able to resolve interme diate angular orientations of field vvith remarkable preciSion .  

(6 ) The response of  Dugesia alters its character in passing from a field close to 
the earth ' s  strength to one as little as 1 0  gauss . suggesting the perceptive mechanism to 
be specifically adapted to such a weak field as the geomagnetic one .  

( 7 )  There i s  suggestive evidence that the protoz oan Paramecium also responds to 
very weak magnetic fields . 

( 8 )  Some possible roles for organisms of such astounding responsivenes s  to very 
weak magnetic fields are di scus s ed briefly . 
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38 . B r o w n , F .  A .  Response of the planarian , Duge sia , to very weak horizontal 
e lectrostatic fields . BioI . Bull . , 1962 , 123 , 282 -294. 

( 1 )  The planarian Dugesia is able , even while in water , to perceive a change of 
2 volts/ cm . in electrostatic gradient in the surrounding air .  

(2 )  There is  reason to p resume that in order to show this response the organism 
is responding to differences in ambient static gradient of the order of fractions of a micro
volt per cm . 

(3 )  The strength and character of worm response to a right-angle potential change 
are related to the direction the worm is oriented in the earth ' s  geographic field , and to 
tim e  of day. 

(4) A field-change in South-bound worms in the morning effects clockwise turning. 
A similar field-change for North -bound worms effects counterclockwise turning. In the 
afternoon the relationship of electrostatic response to geographic direction is essentially 
the mirror-image of that of the morning . . 

(5 )  Dugesia is able to distinguish the direction of a gradient across its body. 

( 6 ) A few of the possible significances of these findings are discussed briefly . 

39.  B r o w n , F r a n k  A . , J r . 
BioI. Bull. , 196 3 , 125 , 2 06 -225 .  

An orientational response to weak Gamma radiation.  

( 1 )  The common planarian worm , Dugesia dorotocephala ,  displays a significant 
orientational response to increase in es 1 3'

, gamma radiation when the increase is no 
greater than 6 times background .  

(2 )  The worms are able to distinguish the direction of the weak gamma source , 
turning away from it , whether it is presented on the right or left side . The response 
Sign is , therefore , the same as that of the response of thes e  negatively phototactic worms 
to visible light. 

(3)  There is a clear compass -directional relationship of the responsiveness  to the 
experimental gamma radiation. A conspicu ous negative response is present when the 
worms are traveling northward or southward in the earth ' s  field with the gamma change 
in an east-west axis . No statistically significant m ean turning response to the gamma 
radiation is found when the worms are traveling eastward or westward in the earth' s 
field with the gamma change in a north-south axis .  

(4) The previous ly observed annual fluctuation in the character of the m onthly 
orientational rhythm of north -directed worms has been confir:med in an additional year 
of study. During colder months , the rhythm is m onthly; during warmer m onths it is 
semi,-uonthly. 

(5)  There is a semi -monthly fluctuation in the response of Dugesia to weak gamma 
radiation during mid-morning hours , th�.-.;worms turning away from the s ource for four 
days prior to new and full moon , and toward it for two days following new an d  full moon . 
The stronger the field strength , up to 9 times background T the larger the amplitude of the 
rhythm . 
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(6 ) There is a direct relationship between intensities o f  gamma radiation between 
that of background and 9 times background ,  and the strength of the negative response of 
the worm s .  

( 7 )  Evidence suggests that the negative response of Dugesia to gamma source may 
be modified by experimental alteration of the natural ambient electrostatic field.  

(8 )  Some possible biological significances of this remarkable responsiveness to 
gamma radiation , and its particular properties , are discus sed briefly. 

4 0 .  B r o w n , F . A . , j r .  & P a r k , Y . L . H .  Seasonal variations in sign and 
strength of Gamma -taxis in planarians . Nature , 1964 , 202 , 469 -47 1 .  

The evidence presented here , together with that offered earlier , clearly indicates 
that an informational input reflecting chartges in the external environment is available in 
terms of gamma radiation to at least two widely different kinds of organisms , mud-snails  
and planarians , and probably to  living things in general. Along with such other stimuli 
such as light , sound , and odors , therefore , gamma radiati on is a p otential modifier of 
biological systems and activities .  No attempt has been made as  yet to discover possible 
normal ecological , physiological , or behavioral significances of this newly disclosed sen 
sory inflow. It could , conceivably play subtle but important parts in still unexplained as 
pects of such phenom ena as bi ological clocks , animal homing and navigation , and human 
behavior . 

4 1 .  B e  s t ,  J .  B .  Diurnal cycles and cannibalism in planaria. Science , 1 96 0 ,  
1 8 84-1 8 8 5 .  

Dugesia tigrina attacks Cur a foremanii under certain circumstances .  The length 
of fast prior to the attack and diurnal rhythm s are involved in evoking such behavior . 

42 . B e  s t ,  J .  B . , & Rub e n  s t e  i n , 1 .  Environmental familiarity and feeding in 
the planarian. Science , 1962 , 135 , 916 -918 .  

Planarians , in  common with higher animals , tend to  delay feeding in environmental 
conditions to which they are not habituated. 

43 . P a r k e r , G . H .  & B u r n e t t , F . L .  The reactions of plana ria with and with
out eyes to light. Ame r .  J .  Physiol . , 1 9 0 0 , j; ,  3 7 3 -3 8 5 .  

Planarians without eyes react t o  the directive influeme of light in much the same 
way as those with eyes , in that they have a tendency to turn away from the course when . 
directed toward the s ource of light and to keep in it when directed away from the source , 
though with less precisi on and often to less extent than planarians with eye s .  

Planarians with eyes move more rapidly ( 1 .  1 2  mm . t o  1 .  04 mm. per sec. ) than 
those without eyes ( 0. 89  mm. to 0. 82 mm . per sec . ) ;  and those moving away from the 
light (1 . 12  mm. and 0 . 8 9  mm. per sec.  ) than those moving toward it (1 . 04 mm. and 
0. 82 mm . per sec.  ) .  

44 . W a  I t e  r ,  H .  E .  The reactions of planarians to light. J .  Exp. Zool . , 1907 -8 , 
�, 35-1 62. 
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Light is n ot an essential factor in planarian activities , since the behavior neces 
sary to the welfare of the individual and the race is mainly referable to other factors .  

A planarianf s response to light is  of a passive character ,  which may have an 
adaptive significance only in so far as its phototaxis tends to conceal the worm from its 
enemie s .  The presence of pigment may also be regarded as an adaptive condition induced 
by the animal f s relation to light. 

The evolution of the photoreceptive apparatus of the planarian has not reached the 
degree of differentiation necessary to enable it to secure for itself such adaptations to the 
factor of light in its environment as would make aggressive  activity possible to it in a 
manner characteristic of higher animals .  

45. T a I i a f e r  r 0 ,  W .  H .  Reactions to light in Planaria maculata . J .  expo Zool. , 
192 0 ,  3 1 , 59-1 1 6 .  

The eye of Planaria maculata i s  a typical turbellarian eye , c onsisting o f  two 
types of cells --the accessory cells forming the pigment-cut and the sensory cells or 
retinulae . 

Each retinula consists of three regions -- ithe nucleus -bearing region , the middle 
region , and the rhabdome , which show a striking resemblance to the three  regions of 
the vertebrate retinula , viz . , the myoid , the ellip soid , and the rhabdome . 

Planaria maculata is  negative to light and orients accurately to a horizontal beam 
of light. 

Specimens with both eyes removed do not orient in directive illumination as do 
normal specimens . They move , however , in general , away from the light. 

Removal of both eyes does not appreciably affect the rate of locomotion in either 
directive or non -directive illumination. 

Removal of the anterior end , on the contrary , greatly retards the rate of loco
motion in both directive and n on -directive illumination. 

Specimens with one eye removed show no indication of circus movements or 
other abnormal motor activitie s .  

Specimens with one eye removed orient accurately to light , when illuminated on 
the normal side , by turning directly away from the s ource of light. 

Such specimens do not orient to light when illuminated on the !blind' side unless 
the head is m oved so that light enters the remaining eye . 

The rhabdomes in the eye are arranged in two localized sensory regi ons;  illum 
ination of the rhabdomes of the posterior and ventral edge of the pigment-cut is  followed 
by the animal' s turning toward the side containing the eye , while illumination of the re
maining rhabdomes i s  followed by the animal' s  turning in the opposite direction.  

Light must strike a given rhabdome paralle l  with its longitudinal axis in order to 
cause stimulation of the rhabdome .  Thus the position of the longitudinal axi s of the 
rhabdomes results in a localization of photic stimulation. 

(excerpts from the author�.s summary) 

46 . T h i e m a n n , W .  Die Phototaxis als PraJerendumernstillung-Versuche an Planaria 
gonocephala Duges.  Zool . Jahrb. , 1957 , 62 , 1 7 7 -208.  

Planarians placed in a light gradrent from 0. 3 to 2 0  Lux selected the region 1.  7 
to 9 Lux and showed avoiding behavior at the boundaries of this  region. Anterior ends 
react like whole animals or even more definitely , while decapitated worms shO\v no 
orientation. Removal of the auricles caused a uniform distribution of the animals in the 
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lighter part of the gradient. In a stronger gradient , 4-150 Lux , intact worms sought the 
same part of the gradient as before to the extent this was possible ; bilateral blinding was 
without influence on the behavior. Anterior ends showed marked tendency to s eek the 
darker part of the gradient and decapitated worm�.exhibited no orientation . In a still 
stronger gradient , with strongest light at the two ends , decreasing to the middle (34 6-
135 -355 Lux) , the worms gathered in the middle where the light intensity was least. In 
a weak gradient , 0. 1 to 6 . 5 Lux , the worms still showed preference for the weakest part 
of . the gradient but eventually came to rest at the ends of the apparatus , a thigmotactic 
response .  In ultraviolet , the parts of the gradient farthest from the light source was 
sought; blinded animals showed less sensitivity to UV and decapitated worms did not 
orient. With a single light , no preference could be found. Rate of locomotion is greater 
when the anterior rather than the posterior end is illuminated and the same result ob 
tained for blinded animals with or without the brain , but the speed is lessened. If the 
auricles a re removed , the speed of locomotion is greater when the posterior end is 
illuminated.  In a light gradient , speed is diminished in the preferred area.  

47.  B e  h l' e n s , lVI .  E .  The electrical response of  the planarian photoreceptor. 
Compo Biochem . and Physio!. , 1962 , J?.. 129-1 38 .  

. 

Slow negative potential changes in response to illumination have been recorded 
extracellularly through micropipette electrodes which penetrated the eyespots of the 
planarian , Dugesia tigrina. As in other photoreceptors the response amplitude in
creased and the latent period decreased with increasing stimulus intensity . Dark adapt
ation was half complete in 3 or 4 minutes . A transient decrease in amplitude compli 
cated the response of the dark adapted eye to a high-intensity stimulus . A small positive 
deflection or a notch was present at the beginning of some responses . Occasionally a 
shift in baseline and polarity reversal were observed in association with vertical elect
rode displacement. These events might be related to penetration of the membrane cov 
ering the pigm ent cup. 

48 . B l' 0 wn , H .  lVI .  , J r .  Photoreversal of the light-response decrement in planaria 
due to ultraviolet light. Am . Psych. , 1964 , 1 9 , 484 (Abstract) .  

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of 2 , 6 0 0  A and photorestor 
ative light , known to affect cellular nucleic acids , .  on the behavior of planaria. Nine groups 
of conditioned and naive worm s were used. Three groups each received either ultraviolet 
light or ultravi olet plus photorestorative light and three groups were used as control s .  
Worms i n  6 of the groups were bisected and allowed to regenerate 2 wk . Results disclosed 
that worms exposed to ultraviolet light alone took m ore extincti on trials than controls or 
those exposed to ultravi olet and photorestorative light. However , tai ls conSistently showed 
the greatest response decrement forcing the interpretation that short regeneration periods 
and lower light intensities (480 ft-c ) used to test retention reveal intrinsic differences in 
head and tail regenerates and can confound treatment variable s .  

G R A F T I N G  

1 .  O k a  d a , Y .  K . , & S u  g i  n o , H .  Transplantation experiments in planaria . 
Jap. J .  Zoo1. , 1937 , 1, 373-439.  

(1 )  Sm all square or rectangular pieces were cut from different levels of  a planarian 
and transplanted into the same (autoplastic  transplantation ) or another individual (homo
plastic t .  ) at different levels either in  normal or  reversed orientation . The obj ect of this 
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series of experim ents was to det ermine the degrees of specialization from the head to 
the tail end of the animal. On the other hand, parts were united , which were thus known 
to be provided with different specialization , in the hope that some new light might be 
thr own on the problem above discus sed as to the various influences on the host . In such 
cases it is evident that the graft itself will be influenced by the host according to the level 
of transplantation . It is also neeessary in -these experiments to take into con sideration 
the effect of quantitative difference between the sizes of the graft and the host .  

(2 ) Hence , two pieces of  comparatively large size cut out at the s ame or at differ 
ent levels of the b ody were united in normal or reversed orientation , and in the light of 
these exper iments the results of the preceding experiments of transplantation of small 
pieces were criticized. Again , subsequent cuts were performed in thes e  experiments 
for the purpose of investigating that in what manner the difference in size and degree of 
speCialization between the components of the compound body determine in particular the 
polarity of the regenerated part of the operat;ed surface . 

(3)  Hom opleural or heteropleural reindividualization was made with lateral halves 
of two worms which were longitudinally split. This implies combination of the results 
of the first series of experiments with those of the second , representing the union of two 
halves with equal or unequal differentiation along a wide range from one end to the other 
of the worm s , with the aim of eluCidating the me chanism of subsequent reorganization of 
ti s sue and the formation of new organ s .  

2 .  S u  g i  n o , H i s  a o .  Mi s ce llany on planaria transplantation . A supplemental note 
to the transplantation experiments in planar ia Dugesia gonocephala . Annot. Zoo1 . Japon. , 

1 9 3 8 , � no . 2 .  

( 1 )  When a large median part of the planarian body is  cut out , rotated 180  degrees , 
and replaced in the same place , dorsal elevations are produced at the anterior and pos 
te rior ends of the rotate d part with corre sponding ventral invaginations . Two pharynge s  
develop , one in the anterior new ti ssue and the other in the postpharyngeal re gion o f  the 
host in normal orientation . The polarity of new tissue always dire cts from the originally 
anterior to the posterior of the two components united. 

(2 ) When a median large part as above is transplanted into a corresponding level 
of another worm in normal orientation , a perfect worm re sults . 

(3)  When two worms from which in one the right margin and in the other the left 
margin have been removed , are united side by side by their cut-surfaces , a single worm 
with double internal structure is formed. 

(4) When the lateral ti ssue strips after removal of the median large part of the 
body are brought to unite along the int e rior cut -surfaces , new tis sue doe s  not appear 
along the line of uni on . The worm does not re c over the width but continues to increas e 
in length . 

3 .  S u g i n  0 ,  H i s a 0 . Hom-opolar uni on in Planaria gonocepha1a . " J ap . J .  Zo01 . , 1 941 , 
�, no. 2 .  

( I )  Pieces taken from differentTeve1s of Planaria gonocephala are united in 
hom op01ar orientation. 
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(2 ) When a comparatively large rectangular piece of the prepharyngeal region is 
transplanted into the pharyngeal region of other worm in normal orientation , slight ele
vation occurs at the anterior border of union , and in the host tissue is produced a pharynx 
in reversed direction ;  the polarity of the region n�Jl.r the line of union is reversed. 

( 3 )  When two prepharyngeal pieces are united in homopolar orientation , new 
tis sue s lightly appears along the line of union , the polarity of which is reversed. 

(4) When the pesterior cut surface of the postpharyngeal region and the anterior 
cut surface of the pharyngeal region are united , a head and a tail regenerate respectively 
on the anterior and posterior end ,  and new tissue is produced along the line of union , the 
polarity of which and even of the neighboring tissue is reversed. 

( 5 )  When three pieces from different levels of the same animal are united so as 
to arrange originally the most posterior piece in the most anterior situation and the most 
anterior piece in the most posterior position , a head regenerates on the anterior and a 
tail on the posterior end , and at the line of union of each piece new tis sue develops with 
reversed p olarity. In each united piece a pharynx develops in normal direction; reversed 
pharynx also often appears according to  the level from which the piece is taken. 

4. S u g i n  0 ,  H i s  a 0 • Recombination experiments of small pieces in Dugesia gonoceEh 
ala (Duges )  Memoirs of  the Osaka Univ . of the Lib. Arts and Educ.  -B Nat. Sci . , 1953 , 
no. 2 .  

(1 ) The body o f  Dugesia gonocephala (Duges )  was sectioned into short pieces of 
about 1 mm in length , and these were united in a converted or in their original position. 

(2 ) In the first series of experiments , pieces of p osterior level were arranged 
ante rior to those of anterior level in the regular order , all pieces being in the normal 
orientation . Various combinations were made by uniting from two to sixteen piece s .  

(3 )  In all cases , a s light new tissue was produced at each line of union o f  the 
pieces , the polarity of new tissue being reversed. 

(4) In the unions of small number of pieces , s ometime s  entirely normal worms 
were formed. 

(5 )  The polarity of the head piece s , especially between two eye spots , was never 
altered , unless  they were macerated and the tis sue was reorganized as a whole . 

(6 ) The pieces taken from the posterior extremity of the worm developed head or 
tail from their anterior cut surfaces when they were united by the posterior cut surfaces 
with the pieces taken from the m ore anterior levels .  

(7 )  In the second series , a head piece was inserted between pieces of posterior 
levels . The head thus inserted could not inhibit the regeneration of new head on the fresh 
anterior cut surface lying several milimeters apart. 

( 8 )  In the third series , pieces from various levels were combined in the irregular 
order , each piece being arranged in the normal orientation . 

Prepharyngeal pieces placed posterior to those taken from the distant p osterior 
regions also could not inhibit the regeneration of new head on the anterior cut surface of 
the anterior component. 

(9 ) In the fourth series , alternate union of prepharyngeal pieces with those taken 
from pharyngeal and postpharyngeal regions  was tried. In one case , in which five pre 
pharyngeal pieces (including a head piece ) were united , each in the reversed orientation , 
alternately with pharyngeal and postpharyngeal piece s .  Two pharynges in the opposite 
directions were formed in each of the postpharyngeal components , and one in the normal 
orientation in the pharyngeal component,  and all the pharynge s  presented reaction when 
chicken liver was given as food. Inducti on of the development of pharynx or pharynges 
by the prepharyngeal pieces and the dire ction of pharynges m ay he clearly explained by 
this example. 
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( 1 0) Pieces cut in a varying length and taken from different regions were united 
in the normal orientation and in the original order. Most of them gave rise to normal 
worms.  The results show that the effect of the cutting and the delay of the union are by 
no means the cause of proliferation of a new tis sue , 8till less the new center of reorgan
ization. 

( 1 1 )  The development bf hitiltiple pharynges was very often observed in the worms 
derived from the united pieces , the direction and position of which being determined by 
the regenerative capacity of one piece and organizing power of the other united.  

(12)  In conclusion , any piece taken from the planarian body acts as an organizer 
upon the pieces taken from the m ore p osterior levels , at the same tim e it is reorganized 
by the pieces taken from the more anterior levels . 

5 ,  M i l l  e r ,  J .  A .  Studie s on heteroplastic transplantation in triclads . 1 .  Cephelic 
grafts between Euplanaria dorotocephala and-:E .  tigrina . Physiol . Zool . , 1938 , .!..! , 
214-247. 

A technique of operation involving rectangular transplants and ice as anesthetic 
gave a high percentage of takes  between E. dorotocephala and E. tigrina. Four hundred 
and twelve cases of successful  implantation of cephalic grafts were studied. Of these , 
1 05 were in the head , 1 1 3  in the pharyngeal level , and 1 74 in the tail .  Twenty were 
placed in the ante rior prepharyngeal region for comparative purposes . 

In the discussion the following topics are treated: (a) triangular versus rectangu 
lar grafts , (b ) polarity , (c )  replacement of graft by host tissue , (d) graft migration , 
(e )  induction and range of dominance , and (f) role of the nervous system in planarian 
induction .  (excerpts from author ' s  summary ) 

6 .  L i n  d h ,  N .  0 . Heteroplastic transplantation of transversal body sections in 
flatworms . Arkiv Zoo1. , 1959 , 12 , 183-195 . 

In some cases heteroplastic transplantation can be performed also in flatworms .  
During the first day the c onnection between the j oined parts was rather loose , but later 
the bonds were gradually strengthened . The affinity between the cells of the two strains 
i s  tis sue -specific and to some degree level -specific , i .  e .  , transversal parts from dif
ferent longitudinal levels are the m ore difficult to graft the further apart their original 
position. At the common internal wound the fixation of the tissues was primarily made 
by differentiated tis sue cells . When parts from different longitudinal levels were j oined , 
the neoblasts gradually intermingled after a determination and differentiation .  In spite 
of the movable cells migrating all over the resulting new unit , a mosaig was never 

The resulting mixed interstitial fluid in combination with membrane reactions in 
the area of conjunction (the internal wound ) prov oked the formation of a peculiar tissue 
barrier between the parts . This barri er , which consisted of extracellulary collagenous 
structure s and had a great aggregation of pigmented cells , constituted when fully 

. a hindrance for the mQvable cells ; consequently the old chimerate had pure lines of cells 
in their two parts . Notwithstanding this it is  incorrect to regard the mixed animals as 
parabionts because of the common nerve system and properly arranged internal organs .  

From a histologic point o f  view the combination of tis sues fi-om different strains 
resulted only in a slight increase of basophilia and acid p olysaccharides , whereas the 
content of neutral polysaccharide s and,.basic proteins showed a marked decrease . All 
these facts signified a mutual influence of the grafts and may be regarded as general 
rejuvenati on of the chimeric unit. When regeneration was enforced on a mixed animal , 
the mitotic activity reached the level of that of a young animal , which was a further 
proof of rejuvenating processes caused by the heteroplastic  transplantation. 
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7 .  T e  s h i  r 0 g i , W a  t a  ru . Transplantation experiments of two short pieces of a 
fre shwater planarian , Bdellocephala brunnea. Jap. J .  Z ool. , 196 3 ,  14 , 2 1 -48 . 

( 1 )  Two short pieces taken from the prep-haryngeal region or the prepharyngeal 
and the postpharyngeal regions of Bdellocephala brunnea were united in the various com 
binations . 

_ ( 2 )  When these two pieces were united in any orientation or in any arrangement , 
the regeneration at the anterior and the posterior free cut -surfaces of the combined 
worm was determined according to the original regenerating potency in each level .  

( 3 )  Regeneration between the two components was inhibited i f  the cut -surfaces 
were placed together in such a way that the pieces with opposite polarity and the same 
level of the potential gradient met. In this case , however , if the union was made a 
certain time after the cutting , the development of a vertical pharynx of one or two head
outgrowths on the line of union was obs erved.  

(4)  On the contrary , if  two pieces were united from different levels of  potential 
gradient , new tissue was invariably formed between them. In several combined worms 
a pharynx was induced in the new tissue or the development of one or two head-outgrovvths 
near the line of union was observed .  If the pieces were united after a certain interval 
after the cutting ,' a high rate of pharynx and head-outgrowth formation was observed in 
the combined worm s . 

(5)  On the basis of the se findings the nature of the new tissue in the combined 
worm has b een discusse d  in detail . 

M O R P H O L O G Y  

1 .  B e t c h a ku , T .  A copper sulfate -silver nitrate method for nerve fibers of plan 
arians . Stain technology , 196 0 , � ,  2 1 5 -2 1 8 .  

For staining in toto , planarians are fixed in a mixture of 1 0  ml o f  commercial for 
malin , 45 m l  of 95 %  ethanol and 2 ml of glacial acetic acid.  After treatment with 7 0% 
ethanol 3-1 0 days , they are washed in distilled water and immersed in 1 0 % CUS04 . 5H2 0 
for 3 hr at 5 0 °C , transferred without washing to 1 % AgN03 for 1 .  0-1 . 5 hrs at 5 0 °C i  and 
then developed in: 1 0  m l  of 1 % pyrogallol , 1 00 m l  of 56% e thanol and 1 ml of 0 . 2 %  
nitric acid. Gold toning , 5 %  Na2S203 and dehydration follow a s  usual. For staining 
sections , material i s  fixed in the same fixative ,  embedded in paraffin and sectioned at 
1 0  Jl.. After bringing se ctions to water , they are immersed in 20% CuS04 . 5H20 for 4 8  
h r  at 3 7 °C ;  then rinsed briefly in distilled water and placed in 7% AgN03 for 2 4  hI' at 
3 7 0  C .  They are washed briefly in distilled water and reduced in: hydroquinone , 1 gm ;  
Na2S03 ' 5 gm and distilled water 1 0 0  m l .  Gold toning , followed b y  5 %  Na2S202 and 
dehydration completes the proce s s .  Any counterstaining may follow. 

2 .  G a z s 6 , L .  R . , T o r o k ,  L .  J . , & R a p p a y , G .  Y .  C ontributions to the 
histochemistry of the nervous system of planarians. Acta Biologiea , 1 96 1 , ll, 4 1 1 -
428 .  

In the methodical part o f  their investigations authors have searched for such 
staining methods as are suitable to stain electively enough nerv ous elements of the 
planarians , being simple and quick at the same time . They have found that , among the 
known staining methods , the HANSEN molybdate -hemotoxylin as well  as MALLORY and 
GIEMSA stainings are m ost suitab le to s tain intenSively the nervous fib ers and nerve 
endings , however , the electivity of the se methods is not silfficient. One can obtain a 
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good and alm ost elective nerve-staining on slides after steeping with a s olution of 4% 
amm onium -molybdate and staining with a thionin solution (or that of s ome other basic 
stains )  of a very low concentration. For all these staining methods , the Z E NKER fix 
ation was found as m ost suitable . The enzyme histochemical investigations have been 
made with the aim of searching for suitable histochemi cal methods for the m orphological 
study of nerve elements , on the one-hand ;- -as well as of finding such ones for the regis 
tration of their functi onal state , on the other. In two fresh-water planarian species 
(Dugesia lugubris and Dendrocoelum lacteum ) ,  the alkaline phosphatase and specific 
cholinesterase activity of the nervous system was studied by using the methods of 
GOMORI and MENTEN--J UN GE--GREEN , respectively that of KOE LLE --FRIED-
ENWALD. As for Dugesia lugubri s , positive alkaline phosphatase reaction was found 
in the whole central nervous system , with localization in the nuclear membranes ,  nucle
oli and nerve fibrils of the nerve cell s .  Posi�ive reaction was found als o  in the motor 
nerve fibers e stablishing the neuromus cular C"onnexions. Here , the reaction was much 
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m ore intensive as in the central nerve fiber s .  Images got by the GOMuRI m ethod are 
suitable also for studying the morphology of the nerve elements , as well as for disting
uishing from e ach other m otory and sensory fibers , respectively their endings . Authors 
suppose the alkaline phosphatases to pll:\.y an important role in neuromuscular transfer 
of nerve impulses . As for specifi c  cholinesterase , positive reaction was only found at 
the s omatic neuro-muscular junctions , with localization in the motory nerve endings .  
A striking lack for p ositive cholinesterase reaction in the pharynx may b e  explained ,  
in the authors l opinion , b y  m orphological and phYSiological differences in the innervation 
of the somatic and visceral mus culature .  In the Dendrocoelum lacteum , authors could 
find , surprisingly enough , no positive reaction either for alkaline phosphatase , or for 
cholinesterase . Taking into consideration thi s fact , as well a s  the results of investiga
tions performed in other dir e ctions , the authors suppose the much weaker regenerative 
capacity of that species , in c omparison with Dugesia lugubris ,  to be connected with 
bi ochemical and physiological differences existing between nerve cells of the central 
nervous system of the two species .  

3 .  M a c R a e , E .  K .  Ob servations on the fine structure of photoreceptor cells in 
the p lanarian Dugesia tigrina .  J .  Ultrastructure Research , 1964 , 1..2 , 3 34 -349. 

The bipolar photoreceptor cell of the planarian Dugesia tigrina was studied by 
electron micr os copy . The photosensitive structure within the pigment-enclosed eyecup 
i s  attached to the free end of a cell proce s s .  This proce s s , the dendritic fiber , con 
tains large vesicles , mitochondria , and numerous neurotubule s .  It leads into an expand
e d  cell body located lateral to and outside of the opening of the eyecup. The cell body 
contains a nucleus , nucleolus , mitochondria , several Golgi c omplexes , multivesicular 
b odies vacuoles ,  free ribo s omes , and ribosom e s  as sociated with an extensive endoplas 
mic reticulum longitudinally oriented in the cell. The ax on , c ontaining vesi cles and few 
neurotubules , extends to the cerebral ganglion and ends in a terminal axonal enlarge 
ment which may contain mitochondria , numerous synaptic vesicles , and glycogen gran 
ule s .  

4 .  M i l  n e ,  L o r  u s  J .  & M a r  g e r y J .  Invertebrate photoreceptors . Had. Bi oI. , 
1956 , � ,  (Hollaender , A. , ed. ) ,  Chapt. 14 , 629-6 3 1 . 

-

The pages cited provide a short.,review of important research dealing with the 
photoreceptor cells in planarian eye spots . They refer to studies of the anatomy of these 
cells , of their responsiveness to chromatic and achromatic and to ultra vi olet light , to 
the role of the pigm ent cup in planarian vision .  The balance of the chapter gives similar 

treatment to the photore ceptors of other invertebrates .  
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5 .  P e d e r s e n ,  K .  J . Cytological studies on the planarian neoblast. Z .  Zellforsch . , 
195 7 , 50 , 7 9 9 -81 7 .  

The paper is a study of the cytology of th e  1<'egeneration cells (neoblasts ) in planaria 
vitta. 

The m orphology of the living cells has first been examined to provide a reference 
for an inves tigation of the fixed neoblasts as studied by ordinary cytological , cytochemical 
and e lectron m icroscopical techniques .  

A rather selective s taining method has been devised b ased on the basophilic proper 
ties of the s canty cytoplasm . The morphology of the fixed neoblasts and their di stribution 
in the intact animal have been described , using this method. 

The m arke d cytoplasmic bas ophilia was found to be exclusively due to ribonucleic 
acid , and not to desoxyribonucleic acid or acid mucopolysaccharides . 

The cytoplasm contains moderate to considerable amounts of basic proteins.  
Tyrosine , cysteine/ cystin , arginine , lysine and perhaps histidine were present , while 
tryptophan could not be demonstrated. 

No enzymes could be demonstrated apart perhaps from cytochrome oxidase.  
The mitochondria are small and inconspicuous and more or les s  evenly distributed 

throughout the cytoplasm . A Golgi apparatus could not be demonstrated. 
The electron microscopic picture is very characteristic , becaus e  of the high elect

ron density of the cytoplasm . This density is the result of the presence of a great number 
of rib onucleoprotein granule s . Most of the granules are free and only a minor part bound 
to the membranes of the endoplasmatic reticulum . The interesting feature of the cell 
membrane are discus sed in relation to the stru cture of the parenchyma. 

The cytochemical properties of the neoblast (RNA and sulfhydryl-group containing 
protein) and the fine structure as revealed in the electron microsc ope characterize the 
neoblast as morphogenetically active cell . 

6 .  P e d e r s e n , K .  J .  Studie s  on the nature of planar ian connective tissue . Z .  Zell 
forsch , 196 1 , 5 3 , 569-6 0 8 .  

Cytological , his tochemical , electronmicroscopical and in vivo dissociation methods 
have been employed in studie s  on the connective tissue in two planarian species . Two cell 
type s  belong to the connective tis sue : the rlfree " neoblast and the "fixed" parenchyma cell . 

The fixed parenchyma cells penetrate and bind together all structures between the 
epidermis and gastrodermis.  The cells are very large and provided with many attenuated 
processes . The cytoplasm exhibits a strong PAS -reaction , presumably due to a high con
tent of neutral polysaccharides.  The cytoplasmic RNA is only present in small quantity . 
There are indications of very low activities of oxidative enzymes and hydrolase s .  Cor 
related light microscopical and electron-micros copical examination revealed that most 
of the PAS-reactive material is intracellular . 

In electronmicrographs the cytoplasm of fixed parenchymal cells i s  generally pale 
and contains few, irregularly distributed mitochondria and s c anty Golgi material. In 
Planaria vitta a large number of lipid droplets are present. This is n ot the case in Duge sia 
tigrina. Many vesicles of s everal type s  are observed. Als o the occurrence of lys o s ome 
like s tructures is a characteristic finding . 

The fixed parenchyma cells do not form a syneytium , and desm osomosomal c ontacts 
with other cells have not been ob served. The extracellular space is extremely small , lim 
ited to the narrow space between two opposing cell membran e s .  In few places it i s  slightly 
widened. Little or no ground substance i s  present. 

Connective tissue filaments are found in the highly developed subepidermal base 
ment membrane. The finding o f  filaments in many p orti ons o f  the narrow intercellular 
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space is  of considerable interest. 
The great flexibility and probably great functional significance of the fixed paren

chyma cells is dis cussed in relation to modern concepts of cellular transport mechani sms .  

It i s  suggested that the connective tis sue in planarians perhaps i s  one of th e  m ost 
primitive expres sions of connective tis sue in the animal kingdom . 

P H Y S I O L O G Y  A N D  R E G E N E R A TI O N  

1 .  B r ln d s t e d , H .  V .  Planarian regeneration. BioI . Rev . , 1955 , 3 0 ,  6 5 -126.  

(1.) T .  H .  Morgan was the first to merge the problems o f  planarian regeneration 
into the s cience of m orphogenesi s .  

(2 ) C .  M. Child was the first to introdlice quantitative methods into this field. He 
and his co -workers demonstrated the phenomenon of head-frequency , i .  e .  , an ability to 
regenerate head , graded in a species -specific way along the main axi s  of the body. 

(3)  I have extended thi s  notion as follows : there exists a time -graded regeneration 
field tapering antero -caudad and medio .."laterad. Every wound or cut exposes a surface 
in which there will always be a ' 'high-p oint' '  where regeneration starts earliest; from here 
forces travel to other parts of the blastema inhibiting these from regenerating the same 
structure as the ''high-point '' .  The material basis of the time -graded regeneration field 
is unknown . The regeneration rate of every point in the field i s  firmly fixed as a species
specifi c characteri stic.  

(4) Wolff & Dubois have conclusively shown , by an ingenious X-ray technique , that 
the cellular material forming the blastema is made up of totipotent neoblasts migrating 
from the interior of the body . 

(5 ) The problem of dedifferentiation of cells is not s olve d; therefore the processes 
involved in morphallaxis , the remoulding of old tissues , are unknown . Reindividualization 
of heteromorphs involves problems of the same kind; it is thus not understood. 

(6 ) The relationship of asexual reproduction to regeneration is a close one ,  but 
n othing definite is known ;  for thi s reas on m orphological , histochemical and cytochemical 
investigations are greatly needed. 

(7 )  Polarity may be reversed , e specially in short piece s ; e. g. , "Janus '-heads " . 
(8 )  The head-frequency phenomenon indu ced Child to formulate his much-debated 

hypothesis of gradient metabolism , in whi ch he states that the level of m etab olism is 
decisive for m orphogenesis:  ' The axial gradients in rate of reaction constitute the basis 
of polarity and symmetry in the organi sms . ' Later work on planarians did n ot ,  however , 
substantiate hi s claims. 

(9 ) The totipotent , embryoni c neoblasts are the cells m ost sensitive to irradiation . 
( 1 0 )  Rate of regeneration i s  not decisively influenced by the size of piece; this rate 

depends on forces in the time -graded regeneration field. 
( 1 1 )  Prolonged starvation retards the rate of regeneration. 
(12 )  Regeneration is inhibited if a wound is closed in such a way that pieces with 

opposite polarity meet one another .  
( 1 3 )  Wolff & Lender have shown that eye formation in competent tis sue i s  depend

ent on the presence of the head ganglion .  Apart from this observation , the r ole played by 
the nervous system in planarian regeneration i s  still unsolved. 

(14 ) An adult head doe s not act as an ' organizer' . 
(15 )  Neoblasts c ontain ribonucleic acid. Rate of r egeneration is accelerated by 

ribonucleic acid in starved p lanarians . SH -groups are probably of special importance 
in regeneration. Glycine , arginine , cystine and histidine are claimed to accelerate re 
generation. Riboflavin accelerates regeneration . 
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(16 )  Rate of respiration does not follow the head-frequency curve . Respiration of 
the b lastema i s  largely unknown. 

( 1 7 )  The following working hypothesis is proposed. After removal of a body-part , 
the rest ' determinesl the fate of the blastema in 'tt!.iP way: the totipotent neoblasts start 
at a given level in the time-graded regeneration field; they regenerate head or tail respect
ively until morphogenesis by differentiation of the neoblasts has filled up the lacking bio
chemical niches;  then the neoblasts are inhibited from going further by the serological 
factors differentiated in the already existing adult tissues . The morphogenetic equilibrium 
is  established by finer adjustments of a s erological kind from cell to cell . No freely dif
fusing 'Organisatorstoffel have been found. Inhibitory influences from the 'high -point' in 
the blastema traverse the blastema laterally , in 8 0-90 hr. , in an anterior head-blastema 
of Dendrocoelum. 

2. B a r d e e n ,  C .  R .  On the physi ology of the Plana ria macula ta , with espe cial re
ference to the phenomena of regeneration. Am .  J .  Physiol. , 1901 , .Q ,  1 -5 5 .  

One of the clas sic definitive observational studies on the course of regenerative 
processes in the planarian , P. maculata. The article includes descriptions of regenerat
ion after a number of cuts at different loci in the animals , particularly as related to the 
intestines ,  arid stressing the importance of the axial gut. It is instructive to read hi s 
theorizing , made in the light of what was known in the area at that time.  It illustrates 
rather cogently the misinterpretations possible when an imaginative scientist has just a 
little information. But it serves also to remind us that much of what we laboriously 
search out by experimental data collecting today may be sitting , ready made , for us if 
we but take the time to read about the reputable experimentation of those who passed this 
way before us . It' s  also surprising to discover that on many important theoretical points , 
we 've progressed not an inch in eliminating alternatives - even 'With all our technological 
miracles.  Some of the same old arguments are still with us - full blast. 

3. B u c h a n a n , J .  W .  An analysis of physiological states responsible for antero
posterior disintegration in  Planaria dorotocephala. Protoplasma , 1935 , 22 , 497 -512 .  

Planaria were treated with equi-molal solutions of  ammonium , potassium , sodium , 
magnesium , and calcium chlorides ,  made up in distilled water and the rates of cytolysis 
compared with cytolysis in distilled water. Potassium and ammonium accelerate cytoly
sis ; s ome protection is afforded by sodium ; still more by magnesium , and complete pro
tection by calcium in the concentrations employed. 

In distilled water solutions of calcium chloride no cytolysis occurs in concentrations 
from M/50 0  to M/ 4 0 , 0 0 0 ;  cytolysis is distinctly delayed in M/ 1 0 0 , 000.  The protective 
action of M/1 , 0 0 0 , 000 i s  detectable. 

Potassium oxalate accelerates disintegration in hypotoni c s olutions . 
One per cent ethyl alcohol in distilled water causes cytolysis m ore rapidly than 

does distilled water alone , but in M/5 00 molal calcium chloride the alcohol s olution is 
much less  effective. 

Ringer' s solution minus calcium affords no protection against death due to absence 
of calcium and death due to potaSSium oxalate but completely protects against cytolysis .  
Death in  Ringer' s solution minus calcium and in Ringer I s s olution with potassium oxalate 
occurs first in the anterior region and describes an antero'-posterior gradient. 

Cytolysis in distilled water , in potassium oxalate solutions , in alcohol s olutions , 
and in hypotonic calcium solutions of extreme dilution is  initiated in the anterior end and 
describes an antero-posterior gradient within a zooid.  

Earlier work of the writer on the disintegrative action of lipoid solvents , head , 
KNC , hyper- and hypotonic s olutions is dis cussed. It is  concluded that in Planaria 
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dorotocephala the antero-posterior gradient in cytolytic disintegration represents an 
antero -posterior differential in sensitivity to disturbance of the calcium -lipoid":'water 
relation in the organism. 

4.  B u  c h a n  a n  , J .  W i l l i a m .  The effect of planarian extracts and exudates upon 
head regeneration in Euplanaria dorotocephala. Physiol.  Zool. , 1938 , ll:. ,  144-154. 

Water extracts of freshly cut planarian heads induce increases in the number of 
heads regenerated by isolated cros s -pieces of E.  dorotocephala when such extracts are 
applied for periods less than 24 hours immediately after the sections have been cut. 

Head extracts when introduced into the intact animal in a posterior region , or when 
applied to animals injured in a posterior region , do not induce head formation at the site 
of injury. . 

If living heads or posterior ends are inCluded with regenerating pieces in small vol
umes of water , 0 . 2 cc. , for less than twenty:"four hours after cutting ,  the regenerates 
show the effects of crowding. In s om e  cases head frequency is increased and in other s it 
is decreased by such treatments . 

If the crowding is less intense but continues throughout the regeneration period 
there is a tendency for head frequency to increase .  

Evidence of an effect on head frequency of living planarian heads s eparated from 
the regenerates by glass or quartz walls was entirely negative. 

Thes e  results when conSidered together with the fact that many other agents and 
c onditions alter head frequency , e. g. , low temperature , organiC and inorganic acids , 
bases , anesthetics , and alkaloids , support the conclusion that whether or not a head r e 
generates in a piece of E.  dorotocephala depends upon quantitative physiological conditions 
within the piece; specific action of particular agents cannot be called upon to explain the 
experimental results . 

5 .  W i e r c i n s k i , F l o y d  J .  The effects of supersonic vibrations on reconstitution 
and head frequency in Euplanaria dorotocephala. Physio!. Zool. 1 939 , 1 2 , 6 2 -6 9 .  

(1 ) With a certain range of intensity and duration of exposure , supersonic s  bring 
about cytolysis in whole individuals of E .  dorotocephala. This cytolysis progresses from 
the anterior end posteriorly in the anterior z ooi d ,  just as is the case when the worms are 
exposed to certain other physical and chemical agents . 

(2 ) On return to water after partial cytolysis , reconstitution occur.,s .  
(3) Worms exposed in groups o f  few individuals are more susceptible than in groups 

of many individuals. 
(4) In general the effect increase s  with intensity and duration of exposure , but indi

vidual difference s  occur as with other agents . 
(5 ) For determination of the effect on head frequency , experimental and control lots 

of pieces A ,  B ,  C ,  and D (apprOXimately successive fourths of the anterior zooid) were used , 
since these pieces give progressive decreas e and a wide range of head fre quency from A 
to D .  Effective intensities and exp osure times were determined by preliminary experiment. 
Lots were exposed immediately after s ection and following various p eriods of delay. 

(6 ) With exposure imme diately after section little change in head frequency occurred. 

6 .  D u  b o i  s ,  F .  Contribution 'a l'�tude de la migration des cellules de r�g�ne
'
ration 

chez les planaires dulcicoles .  Bull . Biot6giC@e , 1 949 , 83 , 1 -7 1 .  

(1 ) The planarians used are Euplanaria lugubris , Euplanaria maculata , and Poly
celis nigra . The experimental methods used are localized irradiation (the mo st often 
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irradiation of the anterior two fifths of the b ody with subsequent section behind the eyes) , 
and irradiation combined with transplantation. 

(2 )  The E .  lugubris are normally endowed with 'great power of regeneration. The 
rate of regeneration diminishes at lower temperatures and when the section is performed 
in the posterior region of the body of the animal . 

(3 ) Flanarians submitted to a dose of X-rays of greater than 3500  roentgens are 
incapable of regeneratfng and die three to five weeks after irradiation. Planarians local
ly irradiated but left whole die . 

(4) The E. lugubris irradiated ahead of the pharynx and amputated behind the eyes 
regenerate after a period which corresponds to the duration of the migration of the cells 
coming from the healthy region toward the irradiated region. The cells of regeneration 
of neoblasts have , then , migrated through the whole irradiated region. 

( 5 )  The duration of regeneration is a function of the distance to be traversed by 
the neoblasts . Migrations exist from back to front as well as from front to back and 
from side to side in the planarian .  

The rate of migration varies with temperature in the same manner a s  rate of 
normal regeneration. Migration exists also in E .  maculata and in Polycelis nigra. 

(6 ) The method of grafts combined with irradiation also proves the migration of 
the cells of regenerati on. A rectangular transplant embedded in an irradiated host 
brings to him healthy neoblasts which migrate toward the head if the host is decapitated ,  
and regenerates a head which takes the background color of th e  graft. .The inverse ex 
periment ends in the repair of the necroses of the graft. The organizing p ower of the 
planarian is not destroyed by X-rays . 

(7 ) Migration does not unleash spontaneously. It must be brought forth by section. 
It is  oriented toward this section , and cannot be directed toward another part. 

(8) A simple incision not causing the formation of a blastema suffices to attract 
the neoblasts toward the affected region. There exists a system of interrelationships 
in the bodies of planarians . From the injured part goes a stimulus which is  unaffected 
by X -rays and which sets in motion the migrati on of the neoblasts . 

( 9 )  The call to migration extends under normal conditions through the whole of the 
animal ' s  body .  The flow of neoblasts halts at the center of where the call to migration 
was set up by the lesion .  

(1 0)  Th e  effective duration of the stimulus, to migration is  4 to 5 days . A stimulus 
can affect neoblasts at rest or in the act of migrating , but the effect is  lost as soon as 
the cells begin to differentiate. 

7. L e n d e r , Th . Le role inducteur du cerveau dans la regeneration des yeux d'une 
planaire d' eau douce. Ann . BioI. , 1952 , � ,  fasc.  9 -1 0 ,  191 -198.  

On the whole the experimental results lead to the following conclusion: the brain 
is the inductor of the regeneration of the eyes of Polycelis nigra. 

(a) The inductive action makes itself felt only in the receptive territory. This is 
normally limited to the ocular rim of the planarian. 

(b ) The inductive action is a characteristic of the brain.  The regenerati on of the 
eyes is  impossible in the absence of the brain. If a third of the cerebral mass subsists , 
the regeneration of the eyes is p ossible. Th� inductive action of the brain exerts pres-

. sure on the nervous communications independently. The brain activates to a certain ex
tent and not by contact with the neoblasts which differentiate into visual organs . 

(c)  The brain then seems to exert its inductive action through the intermediary of 
humoral substances or organisms.  

The organisms are without doubt secreted by the nerve cells . They diffuse across 
the p arenchyma. On the receptive border they regenerate into visual organs. 
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The organisms are n o t  destroyed b y  X-rays. They are produced b y  nerve cells 
injured in the sam e  way. Many of them have no taxonomi c  specifi city. 

8 .  S e n  g e l , P h i  l i  p p e . Sur l ' Induction d1une Zone Paryngienne chez la Planaire 
d' eau douce Dugesia lugubris O. Schm . Archive s  D' Anatomie Mi croscopique et de Morph. 
Exp . , 1 953 , 42 , no. 1 .  

( 1 )  Exp; riments of transplantation have been carried out on the, fresh -water plan 
aria D. lugubris in order to be able to state precisely the inductive capacity of a cephalic 
transplant grafted into the postpharyngeal region of the planarian. 

(2 ) A head graft is implanted into the concordant area or inversely into the post
pharyngeal of a planarian. At the end of 3 to 4 weeks , it is establi s hed that the graft has 
induced a supplementary pharynx in the tissues of the host. The p olarity of the supple 
mentary pharynx is always the same a s  that of the graft ( i .  e .  orientation of supplementary 
pharynx to b ody i s  the same as that of normal pharynx. ) Then the graft is cut out.  It  
does not rej ect (the supp1.  pharynx ) .  The supp1 . pharynx i s  extracted next. After 8 to 
15 days , it is regenerated in its p roper polarity that is , concordant or inverse in relation 
to the host. 

(3) This is not a pharynx which the graft has induced in the hos t ,  but a whole 
pharyngeal region. Thi s (regi on) retains in effe ct , the faculty to regenerate its pharynx 
in the absences of cephalic formations which have presided in its formation. 

(4) Thes e  results are in agreement with the notion of the t tz one of induction! ! ;  
induction o f  a dominated z one , th e  pharyngeal region , b y  a dominant zone , the cephalic 
region. It is necessary to di stinguish the induction of the zone of induction from (the 
induction of) distinct organs , as that which Th .  Lender has ob serve d  in the regeneration 
of the eyes of P .  nigra. 

9 .  L e n d e  r ,  T h . Mise en evidence et p roprietes de P organisine de la reg�n�ration 
des yeux chez la planaire Polycelis nigra. Revue Suisse de Zoo1 . , 1955 , 62 , 2 6 8 -275.  

The existence o f  a regenerative organism o f  the eyes o f  the p lanarian P .  nigra 
thus seems to be definitely e s tablished . It i s  chemical substance which diffuses in the 
water and a cross a gel , which i s  insen sitive to the dessication and action of alcohol at 
70  degrees . It does not have z oological specifi city and remains active after color treat
m ent. It i s  normally pres ent in the anterior region of the body , the cerebral area , where 
it originates .  In that area it must diffus e  liberally into th e  tis sues to act on the neoblasts 
which are found in the z one of regeneration of the cut-out ocular border. It is between 
the 3 .  and 5 .  day that the inductive organism reaches its maximum . The concentration 
of the organi sm does not change during the experimental regeneration , one can thus think 
that at that time the neoblasts are apt to react to the inductor and to differentiate into a 
vi sual organ. In the tail regi on , the organi sm can be tested by killing the tissues by heat
ing the ground up animals to 6 0  degrees . 

The experiments , done up to the pres ent , again do not permit expressing an opin
ion on the chemical nature of the organi sm. But the achievement of obtaining the indu ct
ive substance in s olution or in a suspension in water will permit entering upon the chief 
problem . 

/ I 
1 0 .  L e n d e r , T h . Recherches eXRerimentales sur la nature et l e s  proprietes de 
P induction de la regem{ration des yeux d� la planaire Polycelis nigra. J .  Embryo! . expo 
Morph .  , 1 9 56 ,  i, 1 9 6 -2 1 6 .  

( 1 )  After exci sion of eyes and brain of the planarian Polycelis nigra ( Ehrbg. ) ,  
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regeneration of eyes fails unless  the brain is allowed to regenerate too . But regeneration 
of eyes in the ab sence of the brain occurs if the animals are kept in the presence of a 
mince of planarian heads , or of such a mince embedded in agar , or of the supernatant 
obtained after grinding heads with sand. The indtlCtion of eye regeneration is therefore 
performed b y  a chemical substance , an organisine . 

(2 )Regenerati�n of eyes in the absence of the brain i s  possible if the organisine 
is only allowed to act on alternate days , or only for two consecutive days in all . In the 
latter case , best results are obtained if the substance acts during the 3rd and 4th days 
after operation . 

( 3 )  Regeneration of eyes is  favoured by increased concentration or organisine in 
the m edium . 

(4)  Treating the inducing material with 70 per cent alcohol does not inactivate the 
organisine , nor does warming to 6 0 0  for 2 minutes . Higher temperatures reduce its 
activity , and boi ling for 30 minutes almost destroys it. 

(5 )  The organisine is not species -specific . Its presence can be demonstrated in 
the brain region of Dugesia lugubris , D. gonocephala , and Dendrocoelum lacteum . 

(6 ) A mince of the pharyngeal or caudal region does not produce regeneration of 
eyes .  But a m ince of the caudal region can be  activated by treabnent at 6 0 0  for 2 minutes .  
With stronger heating the inducing power diminishes , a s  with th e  mince of heads . 

( 7 )  A mince of caudal regions is also activated if it is  treated with alcohol of 70 
or 9 5  per cent. The supernatant obtained from grinding caudal regions with sand also 
c ontains the organisine. 

( 8 )  Such supernatants from the caudal regions are m ore active the greater the 
number of animals from which they are prepared; but they contain les s  organisine than 
the supernatant from an equivalent number of head regions. 

( 9 )  The regeneration of e yes of Polycelis nigra is therefore induced by a chemical 
substance ,  an organisine , present throughout the b ody of the planarian .  Its concentration 
is stronger in the anterior than in the posterior region; in the latter it is furthermore im 
m obilized within the c ells . Thes e  results are comparable with those obtained in the study 
of amphibian embryonic inducti on.  

11 .  L e n d e r , T h . Analyse des phe'nomEmes d' induction et d' inhibition dans la r�g�n 
eration des planaires . Ann . BioI. , 1956 , 32 , fasc .  1 1 -12 , 457-471 .  

The analysis of the regeneration of  the pharynx , the eyes and the brain of planar
ians puts in evidence three type s  of correlations : 

( 1 )  The regeneration of the pharynx is  determined by a double induction . The 
cephalic region and the prepharyngeal region induce the differentiation of a pharyngeal 
z one . Then the regeneration of a pharynx is produced in the pharyngeal region without 
intervention of the anterior region of a planarian body. The dominant cephalic region 
induces a dominated zone: the pharyngeal region , capable of differentiating a pharynx . 
This is an example of zone induction. 

(2 )  The regeneration of the eyes is induced by the brain. This in iliction is caused 
by a chemical process .  The chemical substances secreted by the brain , l ithe organizers ,  I I  
normally cause the differentiation of the eyes in  the ocular region .  The second example 
shows that the differentiation of a definite organ depends on the activity of a chemical in
ducer. 

(3 )  The brain s ecretes inhibiting substtances which arrest the formation of other 
cerebral ganglia , that is , the regeneration of another head. There i s  then , a third type 
of humeral correlation in the planarians : the inhibition , by chemical processes , of re
generation of a definite organ. 

(4)  Thus the regeneration in planarians causes interference in a chain of humeral 
correlations . 
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12 . L e n d e r , T h . V Inhibition de la rege"neration du cerveau des planaires Polycelis 
nigra ( Ehrb . ) et Duges ia lugubris (0 . Schm . ) en presence de broyats de tetes ou de queues . 
Bull. Soc. Zool. de France , 1956 , 81 , 1 92 . 

(1)  The p lanarians Polycelis nigra and Dugesia lugubris ,  after excision of the brain 
and eyes are kept in the presence-of ground-up homoplastics of heads or of tails . One 
uses ground up animals or the remains of centrifuged ground up animals .  

(2 ) In the presence of ground up heads , the eyes regenerate , but the differentiation 
of the brain is m ore or less strongly inhibited. 

(3)  In the presence of ground-up tails , the brain differentiates nearly as well as in 
the control s .  

(4) The inhibition was due to a chemical substance , left in the body of the planarian , 
following a gradient decreasing from the head towards the tail. The substance diffuse s  in 
the water of the products of centrifugation. Its activity i s  specific.  

/ 
1 3 .  S t e p h e n - D u b o i s , F r a n 9 0 i s e  & K i l m a y e r , S i m o n e . La migration et 
la diff�renciation de s cellules de reg�neration chez la Planaire Dendrocoelum lacteum. 
Comptes rendus des se'ances de la Societe de Biologie , 19 5 9 ,  153 , 1 85 6 .  

The planarian D .  lacteum is not normally endowed with the p otential of cephalic 
regeneration when the transverse section of the amputation occurs behind the pharyngeal 
root. The pharyngeal and postpharyngeal regions meanwhile contain reUs of regeneration 
capable not only of regenerating a tail region , but also of reconstituting a cephalic region 
after having gone ove r  a distance which runs past 2/5 of the body of the worms sometimes . 
The cells have a total but latent histogenetic potentiality which reveals itself only if they 
are transplanted into a prepharyngeal region . Research is being done to try and discover 
the inhibiting factors which block the regeneration potential of the cells . 

14.  S e n  g e l , C a t  h e r  i n e . La region caudale dlune planaire e st-elle capable dl induire 
la r�gen�ration d'un pharynx ? J .  Embryo! . Exper. ,  Morph. , 1959 , 1 ,  Part 1 ,  73-8 5 .  

(1 )  Experiments involving amputation and irradiation have been made on the fresh -
water planarians Dugesia lugubris and Polycelis nigra to ascertain the precise roles of 
head and tail in the induction of a pharyngeal z one and of a pharynx . 

. (2 ) During the normal regenerati on of a prepharyngeal cephalic fragment , a pharynx 
regenerates in the original tis sues of the fragment at the s ame time as the caudal blastema 
appears .  During the normal regeneration of a postpharyngeal caudal fragment , the pharynx 
appears in the new tis sues of the b lastema. The eyes of the regenerated head have by then 
already appeared. 

(3) The caudal blastemata of cephalic fragments were cut away every day or every 
second day . A pharynx appears after a few days in the fragment. The cephalic blastemata 
of caudal fragments were cut away every secon d  day . No pharynx regenerated under these 
conditions . 

(4) A zone close to the cut was irradiated with X-rays , which prevents the fragments 
regenerating for a long time. A pharynx appears in the cephalic fragment long before the 
regeneration blastema. In the caudal fragments , the pharynx cannot regenerate b efore 
the blastema has formed. It appears only after the blastema has differentiated into a head. 

( 5 )  The same results have been obtained in another species of planarian , Polycelis 

(6 ) The regeneration of the pharyilx is therefore possible in a cephalic fragment , 
devoid of any blastema. The r egeneration of a pharynx is impossible in a tai l without 
cephalic ,  prepharyngeal or pharyngeal regions . 
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15.  K o l m a y e r , S .  e t  S t e'p h a n - D ub o i s , F .  Ne'oblastes et limitation du 
pouvoir de r�gen6ration cephalique chez la planaire Dendrocoelum lacteum . J .  Embryol . 
exper. Morph. 1 96 0 ,  8 ,  part 4 ,  376-86.  

( 1 ) The regeneration of the planarian Dendrocoelum lacteum has been te sted at 
three different levels of amputation: just behind the eyes , half-way b etween the eyes 
and the pharynx , and -just in front of the pharyngeal base . The planarians always regen
erate in the first case , never in the last case , and about 7 times out of 10 in the inter 
mediate case. 

(2 ) Experiments involving amputations and irradiations show that there are regen 
eration cells (neoblasts ) in the regions b ehind the pharyngeal base , regions which are 
unable to regenerate . 

( 3 )  When they are not irradiated ,  these neoblasts are able to m ove towards the 
head and to restore the irradiated regions . They reconstitute a blastema with eyes , the 
number of cases dire ctly depending on the prepharyngeal level of the section. " 

(4 ) The histology confirms the experimental results and demonstrates the proces 
ses of regression , of necrosis , and then of colonization of the irradiated regions. 

16. L e n d e r , T h . & G a b r i e l , A .  Etude histochimique des n�oblastes de Dugesia 
lugubris (Turbellarie" Triclade) avant et pendant la r�g�n�ration. Bull Soc. Zool. , France , 
196 0 ,  85 , 1 00 -1 1 0. 

Biochemical study of the neoblasts of D .  lugubris before and during regeneration 
show that alkaline phosphotase is not present at this level . However , sulfhydrid groups 
(-8H ) ,  b ound to the proteins , are discernable in s ome regenerative cells in the planarians 
studied. The neoblasts can be readily identified by staining with methyl-pyronine: red 
nucleolus and cytQplasm (RNA) and green nucleus (DNA). This characteristic has allowed 
determination of the number of neoblasts in the intact , non -regenerating animal and during 
different stages of regeneration (from 24 hours to 6 days ) .  In the whole flatworm , the 
neoblasts are distributed according to a decreasing anterior to posterior gradient. Exam 
ination of the neoblasts at various times led to the construction of curve s  showing variat
ions in their distribution as a function of the level studied and of the stage of regeneration. 

17 .  L e n  d e r ,  T h . L' Inhibition sp6cifique de la differenciation du cerveau des plan
aries d' eau douce en regtn�ration. J .  Embryol. "exp o  Morph . , 1 96 0 , ..§.., part 3 ,  291-301 . 

(1 ) During regeneration of the head of the fresh-water planarians Dugesia lugubris 
and Polycelis nigra a brain inhibits the differentiation of another brain . 

(2) When bearing a graft of a brain , a' decapitated D .  lugubris regenerates a head , 
but the regeneration of the brain is totally dr partly inhibited. 

(3) The inhibitory power of the brain is  due to its s ecretim of chemical substances . 
These can be demonstrated in crude homogenates of heads and in the supernatant of centri
fuged homogenates of  heads . Homogenates of  tails are inactive . 

(4) The inhibitory substances are not species-specific .  A homogenate of D. lugubris 
heads inhibits brain differentiation in P. nigra. 

(5 )  The inhibitory substances are organ -specific .  In the presence of either a 
brain graft or a homogenate of heads , a decapitated planarian regenerates all the head 
tissues except the" brain. 

(6 ) The antero-posterior diffusion gradient of organ -specific brain inhibitors 
corresponds to the m orphogeneti c  gradient of Child. 
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1 8 .  S t lp h a n - D u b o i s , F r a n g o i s e  & G i l g e n k r a nt z , F e r n an d  � RegEmer 
ation apres transplantation chez la Planaire Dendrocoelum lacteum . Comptes rendus 
des seances de la SocieM de Biologie , 196 1 , 1 5 5 , 1 1 5 . 

The neoblasts in the posterior region are totally potential (this confirms the 
conclusions of 1 9 5 9 )  but a cephalic blastema can only reconstitute itself by dividing a 
prepharyngeal area from a potential area. In the exact frame of experiments , which 
come to be des cribed , each territory hence conserves its own potentials . 

1 9 .  W o l f f , E t i e nn e . Migrations et contacts cellulaires dans la r�gene'ration . 
Experimental Cell Research , 196 1 , Suppl. 8 ,  2 46 -259. 

( 1 )  Numerous animal species possess':. special cells , called cells of regeneration , 
which play a leading role in the process  of reconstruction of a mutilated part. 

(2 ) These cells of regeneration have properties in common. One of the most 
important is their capacity for migration . This property can be shown by the method 
of regional irradiation , by which healthy migratory cells are forced to cross a zone 
where all the cells are in the process 6f necrosis . 

( 3 )  the "neoblasts l! of planarians are spread throughout the body in the middle 
of the parenchyma.  They are able to flow from any region toward the mutilated part , 
crossing the entire body of the planarian to repair all tis sues . 

(4 )  In the limicolous Oligocheta the "neoblasts " are large cells , products of the 
activation and metamorphosis of special cells of the dissepiments . They migrate towards 
the amputated surface , crossing a number of segments which varies with the speci e s .  
They reconstitute only mesodermal organs . The cells of regeneration of the ectoderm 
and of the endoderm effect only feeble displacements . 

( 5 )  In the Polycheta (Nereis)  the cells of  regeneration arise  from leucocytes free 
in the coelomic cavity .  After amputation they flock towards the sectioned surface ; they 
may cross a dozen segments . They form a blastema of regeneration which is capable 
of regenerating all tissue s .  

(6 ) In the amphibian Urodeles ( Triturus cristatus ) the cells of regeneration of 
fibroblastic aspect accomplish migrations , important in abs olute value , but relatively 
confined in accord with the total length of the limb (maximum extent of migration: 5mm) .  
They are directed in simple o r  multiple flux toward the amputated surface . This flow 
can give birth to a blastema of regeneration whi ch j oins with the ne ighboring blastema. 
A strong polydactyl limb often results . 

( 7 )  The factors which determine the migration of cells of regeneration have been 
studied especially in planarians . The migration is launched by an amputation , or simply 
a downright wound. The mov ement is oriented in the direction of the wound , stopping 
at the source of the stimulus .  This migration occurs throughout the b ody of the animal. 

(8 ) In vitro explanation experiments tend to show that the attraction of neoblasts 
is determined by diffusible substances which emanate from the injured region .  

2 0 .  Le n d e r , T h . & G a b r i e l , A .  Le comportement des neoblastes pendant la 
r�gJne'ration de la planaire Dugesia lugubris . Bull . Soc . Zool . Fr. , 1 96 1 , 8 6 , 6 7 -72 . 

(1 ) The neoblasts of fresh-water planarians are free cells in the parenchyma. A 
large nucleus with a nucleolus is surt�lfl1ded by a thin layer of cytoplasm ri ch in RNA. 

(2 ) During regeneration the neoblasts build a blastema in which the tissues be 
come differentiated. Typical mitoses  are visible in the neoblasts of the bud and the 
neoblasts distributed in the parenchyma. 

(3 ) Neoblasts are abundant in the parenchyma of planarians basted for two months . 
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They are used to build the bud of regeneration. 
(4 ) In planarians irradiated ! lin toto " with X-rays , the ability to regenerate dis 

appears with the neoblasts , whi ch entails the death o f  th e  animal . 
( 5 )  In planaria'hs irradiated locally , behind,..,the wound , the neoblasts of the irrad

iated zone disappear. But this zone is colorized by regeneration cells which build the 
blastema of regeneration. 

21.  W 0 1  f f , E .  Recent researches on the regeneration of planarians. In Rudnick , D .  
(ed. ) Regeneration , New York: Ronald Press ,  1962 . 

The study of freshwater planarians endowed with the power of total regeneration 
has elucidated certain factors which play a role in morphogenesis during regeneration. 
Under certain experimental conditions (local irradiation , culture of regeneration blaste 
mata) it is possib le to separate almost completely the cells which are responsible for 
regeneration from other cells of the body . These cells are the neoblasts , the distribution 
and migrations of which have been analyzed. Endowed with p otencies which are multiple 
and probably total , they form a regeneration blastema which can be considered as a 
graft of undifferentiated embryonic elements on the adult organism . The interactions 
between the regeneration blastema and the base conSisting of the o ld tissues have been 
analyzed. The m orphogenesis of regeneration can be explained by a succession of in 
ductions and inhibitions . Phenomena of induction , comparable to those which intervene 
in amphibian morphogenesis , have been demonstrated in the regeneration of planarians. 
It can be assumed that the base induces the formation of an anterior b lastema , in which 
the first differentiation is that of the brain . The brain has an inducting action , through 
the intermediary of diffusible substances , on the eyes.  The differentiation of the head 
is thus achieved. It is supposed that the prepharyngeal region is induced by the head. 
But it is !mown that the pharyngeal region is induced by the prepharyngeal region . The 
pharynx differentiates spontaneously within this pharyngeal zone . Finally , the copulatory 

organs are induced by the zone of the genital glands which are anterior to them . Under! 
usual circumstance s , these mechanisms prevent , at all levels of the b ody , repetitive 
regeneration of an organ. The work of Lender has shown that there is a diffusible inhib
iting substance in the brain . The strength of the action of this substance decreases with 
distance. Inhibitions are also exerted by the prepharyngeal and pharyngeal zones.  but 
the existence of inhibiting substances is still hypothetical .  Even though these results 
are as yet incomplete , it is felt that many phenomena can be explained by the hypothesis 
of inducing and inhibiting substances diffusing along the cephalo-caudal axis of the organ
ism. The doctrine of physiological gradients would find a biological explanation and a 
concrete basis for further research. 

22 . W o l f f , E . , L e n d e r , T h . & Z i l l e r  - S e n  g e l  , C .  Le. role de facteurs 
auto-inhibiteurs dans la regeneration des planaires .  Revue Suisse de Zool. , 1 964 , 1.l, 
fasc .  1 . , 75-98 . 

( 1 )  The inhibitory effect of organ extracts during the regeneration of fresh water 
planarians (Dugesia lugubris , Polycelis nigra , Dugesia tigrina) has been demonstrated 
for two regions of the b ody: the head and the pharyngeal region . 

(2 ) Graft of brain , or head extracts prevent or delay the regeneration of the brain 
in an anterior head blastema. The supernatant of the centrifuged extracts has the same 
effect as the \IDole extract. The tail extracts do not delay the regeneration of the head. -

(3 )  The supernatant of extracts of the pharyngeal region has a specific inhibitory 
effec t  on the regeneration of the pharynx , after thi s  organ has been excised. Neither the 
head extracts , nor the tail extracts have such specific inhibitory action on the regeneration 
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of the pharynx ; on the contrary , in s ome experiments , they have an entrancing action on 
this process . 

(4)  The authors formulate following hypothesis :  specific inhibitory substances are 
produced by a regenerating organ or region , and prevent this organ or thi s  region from 
being regenerated several times . Thus the regeneration is restricted to the reconstruct
ion of the mis sing part. 

( 5 )  The regeneration of the missing parts of a planarian results from a balanced 
succes si on of inductions and inhibitions .  In th e  case of the anterior regeneration , a se 
quence of inductions proceeding from the head towards the tail (brain , eyes , pharyngeal 
region , pharynx , copulatory apparatus )  is controlled by antagonistic factors which are 
present in the remaining part and which act in the opposite direction . 

(6 )  The theory of axial gradients (Child) and the concept of dominance can be 
explained by the presence of specific inhibitory substances which diffuse from a center 
where their concentration is maximum , to distant regions where their concentration is 
minimum . 

23.  P e n  t z , S .  & S e i l e r n - A s p an g , F .  Die Entstehung des augenmusters bei 
Polycelis nigra durch wechselwirkung zwischen dem augenhemmfeld und del' augeninduk
tion durch das gehirn .  Roux! Archiv fur Entwicklungsm echanik , 1 96 1 , 153 , 75-92.  

A .  Prohibition zone of the eye s .  
( 1 ) The experiments were carried out with the paludical triclad P.  nigra. This 

beast exhibits an eye line with a defined minimum interval between the eyes in the fore
body along the dorsal line up to the root of the pharynx. 

(2 ) Through extension of the tissue a m oving apart of the eyes could be produced. 
Between the eyes that had been m oved (pulled apart) , new ones were induced. 

(3) After development of a regeneration blastema the extended body line was 
pushed back to its normal size .  The supernumerary eyes are therefore placed closer 
together than normally. 

Through the eyes newly grown because of the extension there arises after the 
dis solution of the extension a significantly denser position of the eyes . Newly induced 
eye s , whi ch were still in the growth process at the dis solution of extension , were hin
dered in their growth by the moving together of the eye s .  Howeve r  they continued the 
growth process  at the renewal of extension .  

(4) A reduction o f  the t rsupernumerary! !  eyes after dissoluti on of th e  extension 
could not be shown. 

(5) The presence of a prohibition zone around every eye must be accepted. 
(6 )  This prohibition z one has a radial spread. This could be proved by a swollen

like widening out of the edge of the eye . The eye -formation therefore resulted in a wider 
area.  

(7)  The prohibition z one of the eyes is responsible for the sequence of eye for 
mation during normal regeneration. 

B .  Inducti on capacity of the eye rim. 
( 1 ) The induction capacity of the eyes (inductor ::::: brain) i s  restricted to the later

al anterior body line up to the root of the pharynx. Through removal of the anterior 
eye -carrying part of the body eyes arise  only in the regeneration blastema and not in 
the old tis sues . 

(2 ) Through a temporary experimentally produced prevention of the growth of 
the blastema (cramping of the tissue&"'through a wedge -shaped cut) eyes are formed also 
in the uninducable edge . It appears that through the delay of the regeneration in the old 
tissues a head zone was built up temporarily , which evoked a new order of differentiation 
potential of the tis sue s .  
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( 3 )  In view of the eye distances from one another and of the changing eye size , 
the eye pattern of the anterior body line is conceived as a result of the antagonism be 
tween the eye inducing effect of the brain and the prohibition fields of the eyes.  

24.  H o f f - J 0 r g e n s  e n , E . , L ¢"v t r u p , E b b  a ,  & L}lv t r up , S .  Changes in 
deoxyribonucleic acid and total nigrogen in planarian worms during starvation. J.  Embry-
01. expo Morph. , 1953 , 1: ,  1 6 1 -1 6 5 .  

(1 ) The changes in total nitrogen and in deoxyribosides (DNA) have been followed 
during starvation of the planarian worm , Polycelis nigra. 

(2 ) It was found that total nitrogen content after 6 0  days had been reduced to 
about 14 per cent of its initial value. 

( 3 )  It is not pos sible to exclude with certainty the occurrence of any DNA loss , 
but it is clear that the loss , if any ,  is much smaller than the loss in nitrogen . 

(4 ) The implications of these results for previ cus morphological investigations 
of the effects of starvation on planarian worms are discussed. 

25. K a n  a t a n  i ,  H .  Fission-promoting action of a water extract of planarian body 
in Dugesia gonocephala (Preliminary Report). 2')001. Mag. , 1964 , 73 , 52-7 .  

The effect of a planarian water extract on the occurrence of  fission was studied 
in planarian , Dugesia gonocephala . Intact worms were cultured in a dilute extract of 
anterior body -halves .  It was found that fission was greatly promoted in worms cultured 
in the water extract as compared with controls . The active principle , which was con 
tained in the water extract , as found to be heat stable (1 00°C , 3 0  min . ) and acetone in 
soluble . In order to determine the distribution of the active principle along the body 
axis , tests were made with water extracts from the head , middle and tail regions re 
spectively . The greatest fission -promoting activity was found in the head extract; the 
extract of the middle region showed considerable activity . The tail extract had little 
effect , if any , on the oc currence of fission . The fis si on-promoting substance seems to 
decrease gradually in quantity from head to tail.  The possible mechanism of the action 
of the fission-promoting substance is discussed in relation to head dominance . 

26.  H a l  a s , E .  S . , M u I r y ,  R .  C .  & D e b  0 e r ,  M .  Home problems involved 
in conditioning planaria : electrical polarity . (See Reference # 6 under Learning and 
Other Behavior) 

27 .  B a r n e s , C . D . & K a t z u n g , B . G . Stimulus polarity and conditioning in 
planaria . (See Reference # 1 1  under Learning and Other Behavior) 

28 .  F 1 i c k i n  g e r ,  R .  A .  A gradient of protein synthesi's in planaria and reversal 
of axial polarity of regenerates .  Growth , 1959 , 2 3 , 2 5 1 -271 . 

Intact planaria exposed to C 1402 or glycine - 1 -C 14  show a cephalo-caudal axial 
gradient of incorporation into protein. This pattern appears to be maintained in regen
erating worms .  

When cut sections of worms are embedded in agar and the anterior ends are 
placed in chloramphenicol , the biological polarity is altered in a significant number of 
cases , producing bipolar or reversed polarity regenerates .  

Both chloramphenical or colcemide tend to obliterate the axial gradient of pro
tein synthesis . The evidence suggests that reversal of a gradient of p rotein synthesis 
causes reversal of biological polarity in regenerating planaria .  
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29 .  L i n d h . N .  O .  The mitotic activity during the early regeneration in Euplanaria 
polychroa . Arkiv. Zool. , 1 9 57 , U!.., 497-5 09. 

In the planarian flatworm Euplanaria polychroa the mitotic activity has an even 
distribution before regeneration , but as soon as a part of an animal is forced to regen 
erate , a graded distribution appears b oth within the different longitudinal parts and 
along the old axis , if the number of cell divisions in the parts are compared. The great
er mitotic activity occurs just behind the old mid-part , from which point the activity 
decreases cephalically and caudally. However ,  the activity in the old head is next to 
the mid -part maximum. From a mitotic point of view the gradient means that a fore 
part blastema i s  m ore easily formed in the posterior part of the animal than in the anter 
ior .  On th e  contrary , a hind-part is more easily reconstructed the more cephalically 
it has to be created. In the formation of a blastema the mitotic activity has a rhythmic 
course ,  which consists of a slow oScillatioIl upon which is  layered a fast one . The re 
sulting rhythm is longitudinally graded and is different in fore - and hind-part regener 
ation . The duration of the four s eparate mitotic stages also shows a periodic variation 
during the regeneration . The variation of mitotic spectrum as well as the rhythm in 
mitotic activity differs with the age of the animal . 

The origin of blastema cells is shortly discussed. 

30 .  L i n d h , N .  O .  The metabolism of nucleic acids during regeneration in Euplan
aria polychroa . Arkiv. Zool . , 1 956 , �, 421 -45 0. 

The reflections of regeneration are studied on regard to the biochemical balance 
between nitrogen , sugar , fat and nucleic acids , all of which are correlated v.rith reduced 
weight. 

Before regeneration the quantity of nitrogenous compounds ,  fat , sugar and nucleic 
acids follows special gradients along the longitudinal axis .  This graded distribution is 
stable and when a new animal is regenerated from an old part , the distribution is leveled 
according to the origin. 

During regeneration the animal loses and recovers in weight in a rhythmic fashion . 
which suggests a variation in denSity of  the animal , an unbalanced metabolism of  fat 
compared with constituents of greater density or a real loss and re -absorption of meta
b olite s .  The nitrogenous compounds vary broadly speaking in accordance with the course 
of l oss  of weight. The variati on in amount of sugar and fat is synchronous vrith the energy 
requirement during the different stages of regeneration. The content of RNA , DNA and 
FNA (free nucleic acids ) fluctuates according to the different decomposing and synthesiz 
ing stages of regeneration. 

The wounding evokes the periodic variation and synchronizes  all reactions to a 
fitted metabolic system . The reactions assume a peculiar step-like character through 
out the animal , and for this reason regeneration does not affect only the blastema. How-' 
ever , sometimes the synchronism is absent during the first six to seven days of regen 
eration , which possibly indicates an inborn more or less synchronically metabolic rhy 
them . 

The metabolic conver sions do not have the same result in the blastema and the 
peripheral old part. The old part retains an old-adapted pattern of- metabolism , but 
the blastema is an actually rejuvenated tis sue-conglomerate . Rejuvenation in this case 
is associated with proportionally low content of nucleic acids and polynucleotide s , whi ch 
have a very low content of non -dissociating protamine . An old animal always has a 
greater content of polymeriz ed  compounds , containing large amounts of protamine , but 
small amounts of free nucleic acids ( FNA) , which are very pure .  

The significance o f  gradients and rhythm i s  dis cussed. 
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3 1 .  L i  n d h ,  N .  O .  The nucleic acid composition and nucleotide content during re 
generation in the flatworm Euplanaria polychroa. Arkiv f. ZooI . 1 9 57 , 11 , 15 3-166 . 

The qualitative composition of RNA and DN'A is not uniform along the animal axis  
and varies during a regeneration . This latter variation changes from the one longitudinal 
level  to the other. 

In the case of DNA the qualitative variation is confined to a changing adenine: 
guanine (or thymine :  cytosine) ratio; adenine to thymine and guanine to cytosine being 
constantly 1 .  The fluctuations are due to a varying adenine (thymine) content; the 
guanine (cytosine) content , seems to be more stable. The variation of DNA composition 
is not correlated to its varying content but follows the rate of cell multiplication. Vigor
ous mitotic activity i s  characterized by a high A: G ratio , and consequently a double 
wounded part has greater A : G  ratio than a single-wounded. On the contrary a low A : G  
ratio before a regeneration signified a high potency of increased rate o f  cell division.  
After the regeneration a low A: G ratio of the new units is a sign of rejuvenation . 

The composition of RNA varies with its actual content ,  low content mainly means 
a proportional dominance of adenine over the other bases;  guanine proportionally dom 
inates over  the pyrimidine s .  This composition indicates an action of ribonucleases dur
ing a period of  decreasing RNA content. During a period of dominating RNA-synthesis 
the A : G  is lowered as well as A : U  and G: C .  Consequently RNA varies its composition 
by the variation of guanine and pyrimidines .  Double -wounding and consequent far-reach
ing protein re -arrangements always inflict fundamental qualitative changes in RNA. In 
spite of a low RNA content , the ( A+G)tfU+C) and A : G  ratios are low during a double 
wound-repair . In thi s  respect the A :G ratios of DNA and RNA are converse .  

The qualitative variation of free nucleotides is great and also longitudinally grad
ed. Only AMP , ADP and ATP s eem to reflect the energy consumption .  The great a 
mounts of UMP and UDP increase during a period of cytolysis of old tissues and increased 
general cell activity . The adenylic acids accumulate before and during a period of dif
ferentiation . In the proportional changes of nucleotides ,  the variations are at first in 
accordance with a localized reaction pattern , but later the reactions depend on the num 
bel' of wounds . At the end of regeneration there is a great accumulation of free nucleo
tides . The mutual relation of these in the different parts is , however , changed ,  which 
indicates that the newly restituted animals do not have a uniform chemical composition 
and identical biochemical reactions but diverge from each other according to their ori 
gin. 

R E P R O D U C TI O N  

1 .  K e n  k ,  R .  Sexual and asexual reproduction in Euplanaria tigrina. BioI . Bull. , 
1937 , 73 , 280-294.  

( 1 )  Euplanaria tigrina occurs in at least two physiological races which differ in 
the manner of reproduction : a sexual and an asexual race . 

(2 ) The asexual race , according to observations covering s everal years , repro
duces exclusively by fission .  Temperature and nutrition control the rate of fis sion but 
do not induce sexuality . 

( 3 )  The sexual race periodically develops reproductive organs and lays cocoons. 
After the breeding period has ceased , the sex organs degenerate and fissi on may occur 
at high temperature . The individual animal can outlive several periods of sexual activity . 

(4) In nature , all planarians that have alternating (sexual and asexual ) reproduct
ion , appear to propagate sexually during the colder season and asexually during the 
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warmer season of the year. 

2 . .  K e n k , R .  Induction of sexuality in the asexual form of Dugesia tigrina. J. Exp. 
Zool.  , 1941 , � ,  5 5 -69 .  

(1)  Dugesia tigrina occurs iii. two 'physiological races , a sexual and an asexual 
race . 

(2) If the anterior third of a sexual individual and the posterior two-thirds of an 
asexual animal are united by grafting , testes and copulatory organs develop in the "asex 
ual" part. 

(3)  The occurrence of genital organs in the asexual component is probably due to 
the passing into it of endocrine substances which otherwise are lacking in the asexual  
race . However ,  the possibility of a migrati()n of  I Isexual" tis sue (neob lasts ) into the 
asexual posterior part is  not overlooked. . �  

3.  H y m a n , L .  H .  Envir onmental control of sexual reporduction in a flatworm. 
Anat. Rec .  , 1941 , � ,  Suppl .  , 108 .  

The common planarian Dugesia tigrina (Planaria maculata) exists -in nature as  
sexual and asexual stocks . The latter reproduce exclusively b y  fission and no means 
of inducing sexual reproduction in them by environmental changes has b een discovered. 
The sexual stocks develop a reproductive system annually in spring and lay cocoons for 
about 3 months thereafter ; the sexual system then degenerates and fiss ion becomes the 
mode of reproduction .  Fission may also occur during the sexual phase . Contrary to the 
opini on of other workers , the sexual s tocks do not have an inherent sexual rhythm but 
the appearance of the reproductive system is controlled by temperature .  Sexuality can 
be induced in sexual stocks at any season by lowering the temperature to 1 5 °  C. or low
er for 2 weeks or less and then raising it to around 25°C .  Indications of the male sys 
tem can be  seen within 2 or 3 days after the temperature rise  and viable cocoons begin 
to be laid within a week. Some individuals are s o  sensitive to temperature change that 
exposure to low temperature for only 2 or 3 days suffices to induce sexual development. 
Sexuality can be repeatedly induced in the same worm but apparently not immediately 
after a period of s exual activity. Only worms of a sufficient size respond to temperature 
change but som e  worms of apparently adequate size also fail to respond. The develop
ment of the reproductive system- may be partial and the condition attained shortly after 
temperature rise does not progres s  further .  

4 .  A n d  e r s o n , J .  M .  & J oh  a n n , J .  C .  Some aspects of  reproductive biology 
in the fresh water triclad turbellarian , Cura foremanii . BioI .  Bull . , 1958 , 115 , 375 -38 3 .  

A careful re -examination of th e  details o f  sexual reproduction i n  isolated individ
uals of the triclad species Cura foremanii has been carried out ,  designed particularly to 
determine whether this reproduction involves s elf-fertilization or simply the partheno
genetic development of unfertilized eggs . The following conclusions  have been reached: 

( 1 )  Without apparent detriment to the species , sexual reproduction can continue 
for many generations , and evidently indefinite ly , under conditions of is olation which 
prevent the occurrence of copulation between individuals .  Thi s i s  true of four different 
stocks of the species ,  of divers e  geog:t:aphical origin. 

(2) All individuals examined during active reprodu ction s howed mass es of sperma 
tozoa occupying the seminal receptacles through which the eggs must pass in moving from 
the ovaries to the genital atrium . 
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( 3 )  Studies of the development of the reproductive systems in immature isolated 
worms of kno'WIl ages reveal that spermatozoa are mature and have already migrated to 
the s eminal receptacles as early as 35 days after the emergence of the individual from 
its cocoon. r>�· 

(4) Under constant conditions , isolated individuals deposit their first cocoons 
some time between the 40th and the 86th day after emergence; thus , the eggs in even 
thes e  first cocoons have always been exposed to spermatozoa in the seminal receptacles . 

( 5 )  During this exposure to spermatozoa , the eggs are penetrated by them; eggs 
have been observed in freshly deposited cocoons showing second polar bodies and vesi 
cular fem ale pronuclei , as well as distinctly staining sperm nuclei .  Development of 
these self-fertilized eggs is presumably normal. 

(6 ) it is  thus clear that sexual reproduction in isolated individuals of Cura fore
manU involves self-fertilization and not parthenogenesis . 

One tantalizing question remains unanswered: whether  copulation ever occurs 
in Gura , even among individuals in mass cultures .  This species lacks a copulatory 
bursa , posses sing only the bursa stalk which serves as a genito-intestinal canal . Cop 
ulation has not been observed during our experience with this species ,  and clearly from 
the standpoint of normal reporduction and development the proces s  is completely super
fluous .  Breeding experiments with marked individuals might settle the question; until 
these can be devised,  it seems probably that Cura foremanii may have dispensed with 
copUlation as a feature of its sexual reproductive processes . 

5. J e n k  i n  s ,  M .  M .  & B r  o w n , H .  P .  Sexual activities and behavior in the 
planarian , Dugesia dorotocephala . Am. Zool . , 1962 , � ,  12 1 .  

Dugesia dorotocephala , commonly found in an asexual condition in springs and 
spring brooks throughout the United States ,  has been found in sexual form in a number 
of springs in Oklahoma in which a constant temperature is maintained throughout the 
year.  In Buckhorn Springs , Murray County , numerou s sexual animals and fresh cocoons 
have been observed every m onth in the year. Four generations from this source have 
been reared and studied in the laboratory . Laboratory reared D .  dorotocephala attain 
sexual maturity approximately 6 months after hatching , and remain c ontinuously sexual 
for a little over a year . During the months of sexual maturity , copulating pairs can be 
seen frequently in the cultures , particularly within the first hour after the worms are 
exposed to light. Positions assumed during c opulation are extremely variable and rare
ly correspond to textbook diagrams . Only a few minutes is  necessary for the complete 
act. Cocoon deposition requires 3 to 4 hours .  Occasionally the contents of a freshly 
deposited cocoon are ingested by another planarian. During the m onths of sexual activ 
ity fission is an extreme rartty. As cocoon production wan e s , fission products begin 
to appear . The mature worms , which show external signs of aging , decrease in num
ber , the fate of the fis sion products has n ot y et been established. 

6 .  J e n k i n s , M .  M . , & B r o w n , H . P .  Cocoon-production in Dugesia doroto
cephala (Woodworth) 1 897 . Trans. Amer. Microscop. Soc . , 1 96 3 ,  8 2 , 1 67 -177 . 

( 1 )  A study was made of cocoon-production in planarians of the species Dugesia 
dorotocephala ,  obtained from springs in Oklahoma in which a constant temperature is 
maintained throughout the year .  The studies included both worms of unknown age , col 
lected from springs , and worms of known age , hatched and reared in the laboratory. 

( 2 )  Contrary to earlier reports for this species , the planarians studied produce 
cocoons the year around ,  both in the laboratory and in the natural habitat. 

(3 ) Cocoon -production appears not to follow a s eason cycle , but to depend upon 
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the age of the animal.  The planarians become sexually mature about six m onths after 
hatching , and are sexually productive for a little over a year . Fission then begins , and 
b oth worms and fis sion fragments begin to die . 

(4 ) The period of incubation for cocoons of this species is three to four weeks at 
a temperature of 1 8 . 5 ac . The average number of young produced per cocoon is 16 . 5 .  
The juveniles are somewhat pigmented at  birth , and otherwise resemble adult planarians 
except that the y  have disproportionately large heads . 

(5)  Cocoon-deposition , and behavior in newly emerged juveniles are discuss ed. 

T I S S U E  C U L T U R E  

1 .  M u r r a y , M a r g a r e t .  The cultivation of planar ian tissues  in vitro . . J .  expo 
Zool. , 1 92 7 ,  47 , 467-505 . 

For planarian explants the optimum concentrations of Locke solution (diluted 
with well water ,  b oiled and filtered) lie between J/1 0  and 1;2 the concentration required 
by chick explants . Concentrations between 1/8 and 1/25 are tolerated. Intact worms , 
however , tolerate indefinitely all concentrations between well water and Locke solutions 
c ontaining from 1/4 to 1/5 and salt-total of the vertebrate -isotonic solution . The organ 
of osmotic regulation is apparently the exte rnal worm . 

In hanging-drop cultures the cells survive in fluid medi a  as long as ten to fifteen 
days ;  they are pseudopodially active and show some cell division , but not sheet-like 
proliferation. When an agar substrate is afforded the explant , a conspicuous membrane
like outgrowth of tissue may be seen within four hours . This increases up to about 
twelve or sixteen hours . 

Serum or tissue extracts of the following animals have been introduced into the 
culture m edia without injurious effect upon short-term explants from adult planarians-
tapeworm , clam , snail , isopod , sheep. Sheep serum is stimulating. The artificial 
medi a  used are Locke solutions , to which are added dextrose and peptone , glycogen , 
leucine , arginine , and tyrosine , respectively. Dextrose or glycogen prolongs the life 
of the cells considerably beyond that in a Locke s oluti on alone . The mixture of dextrose 
and peptone stimulates them to migration and the appearance of division beyond that 
which occurs in the other solutions use.  Sheep serum and dextrose , added to the Locke 
solution , have much the same effect as peptone and dextrose. The amino-acids used 
are not favorable , arginine distinctly toxic . 

The various types of cell s have been identified in culture and their behavior 
studied. 

The size of a typical explant is about J/120 (or less)  the volume of a whole worm . 
When such pieces are introduced into hanging-drop conditions , a variable percentage of 
them may fail to spread out amorphously in the form of tissue cultures , and may round 
up to form individuals , som e  of them obviously polar and others such that no polarity is 
discernible . The polar individuals are the m ore viable , other things being equal. Physi 
cal conditions are of importance in the frequency of occurrences and the longevity of 
individuals under tissue-culture conditions . The physical conditiens include size and 
depth of drop , nature of substrate , and osm otic pressure of solution . Apolar individuals 
may form originally from fragments of the explant , or secondarily from the debris pro
duced by the disintegration of a polar .... iildividual.  

2. S e n  g e l , C a t  h e r  i n e . Culture in vi tro de blast�mes de r�g�neration de planaires .  
J .  embraj ol . expo Morph. , 196 0 ,  �, 468 -476 .  
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(1 ) Young regeneration blastemata of planarians have been cultivated in vitro on 
an agar-embryo extract culture medium which is a modification of the organ culture 
medium devis ed by Wolff & Haffen. 

(2 ) Transverse cuts were made in whole worms and 3 days later the blastemata 
were isolated on the culture medium , where they survive for 1 0-15 days . There is no 
vi sible growth , but the observations reveal pigment formation by the third day , the 
appearance of mus cles on the fourth or fifth day , and the presence of the eyes and brain 
by the tenth day. All three types of differentiation have been observed in the cultures 
of head blastemata , but only pigment and muscles are present in the cultures of tail 
blastemata. 

( 3 )  When two or more head blastemata are cultured together they differentiate 
into a larger head with supplementary eye s .  The association of two or more tail-blaste 
mata does not result in the differentiation of eyes or brain.  The combination of one head 
blastema with one or two tail blastemata in such cultures gives ris e  to a small planarian 
with a pharynx and a gut. 

(4) The method of culturing regeneration blastemata in vitro reveals that the fate 
of the blastemata is determined quite early. A head blastema can differentiate cephalic 
structures , whereas a tail blastema cannot. However , if a head blastema is aSSOCiated 
with a tail blastema in culture , then they differentiate into a complete planarian . 

3. A n s e r i n , K .  D .  & B u c h s b au m , R .  Observations on planaria cells culti 
vated in solid and liquid media. J. expo Z ool. , 1961 , 146 I 1 53-161 .  

( 1 )  Tissues of the planarian flatworm , Dugesia tigrina ,  were cultivated in one 
type of solid medium and two types of liquid media. All the m edia were enriched with 
planarian tissue extract. 

(2 ) Solid medium favored cell migration , and proved to be also adequate for re 
generation and morphallaxis occurring inside the explants . 

(3 ) Both types of liquid m edia inhibited cell m igration . 
(4)  Liquid medium conSisting of worm saline and planarian tissue extract was 

adequate for the formation and survival of so called f frestitutional bodies l l  of Freisling 
and Reisinger ( ' 58 ) ,  and for survival and regeneration of larger pieces of ti ssues. 

(5 ) Addition of chicken plasma to the liquid m edium inhibited both the formation 
of restitutional b odies and the survival and regeneration of larger explants . 

* * * * * * 

In addition to the above listed reference s , the following articles reporting planarian 
research have appeared in the WORM RUNNER' S DIGEST: 

V o l . I ,  N o . 1 ,  a n  d V o  1 .  I I  I N o . 1 ,  1 9 5 9  - 1  9 6 0 ( combined) :  

C o r  n w e l l , P . , & C o r  n w e l l , G . , The effects of vibration as the UCS in the 
conditioning of planaria. 

C l ay ,  M a r g a r e t .  Preliminary report on proj e ct f fGlowworm T ! .  

V o l .  I I , N o . 2 ,  1 9 6 0 . 

C o r  n w e l l , P .  Classical conditioning with massed trials in the planarian. 

C I a y ,  M a r  g a r  e t .  Project "Glowworm I I  revisited. 
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E w a I d , D .  A .  Factors affecting the acquisition and retention of conditioned responses 
in planarians. 

A g o  s t o n , E .  Learning and regeneration in the planarian. 

P i e  r c e ,  J .  R .  A study of classical conditioning in the planarian . 

V o l . I I , N o . 3 ,  1 9 6 0 .  

E r n h a r t , E .  An informal report on two heads being better than one . 

C o r n i n g , W .  A preliminary report on the effects of RNA-ase in retention in the 
flatworm . 

C o r n w e l l , P . , & C o r n w e l l , G r e t c h e n . Inter-judge agreement in the 
scoring of conditioned responses in the planarian. 

C o r  n w e  1 1 , P .  A preliminary study of pseudo-conditioning under conditions of 
massed stimulation in the planarian . 

G o d  w i  n ,  J .  Planaria regeneration as affected by temperature and chemicals.  

V O L. I I I , N o . 1 ,  1 9 6 1 .  

C I a  y ,  M a r  g a r  e t . The saga of " Proj ect Glo\vworm ,.III . 

B e  s t ,  J .  B .  & R u b  i n s  t e i n , I .  Maze behavior of planaria .  

C o r n w e l l , G r e t c h e n , C o r n w e l l , P au l , & C l a y , M a r g a r e t .  Retention 
of a conditioned response following regeneration in the planarian. 

M c C o n n e l l , J .  V .  , J a c ob s o n , R . , & H u m  p h r i e s ,  B a r b a r  a . The 
effects of ingestion of conditioned planaria on the response level of naive planaria :  
A pilot study (Or: "You are what you Eat? ? ?  " ) .  

V o l .  I I I , N o . 2 ,  1 9 6 1 .  

C o r n w e l l , P .  An attempted replication of studies by Halas et. al and by Thompson 
and McConnell. 

D e n  a r 0 ,  J .  Factors retarding and accelerating regeneration in planaria .  

H u m p h r i e s ,  B a r b a r a . Maze learning in planaria . 

V o l . I I I , N o . 3 ,  1 9 6 1 .  

H u m p h r i e s ,  B a r b a r a , & J a c.Q,.b s o n , R e e v a . The effects of ingestion of 
conditioned planaria on the response level of naive planaria : II . 

K a u f f m a n , R .  
glowworm . 

& C I a y ,  M a r  g a r  e t . A radiation l lBinge I I  for proj ect 
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V o l . I V , N o . 1 ,  1 9 6 2 .  

K e I I  y ,  K . , N e s b i t , R . , & 8 c h I  a w i n , M .  Does colored light have any 
effect upon regeneration of planaria and upon beh8,¥ior of the intact animal? 

M c C on n e l l , J .  V . , & J a c o b s o n ,  A .  Transfer of training through cannibalism 
in p lanaria. 

8 a l i  v e ,  H .  T .  An operant test chamber for planaria using a fOl;'ce transducer. 

V o l . V ,  N o . 1 ,  1 9 6 3 .  

Z e l m a n , A .  , K a b at , L . , J a c o b s o n , R . , & M c C o n n e l l , J .  V .  
Transfer of training through injection of "conditioned! !  RNA into untrained planarians . 

B a k e r ,  J .  W .  On the question: Are planarians able to learn ? 

8 t e p h e n , W .  8 .  The influence of varying light intensities on speed of movement 
in Planaria lugubri s. 

8m i th , 8 .  J .  An attempt to replicate the cannibalism studies.  

Z i e g I e  r ,  R .  Is knowledge edible ? 

We 1 1  s ,  P .  H .  Experiments on conditions of learning in planarian flatworms .  

C a l  k i n  s ,  J .  L .  An open field test for planarians (and other sundry matters ) . 

J a c o b s o n , A .  L .  & J a c ob s o n , R e e v a . Maze learning in planaria--A Case 
history . 

V o l . V ,  N o . 2 ,  1 9 6 3 .  

W e s t e r m an , R .  A study of the habituation of responses to light in the planarian 
Dugesia dorotocephala . 

R o e , K .  In search of the locus of learning in planarians . 

C o h  e n , E .  Is there an amino acid gradient in the planarian ? 

M u r p h y ,  J .  Learning in the p lanarian. 

B a r n e s , C . D .  & K a t z un g , B . G .  The use of m ono p olar electrical shock as 
the UC8 for conditioning planarians. 

R a  v e n , R .  The photic responses of the planarian Dugesia tigrina as a function of 
Weber ' s  Law. 

D a v i s , G .  R .  Memory loss through retrograde amnesia in the planarian. 
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K a b  a t , L .  Transfer of training through ingestion of conditioned planarians by 
unconditioned planarians.  

L e  e ,  T .  An investigation of  alternation behavior under conditions of free and 
forced choice . 

S e n g e r , C . M . Effect of X -ray irradiation on oxygen uptake by planarians . 

H um p h r i e s ,  B a r b ar a , & M c C o n n e l l , J . V . Factors affecting m aze learn
ing in planarians .  

C o h e n , E .  An experiment in grafting p,hinarian body parts . 

S a l i v e , H .  T . , & C l a y , M .  L .  Project glo"WWorm rides again. 

C o r n i n g , W .  Evidenc e  of right-Ie-ft discrimination in planarians .  

V o l .  V I , N o . 2 ,  1 9 6 4 .  

F r i e d , C . , & H o r o w i t z , S .  Contraction-- A LeaRNAble response .  

S h a n n  o n , L . , & R i e k  e ,  J o h n . The effects of deoxyribonuclease and ribonu
clease on the transfer of learning by cannibalism in planarians . 

S i  l b e  r m  a n , R o n  n i  e .  Amateur worm running . 

W e e  k s ,  N .  K .  A study of classical  conditioning in land and fresh water planarians . 

B a r n w e l l , G . M . , P e a c o c k , L . J . , & T a y l o r , R . E .  A light -dark 
discrimination problem with terrestrial planarians.  

V o l .  V I I , N o . 1 ,  1 9 6 5 .  

C o w a r d , S .  J .  Grafting techniques for planarians .  

C o h e n , J .  E .  Diurnal cycle s  and maze learning in planarians .  

P i c  k e t t ,  J .  B .  E . , J en  n i n g s ,  L .  B . , & W e l l  s ,  P .  H . Influence of 
RNA and v ictim training on maze learning by cannibal planarians .  

V o l . V I I . N o . 2 ,  1 9 6 5  

McConnell , J .  V.  A tape recorder theory of  mem ory . 

Fantl , S . , & Nevin , J .  A.  Classical discrimination in planarians .  

Feldman , E . J . , & Capretta , P . J .  Post-conditioning delay and mem ory transfer through 
cannibalism . 

Austad , E .  A preliminary attempt a t  food-reward conditioning in planarians . 

C ohen , E .  Grafting planar ian tissue . 




